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1 

Introduction 

1, INTRODUCTION 

1.1 

Sin is a prevalent notion in the writings of Christians during the first two 
centuries after the death of Jesus. In fact, from Paul to Origen virtually every 
Christian writer mentions sin, and several discuss it extensively! If the death and 

resurrection of Jesus indeed broke the power of sin over humankind, as Paul 

already claimed, it surely did not break its hold over the Christians’ imagination. 

Valentinus and his followers have/seemed to be the exception to the rule. The 
scholarly consensus is that sin was of no concern to this important group of 
second century Christians. This claim is supported principally by the fact that 

the patristic evidence for Valentinianism makes little mention of sin. This obser- 

vation should have elicited surprise and further study from students of early 

Christianity. That it has not done so relates, in part, to the tendency in the 

scholarly community to adopt the heresiologists’ viewpoint and to consider these 

“disciples of Christ” to be Christians “falsely so called.” More importantly, 

though, it results from setting the Valentinians on a second century gnostic 

trajectory that has little or no room on it for sin. A fundamental tenet of 

Gnosticism is that the possessor of gnosis is freed from worldly constraints and 

is redeemed by nature, not by actions. Salvation for gnostics depends essentially 

on who one is and not on what one does, As the Gospel of Philip states, “He 

who has knowledge of the truth is a free man, but the free man does not sin” 

(77,15-16). Because of this antipathy towards the world the gnostic is seen to be 

only half-heartedly interested in ethical questions. From this perspective, then, 

one would not expect sin to play a role in the Valentinian conceptual system 

because the Valentinians were gnostics and gnostics were not concerned with sin. 

The patristic sources only seem to confirm this assumption. 

1.2.1 
This conclusion has gained a near-canonical status. Two factors require us 

to rethink it, The first is a truism among students of religion: there is often 

' The linguistic evidence alone is revealing. Among early Christians, for instance, the 

Apologists use dpaptévew, &yaptia, and &uaptwAd¢ ninety times; both Irenaeus and the 

Apostolic Fathers, over one hundred times; and the New Testament, Clement of Alexan- 

dria, Tertullian, and Origen, each over two hundred times. 
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tension between theory and practice within a religious system. For instance, sin 
should be of no immediate concern to Paul because he claims that Christ has 
destroyed the power of sin and that salvation now comes through belief in Jesus 
as the Christ. Christians, being “in Christ,” ought not to be affected by sin. Yet 
nobody would claim that sin actually does not play a major role in Pauline 
thought, or that all Christians in his communities considered themselves free 
from sin. Manicheism is a better example. As Kurt Rudolph tells us, here is a 
religion which, although decidedly gnostic, shows “an acute consciousness of 
sin,”2 

Many scholars have not distinguished between theory and practice in their 
analyses of second century Gnosticism. For some this has been by choice because 
they view Gnosticism more as a philosophical system than as a living religion. 
For others, it has simply been a continuation of the scholarly approach to 
Judaism and Christianity in the first two centuries C.E. that focuses on textual- 
critical matters rather than socio-political ones. The lack of information about 
gnostic behavior has understandably made most scholars wary of postulating an 
everyday side to Gnosticism not fully in accord with its basic ideology. But, while 
a thorough sociological description of second century Gnosticism may never be 
written, it is important to realize that even from the sources we do possess there 
are clear hints that practice was not always in accord with theory. Rudolph’s 
remarks again are apropos 

in theory, for instance, the gnostic conception of the world is really 
anti-cultic. All “hylic” (material) institutions are disqualified and 
regarded as futile for redemption. Strictly speaking this is true also of 
the cultic domain. Sacraments like baptism and last [sic] supper 
(eucharist) cannot effect salvation and therefore do not possess those 
qualities that are “necessary for salvation”; at most they confirm and 
Strengthen the state of grace that the gnostics (pneumatics) enjoy 
already, insofar as they are retained. Only a very few branches however 
adopted this radical standpoint. . . . The majority, as is clear from the 
limited source material, practised a cult analogous to that of the 
mystery religions or the Christian church. 

Most of the gnostic communities, then, in spite of some of their theories, 
appeared to have taken ceremonies, sacraments and prayer quite seriously,’ and 
it is at least possible that the same holds true of sin. 

? Kurt Rudolph, Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism, trans. and ed. by Robert McL. Wilson (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1983 [1977]) 342. 
3 The best analysis from a sociological perspective is Henry A. Green, The Economic and Social Origins of Gnosticism, SBLDS 77 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985). This is a revision of a thesis directed by R. McL. Wilson and completed in 1982. 
4 Gnosis, 218. 

5 Gnosis, 218-47. 
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252 

The second and decisive factor that demands a reappraisal of the view that 
Valentinians were not concerned with sin is the occurrence of the term sin in the 
majority of the Valentinian works from the Nag Hammadi collection. Armed 

with this new and surprising information it becomes easier to detect that even 

in the patristic descriptions there are indications that sin did play a role in Valen- 

tinianism. We can no longer claim that the Valentinians were not concerned with 
this notion because, as gnostics, they could not be. In fact, they were. 
ore OT mec one rerrrer einen 

12:3 
Two recent factors, then, demand a reassessment of sin in Valentinianism. 

One is the discovery of a new and extensive source base comprising works which 

are probably Valentinian and which in many instances include references to sin. 

Only in the last decade have all of these works been available for study. The other 

factor is the trend in the field of Christian Origins to examine what the religious 

“man and woman on the street” thought and did. This has helped develop an 

appreciation for the diversity in Judaism and Christianity in this time period. It 

has also increased our awareness of the differences between social reality and the 

stated theoretical ideals.® 

1.3 
The primary purpose of this study is to determine precisely what the Valen- 

tinians thought about sin and how this fitted into their conceptual system. Before 

describing how we intend to proceed, two issues require elaboration. The first 

concerns sources: which ones are available for an understanding of this second 

century Christian movement, and how do we use them? The second concerns 

what we mean by Valentinianism. 

2. SOURCES 

2.1.1 

The best full-length study of Valentinianism still is Francois Sagnard’s La 

gnose valentinienne et le témoignage de Saint Irénée, published in 1947.7 

6 Accounting for the social aspects of early Christianity has become a sub-discipline in 

its own right over the last decade. To mention only the major books: John G. Gager, 

Kingdom and Community: The Social World of Early Christianity (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 

Prentice-Hall, 1975); Gerd Theissen, The First Followers of Jesus [also called Sociology 

of Early Palestinian Christianity), trans. by J. Bowden (London: SCM Press, 1978 [1977]); 

Abraham J. Malherbe, Social Aspects of Early Christianity, 2d ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 

1983); Wayne A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World of the Apostle Paul 

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983); Richard A. Horsley and John S. Hanson, 

Bandits, Prophets, and Messiahs: Popular Movements at the Time of Jesus, NVBS 2 

(Minneapolis: Winston Press, 1985); and John E. Stambaugh and David L. Balch, The 

New Testament in Its Social Environment, LEC 3 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986). 

7 Francois-M.M. Sagnard, La gnose valentinienne et le témoignage de saint Irénée 

(Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1947). 
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Sagnard found a certain consistency among the patristic portrayals of Valen- 
tinianism and stressed the significance and dependability of Irenaeus’s descrip- 
tion of this second century Christian group. Much has happened since this book 
appeared forty years ago. Of decisive importance has been the publication of the 
texts discovered near the Egyptian town of Nag Hammadi in 1945,® several of 
which appear to have been composed originally by Valentinians. The wave of 
scholarly interest in these texts reached tidal proportions in the 1970s and has 
since subsided somewhat.? Part of this included a reappraisal of the Fathers’ 
accounts of their so-called gnostic opponents in the light of this newly-found 
“gnostic library.” Sagnard would certainly write a different book today. 

One of the enduring strengths of La gnose valentinienne is its sensitivity to 
sources. This is not surprising, for Sagnard, as a historian, was aware of how 
important it is to know what the sources are and to question how each of them 
should be used. What is striking about the many recent discussions of Valen- 
tinianism is the relative lack of concern for this issue!° What is also disturbing 
is the lack of sophistication sometimes shown by historians of early Christianity 
in their use of Valentinian sources. In this short section I delimit the full range 
of primary sources presently available for a study of Valentinianism. Then, as 
part of the discussion of how to use these sources, I examine more extensively 
their relative merits, 

Papi leg 

The Valentinian writings often served as grains of sand in the oyster bed of 
second and third century patristic literature, and in many instances it is still 
possible to recover those irritants with a reasonable degree of certainty. The 
major patristic works which contain this primary Valentinian material have long 
been isolated and, using Sagnard’s list!! include the following seven: Irenaeus’s 
Adversus haereses; Clement of Alexandria’s Stromata and Excerpta ex 
Theodoto; Hippolytus’s Refutatio; Tertullian’s Adversus valentinianos; Origen’s 
Commentary on John, which contains the fragments of Heracleon; and section 

* A complete English translation of the Nag Hammadi texts has existed for a decade in James M. Robinson (ed.), The Nag Hammadi Library in English (New York: Harper and Row, 1977). Critical editions are also appearing in English (the Coptic Gnostic Library, under the general editorship of Robinson), German (the Gnostische Schriften of the Berliner Arbeitskreis fiir koptisch-gnostische Schriften, directed by Hans-Martin Schenke), and French (the Bibliothéque copte de Nag Hammadi from Laval, directed by Paul-Hubert Poirier and Michel Roberge—another French edition, edited by Michel Tardieu in Paris, Sources &nostiques et manichéennes, does not provide the Coptic texts). ° To appreciate the trends in scholarship, cf. the works collected by David M. Scholer in his Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1948-1969, NHS 1 (Leiden: Brill, 1971) and the annual supplements in Novum Testamentum. 
'0 Cf. especially The Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on Gnosticism at Yale, March 28-31, 1978. 1. The School of Valentinus, ed. by Bentley Layton (Leiden: Brill, 1980). 
'! Sagnard, La gnose, 119-20, 
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33 of Epiphanius’s Panarion which reproduces Ptolemy’s “Letter to Flora.” To 

these, says Sagnard, “on pourrait ajouter: Pseudo-Tertullien (Adversus omnes 

haereses), Philastre (De haeresibus), Epiphane ({le reste du] Panarion), trois 

écrits dérivant d’une méme source . . . ; de méme Théodoret.”!2 To this group of 

later and derivative sources should be added Klaus Koschorke’s recent collection 

of less familiar patristic material appearing to preserve some Valentinian 

sources. These range from Didymus’s Commentary on the Psalms to comments 

recorded by the Second Tryllian Synod of 69233 

23 
Another addition which now must be made to Sagnard’s list is the evidence 

from the Nag Hammadi find. The problem here, though, is deciding which text 

to include —if any. This is a problem which cannot be resolved easily, or perhaps 

even satisfactorily. None of the 46 independent works to emerge from this 

discovery claims to be Valentinian or even to have been written by someone 

whom the Fathers have connected with this group, and the decision to call a work 

“Valentinian” rests exclusively on finding similarities between its content and the 

patristic descriptions of that group (with all their differences!). Obviously, this 

situation is far from ideal on methodological grounds. It has recently even led 

Frederik Wisse to take the challenging position that perhaps one should not 

attempt to isolate any Valentinian works at all from the Nag Hammadi collection. 

The fact that Wisse can argue such a case points to the hypothetical nature of 

any reconstruction!* 

The range of tenable options on this matter is exemplified by scholars’ 

treatments of The Gospel of Truth. This is a work which has a definite affinity 

to Valentinianism. For instance, one encounters terms such as aeons, the All, the 

Pleroma, Deficiency, Rest, and the distinction between three classes of people 

(pneumatic, psychic, and hylic). However, it also lacks much of the basic 

aca gnose, 120. Sagnard does not pay much attention to these: “leur date tardive ne 

permet guére leur utilisation.” 
13 Klaus Koschorke, “Patristische Materialen zur Spatgeschichte der valentinianische 

Gnosis,” in Gnosis and Gnosticism: Papers Read at the Eighth Annual International 

Conference on Patristic Studies (Oxford, Sept. 3rd-8th, 1979), ed. by M. Krause (Leiden: 

Brill, 1981). These are taken from the following: Didymus Comm. Ps. Athanasius of 

Alexandria Tomus ad Antiochenos, c. 3; Oxford Papyrus P. Ash. Inv. 3; Epiphanius 

Panarion, 31,7,1; John Chrysostom Sermo 1,3, De virginitate, c. 3, De sacerdotio, IV,4; 

Severian of Gabala, Fragm. on I Cor 15:47-49; Aphrahat Homilia, III,6; Julian the 

Apostate ep. 59; Ambrose of Milan ep. 40f.; Constantine’s decree concerning the heretics; 

Theodosius II On Heretics; Theodore of Mopsuestia Comm. on I Tim, Theodoret of 

Cyrrhus ep. 81; Timothy of Constantinople De receptione haereticorum; and the Second 

Tryllian Synod of 692 can. 95. 

14 Actually Wisse has gone as far as to question the very existence of a Valentinian 

group in the second century. See his “Prolegomena to the Study of the New Testament and 

Gnosis,” in The New Testament and Gnosis: Essays in Honour of Robert McL. Wilson, 

ed. by A. H. B. Logan and A. J. M. Wedderburn (Edinburgh: T. &T. Clark, 1983) 138-45. 
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terminology of that movement: one looks in vain for a detailed list of aeons, for 
mention of the Sophia myth, or for a Demiurge—and the distinction drawn 
between him and the highest God. What is one to make of these omissions? Most 
scholars have situated this text somewhere along the Valentinian trajectory, yet 
even here there is a great deal of diversity. W.-C. van Unnik and K. Grobel, for 
instance, have placed it extremely early, arguing that the young Valentinus 
himself penned this work before his ideas reached maturity. Hans Jones, on the 
other hand, has placed it later on the second century trajectory, insisting that the 
document presupposes a developed Valentinian system! Other scholars have 
chosen simply to sever the connection with Valentinianism. Most notable in this 
regard has been Hans-Martin Schenke in his Die Herkunft des sogenannten 
Evangelium Veritatis (1958). The tendency now is to view it as more or less 
attached to Valentinianism!® Yet we have a work which can reasonably be called 
early Valentinian, late Valentinian, or non-Valentinian. 

In spite of these problems and differences of opinion, it is possible to make 
a relatively safe voyage between the Scylla of over-confidence and the Charybdis 
of extreme skepticism by isolating a corpus from the Nag Hammadi collection 
that has clear Valentinian components—at least based on the patristic 
descriptions —and that is made up of works probably composed by Valentinians 
themselves in the second and early third centuries. Much more certainty than this 
cannot be expected. The following seven works, then, make a defensible Valen- 
tinian corpus from Nag Hammadi: The Prayer of the Apostle Paul (1,1); The 
Gospel of Truth (1,3/XII,2); The Treatise on the Resurrection (1,4); The Tripar- 
tite Tractate (1,5); The Gospel of Philip (11,3); The Interpretation of Knowledge 
(XI,1); and A Valentinian Exposition (XI,2)!7 To this core group may be added 
three other works whose Valentinian qualities are more questionable: the first 
and second apocalypses attributed to James (V,3-4) and The Letter of Peter to 

'S Cf. Jonas’s comments following Robert McL. Wilson’s paper delivered at the Yale 
Conference in 1978: “I still believe that this is more plausible than the view that the Gospel 
of Truth is an embryonic stage of Valentinian development. My case centers around tévn: 
I think that this makes little sense in the Gospel of Truth unless one endows it with 
personal, hypostatized powers of agency and makes it a figure like the demiurge or Sophia 
Achamoth” (in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, 1, 142). 

'6 This breadth of opinion concerning the Gospel of Truth is summarized by Wilson 
in “Valentinianism and the Gospel of Truth” (The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, I, 133-45). Rudolph has recently called the Gospel of Truth “a homily which shows vague affinities 
with the Valentinian school” (Gnosis, 319). 

'7 Included in A Valentinian Exposition are the fragments which follow it in Codex 11. Cf. Jacques E. Ménard’s remarks: “Les trois fragments sur le baptéme et les deux sur Yeucharistie (Bap A =40,1-29; Bap B=40,30-41,38; Bap C=42,1-43,19; Euch 
A=43,20-38; Euch B=44,14-37) renferment une doctrine assimilable au traité précédent et, dans l’état actuel de la recherche, ils sont a situer dans le sillage d’un enseignement valentinien” (Exposé valentinien: Les Sragments sur le baptéme et sur Veucharistie (NH XT,2), BCNHST 14 [Québec: Les Presses de PUniversité Laval, 1985} 84). 
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Philip (VIII,2). This selection is fairly consistent with scholarly opinion!® The 
hypothetical nature of the selection, though, warrants not placing too much 
weight on any one particular work. 

2.1.4 
This Valentinian corpus of the traditional collection deriving from the 

Fathers supplemented by the recent one from the Nag Hammadi Library must 
now be enlarged by two other candidates recently brought to light. Eric Junod 
and Jean-Daniel Kaestli’s magisterial two volume edition of the Acts of John 
appeared in 1983!9 The Valentinian affinities of this work have often been high- 
lighted,?° but never have they been presented with the thoroughness found in 
Junod and Kaestli’s work. They have demonstrated that chapters 94-102 and 109 
of the Acts of John are probably of independent origin, and almost certainly 
derive from Valentinian circles, maybe in second century Syria. The following 
year, Josef Frickel published his extensive analysis of the Naassene passage in 

Hippolytus (which extends in Book V of the Refutatio from 6,4-10,2). He 

concluded that the final redactor of this section (which he claims Hippolytus 

incorporated almost verbatim into his work) was a Valentinian —perhaps even 

Heracleon himself. It remains to be seen whether this thesis will be accepted, and 

whether one can indeed peel away as many redactional layers from this work as 

Frickel believes.21 These two source- and redaction-critical studies, then, have 

perhaps expanded our base of Valentinian sources. Both the Naassene passages 

in Hippolytus and the Acts of John—or, more accurately, certain sections in 

them — must be examined as potential candidates for being Valentinian sources. 

The tentative nature of the claims, though, must not be forgotten. 

22s 

Having delimited the primary sources for a study of Valentinianism one 

must assess their value. This is not an easy task. The scholarly tendency is to 

separate the Nag Hammadi material from that found in the Fathers and to view 

the two bodies of information in roughly the same manner as most NT scholars 

18 Henry A. Green would add to this list The Apocryphon of James (1,2), The Exegesis 

of the Soul (11,6), The Authoritative Teaching (V1,3), and The Second Treatise of the Great 

Seth (VII,2), while removing The Second Apocalypse of James and The Letter of Peter to 

Philip (‘Ritual in Valentinian Gnosticism,” JRH 12 [1982] 111). Koschorke (“Patristische 

Materialen,” 122) would include the basic seven (having reservations about The Treatise 

on the Resurrection) while seeing some Valentinian elements in The First Apocalypse of 

James and The Testimony of Truth. Michel Tardieu, for his part, would include The Testi- 

mony of Truth and The Apocryphon of James and remove the two apocalypses of the same 

name. See “Le Congrés de Yale sur le Gnosticism (28-31 mars 1978),” REAug 24 (1978) 192. 

19 Acta Iohannis, ed. by Eric Junod and Jean-Daniel Kaestli, CCSA 1-2 (Brepols: 

Turnhout, 1983). 
20 For a discussion of scholarly opinion on this matter, see Acta Iohannis, 590. 

21 Josef Frickel, Hellenistische Erlésung in christlicher Deutung: Die gnostische 

Naassenerschrift, NHS 19 (Leiden: Brill, 1984). 
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now view Acts and the letters of Paul. Influenced by the arguments of John 

Knox, John Hurd and Gerd Liidemann, scholars are increasingly basing their 

understanding of Paul on the evidence from his letters (the “primary evidence”). 

They use the deutero-Pauline letters and Acts critically, cautiously, and only after 

having drained the “primary evidence” of all its information.22 The Nag Ham- 

madi works, which allegedly come to us directly “from the source’s mouth,” are 

often seen as primary and given pride of place in any reconstruction of Valen- 

tinianism, while the sources found in the Fathers suffer the same fate as do the 

Acts accounts in any reconstruction of the life and teachings of Paul: they are 

to be consulted only after one exhausts the “primary sources,” and their 

testimony is accepted with due regard for their redactional Tendenzen. In some 

respects Rudolph is a good representative of this modern position. In his recent 

and important study, Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism, he insists 

on “having deliberately given precedence to the original works today abundantly 
available, above all in Coptic, and less to the heresiological reports.”23 Rudolph’s 
position would be unquestionable if the analogy with Pauline scholarship were 
more exact. As it stands, however, the situation facing the student of Valen- 
tinianism is more complicated. 

220 
The primacy of the Nag Hammadi sources is open to question on internal 

and external grounds. Internally, as has already been said, not one of these works 
claims to represent the views of Valentinus or to be Valentinian. There is a 
problem of circularity here. The Nag Hammadi works are designated Valentinian 
on the strength of the patristic accounts. Thus, the “primary sources” are only 
primary insofar as one accepts the claims made in the “secondary sources.” This 
methodological problem has not received the attention it deserves. It also casts 
serious doubt on the primacy of this new source base. Externally there is the dual 
problem of dating and provenance. The receipts and fragments of correspon- 
dence which were used to pad the bindings of the codices help us to date their 
fabrication to ca. 350 C.E. As well, the proximity of the find to the Pachomian 
monastery, coupled with the mention of “monks” and “Father Pachom” in the 
bindings, makes it likely that the writings derive in some manner from the library 
of a monastery. As Rudolph suggests, Athanasius’s ban on heretical books (in 

22 For a fine discussion of Pauline methodology see John C. Hurd, The Origin of I Cor- 
inthians (London: SPCK, 1965 [reprinted in 1983 by Mercer University Press, Macon, 
GA)), 3-42 (and xiii-xxi of the new edition). More recently there is Gerd Liidemann’s 
excellent work: Paul, Apostle to the Gentiles: Studies in Chronology (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1984 [1980]). They both acknowledge the pioneering work of John Knox in his 
Chapters in a Life of Paul (New York: Abingdon, 1950). 

23 Rudolph (Gnosis, 3) makes this point when contrasting his own work with 
Leisegang’s (1924). In other respects, though, Rudolph reminds one of the older approach 
to Paul since he tends to use whichever source is suitable to his presentation. For instance, 
his description of Valentinianism is derived almost exclusively from the patristic sources. 
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his Paschal Letter of 367) could well have led to their burial.24 According to R. 
van den Broek, “thereisa growing consensus that the books were collected from 
various quarters by Pachomian monks who read them as edifying literature.”25 
What we are probably dealing with, then, are Valentinian works still selected 
(and perhaps even altered) by non-Valentinians, and perhaps two centuries after 
their floruit. In addition, we have no way of knowing for certain when or where 
these works were actually composed, and how much modification had crept in 
over the years (even disregarding the important process of translation from 

‘Greek into Coptic—a problem which is absent from the Greek works of 
Irenaeus, Clement, Origen, and Hippolytus). 

There is also no reason to assume that these works accurately represent the 
breadth of second century Valentinianism. For example, the emphasis on 
asceticism found throughout the entire Nag Hammadi corpus could tell us as 
much about the predilections of fourth century monks as it does about second 
century Valentinianism. Henry Green has voiced this point recently in his book 
The Economic and Social Origins of Gnosticism.?® 

it should be emphasized that the Nag Hammadi library, if associated 
with the Pachomian monasteries, would have been biased towards the 
collection of ascetic works. Libertine behavior would have been con- 
sidered heretical. Consequently, it may well be that just as the heresi- 

ologists were biased in their descriptions of the Gnostics (libertinism), 

so too the Nag Hammadi library may present a biased account of 

Gnostic tendencies toward asceticism. 

24 Gnosis, 43. 

25 R. van den Broek, “The Present State of Gnostic Studies,” VC 37 (1983) 47. Armand 

Veilleux argues that the connection between the Nag Hammadi library and the Pachomian 

monasteries is not as firm as many assume (“Monachisme et gnose,” LTP 40 [1985] 3-10). 

This view is supported by Louis Painchaud (in a personal letter), and by Paul-Hubert 

Poirier in “La bibliothéque copte de Nag Hammadi: sa nature et son importance,” SR 15 

(1986) 308 (a paper he delivered in Toronto in February, 1986). Veilleux’s article is a helpful 

corrective to the assumption that the fabrication of the codices necessarily tells us 

something about who used them. Nevertheless, given the few remaining pieces to this Nag 

Hammadi puzzle, the best solution remains to link these codices in some manner with the 

Pachomian monastery. 

26 Green, The Economic and Social Origins, 226. Henry Chadwick alluded to this 

already in one of the plenary addresses of the Yale Conference of 1978: “One would not, 

of course, expect those gnostic texts that could be studied at Chenoboskion with 

reasonable impunity to be likely to favor libertinism, and therefore the picture of gnostic 

ethics to be obtained from the Nag Hammadi codices might be thought only to represent 

the nonlibertine standpoint” (in “The Domestication of Gnosis,” The Rediscovery of 

Gnosticism, 1, 15-16). On the asceticism of these monks, see now Philip Rousseau’s 

Pachomius: The Making of a Community in Fourth-Century Egypt (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 1985). 
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In conclusion, we can say that while students of Valentinianism are grateful 

for this chance discovery of texts from the Egyptian desert which has dramatic- 

ally expanded our source base, to treat these newly-found works as primary in 

the same sense as we do the Pauline letters is simply not justified. 

Das 
The Valentinian sources which are found in the patristic works pose another 

type of difficulty: what percentage of these sources is truly Valentinian and how 
much is patristic overlay? Indeed, many scholars have rejoiced over the Nag 
Hammadi find because they believe that finally it has given them access to 
sources which do not include commentary and reformulation. Underlying all of 
this—to state the matter directly—is the question: can we trust the Church 
Fathers’ depiction of Valentinianism or not? To ask the question in this manner, 
though, is unfortunate for several reasons. 

First, the Fathers ought not to be taken as a group any more than the New 
Testament writers are. The trust that one accords to these works varies from 
author to author and from narrative to narrative. Irenaeus’s account of the 
Valentinians, for instance, is certainly more trustworthy than Theodoret’s, and 
the narrative in the first book of his Adversus haereses is more useful for students 
of Gnosticism than his passing remarks at the end. 

Second, trust is a relative matter, and we have to keep in mind that second 
and third century authors were not as concerned as we are today with verbatim 
reporting, or as Aquinas was with arguing a case. Recapturing the primary 
Valentinian material often will entail disentangling it from an author’s redac- 
tional tendency. Students of the New Testament apply this principle to the book 
of Acts usually without despairing of ever being able to recover some Pauline 
elements or, more usually, to the Gospel texts with the hope of recovering at least 
some early traditions. In this regard, more studies are needed like Gérard Vallée’s 
A Study in Anti-Gnostic Polemics, which sets out to examine some of the redac- 
tional concerns of three leading heresiologists: Irenaeus, Hippolytus (or the 
writer of the Refutatio if it was a different person), and Epiphanius.27 

Third, it must be acknowledged that the Fathers have often reproduced the 
words of their opponents far more extensively and probably far more literally 
than the author of Acts ever did of Paul. For examples of this one need only 
point to the letter of Ptolemy to Flora embedded in Epiphanius, the exegetical 
observations of Heracleon which caused Origen such worry, and the remarks of 
Theodotus transmitted by Clement. To cast doubt on the basic reliability of 
Origen’s quotations from Heracleon, for instance, is to be unduly skeptical. 

Finally, lurking at times behind the questions of trust is a negative judgment 
concerning the merits of the Fathers’ scholarship. To express the matter bluntly 

27 Gérard Vallée, A Study in Anti-Gnostic Polemics: Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Epiphanius, SCJ 1 (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1981). 
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again: if they were so clearly outclassed intellectually, how likely is it that they 
ever understood the intricacies of Valentinianism? This issue, which frequently 
can be read between the lines in modern analyses, does not often surface in print. 
Thus one admires Rudolph for his openness on this matter. At one point in his 
Gnosis he claims that Valentinus represented “a high level of erudition” which, 
in many respects, surpassed his “petty [kleinliche] orthodox opponents like 
Irenaeus and Hippolytus.”2* Two remarks are needed here. Valentinus may 
indeed have acquired “a high level of erudition,” but that is by no means certain. 
To be sure, we are told by Tertullian (Adv. val. 4) that he almost became head 
of the Christian community in Rome, that the beauty of his writings impressed 
even his critics, and that he had several learned disciples. But there is only a 
handful of fragments through which we can assess the “erudition” of this 
fascinating individual. More importantly, though, to call Irenaeus “petty” in 
comparison is to push the extremely limited evidence about Valentinus much 
further than it will allow and to be overly critical of Irenaeus’s rather extensive 
literary output. The sources themselves provide nothing to suggest that Irenaeus 
was outclassed, that he could not understand the Valentinian position, and that 
consequently his description is untrustworthy.29 

2.3 

To conclude this section, we must ask how this evidence should be used. We 
have information deriving from two groups of sources. These sources are 
distinct, each having primary and secondary features; moreover, they are not 
homogeneous themselves.?° The preceding discussion has suggested, to continue 
the earlier analogy, that the Nag Hammadi sources for Valentinianism are 
probably less “primary” than Paul’s letters, while the patristic sources are in 
some respects more “primary” than Acts. There is, therefore, no need to ground 
an examination of Valentinianism exclusively on the evidence from Nag 
Hammadi-—or even to begin necessarily with that group of sources. 

It matters little with which group we begin this study, as long as we keep 

28 Gnosis, 210. 

29 One detects German and Protestant streams running through Rudolph’s book. 

“Protestant” in his downplaying of the patristic sources, and his quest for a primary, 

undistorted stratum of Christian revelation. “German” in his adherence to the principal 
conclusion of the “religionsgeschichtliche Schule,” that Gnosticism is not a development 

from Christianity but is also (and especially) a pre- and para-Christian phenomenon. (I 

think, for instance, of Simone Pétrement’s recent book, Le Dieu séparé: Les origines du 

gnosticisme [Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1984], which offers an alternative view of gnostic 

origins.) One could add, at least in terms of vocabulary, a Marxist stream. To give only 
one example from Rudolph’s book: “Thus Gnosis can be largely understood as an ideology 

of the dependent petty bourgeoisie which however feels itself called to freedom on the 

ideological-religious plane” (292). 
30 This point must be kept in mind especially concerning the Nag Hammadi material. 

One need only compare the fragment from Plato’s Republic (VI,5) with the The Gospel 

of Thomas (11,2) to appreciate the lack of homogeneity in the Nag Hammadi works. 
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them distinct and drain one of all its information before proceeding to the next. 

We have chosen to start with the Fathers. Later in this study it will be possible 

to assess, case by case, the degree of overlap which exists between the traditional 

and the newer accounts. In fact, a few scholars have already found this overlap 

to be rather extensive, at least between some of the major patristic sources and 

texts from Nag Hammadi.?! It remains to be seen how distinct these two groups 

of sources actually are, and which turns out to be more useful in understanding 

Valentinianism. 

3. VALENTINIANISM 

3.1 
The Fathers provide information about an opposing group which they call, 

among other things, Valentinian. As we have seen in the section above, they also 

have included passages from their opponents’ works. From these passages and 

from the patristic descriptions of Valentinianism it has been possible to add 

other “primary” Valentinian sources from the Nag Hammadi Library—and 

recently, by critical textual examination, to add another patristic passage and one 

from the apocryphal Acts. Before proceeding to a detailed examination of these 

sources, it is useful to describe in a general manner what we mean by 

Valentinianism, 

Valentinianism is almost as difficult to describe as second century Chris- 

tianity itself, of which it was a vital part. A good argument can be made for the 

difficulty of distinguishing between Valentinian and non-Valentinian works, as 

we have seen above. As well, the uniformity of the system and the possibility of 

tracing its roots to Valentinus himself are far from certain.32 One must also 

recognize that “Valentinianism” is a theoretical construct based on works which 

are essentially doctrinal in nature (whether heresiological or not) and which do 
not necessarily reflect a clearly delimited social group. In spite of these 
difficulties, I follow Sagnard in holding that the various patristic reports of 

3! In an earlier article, Wisse highlighted the differences between the Nag Hammadi 
works and the evidence provided by the heresiologists (“The Nag Hammadi Library and 
the Heresiologists,” VC 25 [1971] 205-28). The end of the pendulum, though, can be 
allowed to swing over to the other side as well, and one can point to recent works which 
have emphasized the similarities. See Wilson, “Twenty Years After,” in B. Barc (ed.), 
Colloque international sur les textes de Nag Hammadi (Québec, 22-25 aoiit 1978), 
BCNHSE 1 (Québec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval, 1981). So also R. EF. Refoulé, 
Tertullien: Traité de la prescription contre les hérétiques, SC 46 (Paris: Les Editions du 
Cerf, 1957) 16-18; and J.-C. Fredouille, Tertullien: Contre les valentiniens, tome 1, SC 280 
(Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1980) 39-41. A middle position may well emerge after more 
studies are carried out on individual works. 

32 The Fathers highlighted the diversity which they found among the Valentinians, and 
viewed this as being proof of their error. A good example is Irenaeus in his Adversus 
haereses (1,11,1): “I8wpev viv xai thy tobtwv &otatov yvauny, 560 nov xal tprav Svtwwv THe rept 
tay adtév od tk adt& Aéyovaw, GAK tots mPdypacw xat tote 6vépacw évavtia dropatvovtat. 
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Valentinian teaching do indeed manifest a large measure of agreement and that 
the simplest way of explaining this agreement is to assume that there existed a 
movement one can call Valentinian, which derived at least the core of its teaching 
from Valentinus, who flourished in the mid-second century C.E.33 

The Nag Hammadi works have not been particularly helpful in verifying the 
patristic claims about Valentinianism. However, this does not warrant acute 
skepticism about the existence of such a group. The Fathers’ relentless attack on 
the Valentinian views enables us to presume that Valentinians must have existed,34 
and that they must have understood themselves as Christians. This is validated 
by the fact that the Fathers’ description of Valentinianism coincides in some 
parts at least with the statements found in the Nag Hammadi works. The 
material affinity allows us to speak (albeit cautiously) of a Valentinian school, 
even though it is the patristic sources which offer the nomenclature and the 
overview. 

Irenaeus’s account of Valentinianism in the first book of his Adversus 
haereses (1,1-7,6) conveniently serves as our basic source for understanding the 
Valentinians. Sagnard has convincingly shown not only that there is a con- 
siderable amount of consistency in the patristic descriptions of Valentinianism, 
but also that this “Great Notice” which begins Irenaeus’s account provides the 
best overview of Valentinianism —at least in terms of myth and philosophy, for 
the social underpinnings of the movement were of little concern to him. This is 
not to say that this overview is accurate in every respect or even that it should 
be the benchmark by which we judge what is authentically Valentinian or not. 
But it is a good place to start. The following is a summary of Irenaeus’s “Great 
Notice.” This particular form of Valentinianism will be called “classical Valen- 
tinianism” throughout this study. 

32:1 

The Valentinian divine world, or Pleroma, is composed of a core of thirty 

aeons or worlds which are arranged in pairs. The male-female pairing of these 

aeons, called syzygy (svtvyia), is a reflection of their completeness. A tripartite 

division of aeons is standard, the first eight (the Ogdoad) being discussed in more 

detail than the groups of ten and twelve which follow. The first pair, or Primal 

33 Sagnard, La gnose. Cf. especially his conclusions, pp. 562-67. Note also the remarks 

of Yvonne Janssens: “Suivant nos constatations, les documents les plus anciens de la gnose 

valentinienne: fragments de Valentin et d’Héracléon, Lettre de Ptolémé a Flora, 

Evangelium Veritatis, dans leur vocabulaire et leurs conceptions, manifestent de nombreux 
traits de ressemblance, suffisants pour conclure a |’existence d’une école que l’on continuera 

a appeler Vécole de Valentin. Une grande liberté existe a l’intérieur de l’école; ses penseurs 

sont trés personnels” (“Héracléon: Commentaire sur l’Evangile selon Saint Jean,” Mus 72 

[1959] 294). 
34 Tertullian vouches not only for the existence of the Valentinians, but also for their 

numerical importance: “Valentiniani, frequentissimum plane collegium inter haereticos” 

(Ady. val. 1,1). 
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Dyad, are Abyss (Bv06c¢)—also called Progenitor (IIpoapyy), Profather 

(IIpon&twp) or even Father (II&tne)—and Silence (Xtyq)—also called Thought 

("Ewowx) and Grace (Xdpts).25 The Abyss is described as unknowable, invisible, 

and eternal.3® At times it is considered alone, beyond the male-female pairing, 

but usually it is a male aeon “yoked” to Silence (Adv. haer. 2,4). Through her 

he emitted Understanding (Nod<)3’? and Truth (’AdAnfem), forming the basic 

Tetrad or the root of all things. From this pair proceed Word (Adyos) and Life 

(Zw7), who in turn emit Human Being (“Av@pwnoc) and Church (’ExxAnsia), 

forming the second Tetrad and completing the Ogdoad. Word and Life engender 

ten other aeons while Human Being and Church add the last twelve. 

3.2.2 

Only Understanding knows Abyss, and initially all the other aeons wanted 

to know more about their origin. For Wisdom (Zogia), the last aeon, this desire 

turned into a passion (’Ev@uunstc) which set into motion disorder in the Pleroma 

and, ultimately, the devolution of the divine being. To stop Wisdom from stray- 
ing too far, Abyss, via Understanding but without Silence, emitted another aeon, 
Limit or Boundary (“Opos)—also called Cross (Xtavpds) and Redeemer 
(Avtpwtr¢). 38 Wisdom’s desire was separated from her and placed outside the 
Pleroma, in shadow and emptiness (xia xai xeved.a —4,1), to become the “Lower 
Sophia” or Achamoth (‘Ayaues8).39 She retained a pneumatic nature while being 
weak, “feminine” and formless because she was the product of Wisdom acting 
without her male pair. Understanding then emitted a new couple: Christ and the 
Holy Spirit. Christ taught the others that the Father is unknowable directly and 
can only be known through the Son, while the Holy Spirit brought harmony and 
peace throughout the aeons of the Pleroma (2,5). As an expression of their joy 
and gnosis all the aeons then joined in emitting a perfect aeon, Jesus —also call- 
ed Savior (LeHtyp) and All (Ilévtx)—and his accompanying angels (2,6). The 
divine world was then stable again, with Wisdom’s desire having led to an expan- 
sion of the original thirty aeons and the expulsion of Achamoth from the 
Pleroma. 

3.3.1 
This drama which was carried out in the Pleroma was enacted again outside 

the divine world. Christ left the Pleroma to give Achamoth a form xat’ odciav 
udvov, GAN’ ob tiy xatk yvaow (4,1), but when he returned to his domain she 
longed for him and found herself barred from the Pleroma by the aeon Limit. 

°5 Adv. haer. 1,1,1: cuvundpyew 8’abt® xa ”Ewotn, fy 84 xai Xdpw xat Leyty dvoudCover. 
*® This is reminiscent of the Ein-Sof in the Medieval Jewish Kabbalah. 
37 Adv. haer. 1,1,1: tév 8 Nody todtov xat Movoyevi xaAoder xa Tatépa xa *Apxiy t&v 

Tovtwv. 
38 Adv. haer. 1,2,4: Av& 8% tod “Opov todtov pact xexaBdpbar xat dornpix bar thy Loplav xot 

drnoxatactabfvat tH ovtuytc. 
39 This no doubt derives from the Hebrew word for wisdom, MNMDN. 
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Christ then sent Jesus and his angels to cure her of her passions, and he gave 
her a form “according to gnosis” (4,5). Her passions, stripped from her (as they 
had been from her mother), gave rise to matter (8An), while out of her turning 
or “conversion” to Jesus came the psychic material and out of her purified self 
came the pneumatic fruits. Thus the world outside the Pleroma was filled and 
provided with a threefold nature. This triadic base is a fundamental feature of 
Valentinianism. 

geae 

Out of the psychic material Achamoth created the Demiurge —also called 
God, Father, and King—who in turn created our universe. In his realm he 
established and oversaw seven heavens (the Hebdomad), which are not merely 
spaces but have an intelligent nature and are called angels. Achamoth, mean- 
while, dwelt in the eighth heaven, also called the Intermediary (Mesdéty<). Due 
to his ignorance of the divine world, the Demiurge naively and arrogantly con- 
sidered himself to be the supreme being. 

3.4.1 
Human beings were created by the Demiurge, who formed them out of 

matter (6An) and gave them a soul (uy7). At the same time, some human souls 
were impregnated by Achamoth with a pneumatic seed (5,5-6), giving them (the 

pneumatics) a triple nature. This also allowed the divine element to enter the 

Hebdomad. Humankind, though, remained ignorant of this fact, as did the 

Demiurge, and accepted the reality presented to it by the Demiurge; that is, of 

a universe guided by him, the alleged God and creator of all. Human ignorance 

of reality above the Hebdomad, and of the pneumatic element which has entered 

the world, allows the world to continue existing as it does, and facilitates the 

worship of its creator as the supreme God. 

3.4.2 

This situation was altered by a desire in the Pleroma to recover all the 

pneumatic particles and to rid itself of matter by bringing the world and the 

Hebdomad to an end. Valentinianism does not have the same apocalyptic 

urgency about the End Time as we find in many first century Jewish and Chris- 

tian works, but eschatology remains fundamental to this system of thought. A 

radical transformation of the cosmos was expected in the near future (7,1), with 

the following scenario being the most common, Achamoth would ascend into’ 

the Pleroma and pair up with Jesus. Those human beings who possessed some 

of the divine were destined to abandon their hylic element in our universe, rid 

themselves of their psyche in the Intermediary, and, stripped to their pneumatic 

self, enter the Pleroma to join the angels who surrounded Jesus. The Demiurge’s 

destiny was to replace Achamoth in the Intermediary, along with the people who 

lacked a pneumatic spark but who had chosen “the better path” (7,5). The 

mvevudtixov, then, would be collected in the Pleroma, and the duxixov in the 
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Intermediary, but the s&pxixov, including the people who had “chosen the worse,” 

would be annihilated. 

3.4.3 

The Savior was given to the world to remind the pneumatics of the divine 

seed which lies within their soul and of the destiny which awaits them. He was 

to train others to choose the better path in order to survive the destruction and 

ascend to the Intermediary. This was Christ who was formed by the Demiurge 

and so given only a psychic nature, but who received the pneumatic essence of 

the Savior (Jesus) at his baptism (7,2). The essentials of Christianity, then, 

remain firmly rooted in Valentinianism: Christ is the Savior of humankind, in 

a world about to come to an end, and salvation is possible only for those who 

recognize his divine nature and the importance of his message. 

4. OVERVIEW 

4.1 

The intent of this study is to determine what role sin played in Valentin- 
ianism. This is carried out by examining all of the primary sources, beginning 
with those found in the Fathers, then turning to the Nag Hammadi texts. In some 
respects, this study is both too large and too narrow in scope. Some might argue 
that we have bitten off more than we can chew by attempting to pull together 
such a wide and disparate collection of texts and to deal with Valentinianism as 
an entity. Others might ask why we have ignored all of the choice morsels by 
focusing on a relatively insignificant aspect of Valentinianism, especially when 
so much else needs to be explored. Both objections have some merit. It is our 
hope that an exploration of sin in Valentinian thought will prove to be nourish- 
ing in the end. In the meantime, a few explanations can be offered about our 
eating habits. 

Valentinianism is not as well understood as scholars tend to assume. The 
state of affairs in part reflects the theological-philosophical approach which has 
usually been taken to the material. Studies are required on many facets of this 
important movement. Much still needs to be done to give bodies to these aeon- 
and Pleroma-filled “Valentinians.” We need to ask, for instance, what 
distinguished a Christian artisan living in Lyon whom Irenaeus accepted from 
one whom he dismissed as Valentinian. Our ignorance about Valentinianism also 
reflects the tendency to place this movement on the gnostic trajectory, extending 
from pre-Christian times to the twentieth century, rather than encountering it as 
a vital second century Christian movement. The Palestinian Jewish/Hellenistic 
Jewish dichotomy has recently suffered severe criticism; so too must the gnostic 
Christian/non-gnostic Christian division be questioned. 

We have chosen to use the term “Valentinianism” rather than “Valentinian 
Gnosticism” throughout this study. In part this is a matter of self-definition. 
These people considered themselves Christians, not gnostics, and if we are now 
to give them a label, “Valentinian” is preferable, Also, “Gnosticism” is too vague 
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and ill-defined, and still carries with it too much accessory (negative or positive) 
baggage.4° 

It is in this broad second century Christian context that the use of sin in 
Valentinianism becomes especially intriguing. Sin itself may turn out to be 
relatively insignificant to Valentinians, but its surprising presence in the Valen- 
tinian texts from Nag Hammadi provides added incentive to reassess this move- 
ment. It is as though a few more letters were discovered in which the apostle Paul 
addressed churches he had founded (say in Petra and Bosra) and the recipients 
were identified as Jewish Christians. This might not change one’s overall view of 
Paul, but it would surely force a reassessment of the Pauline material. A study 
of sin in Valentinianism, then, is an intrinsic part of the fresh examination of 
that movement which has begun after Nag Hammadi. 

4.2 

This study is in three parts. In chapter 2 we examine the Valentinian sources 
of patristic origin. The intent is to determine which texts provide information 
about sin and then to examine carefully what they say. Detailed exegeses of the 
relevant passages follow a broad survey of all the sources. In chapter 3 we do the 
same for the works from Nag Hammadi. Each of the works is treated separately 
and in context, and the patristic ones are kept separate from those from Nag 
Hammadi. In chapter 4 we summarize the results and set the Valentinian under- 
standing of sin within the larger framework of Valentinianism. 

40 For a fine analysis of the sources dealing with Valentinian self-designation, cf. 
Anne M. McGuire, “Valentinus and the Gnostike Hairesis: An Investigation of Valentinus’ 
Position in the History of Gnosticism,” (Yale Ph.D., 1983) 11- 35. For a critique of the false 

labeling of some early Christians as gnostics, cf. Morton Smith, “The History of the Term 

Gnostikos,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, M1, 796-807. His following point is impor- 

tant: “By our academic prerogative, without considering ancient usage, we recognize 

certain schools as ‘gnostic’; hence ‘gnosticism’ will be defined; and the resultant definition 

of ‘gnosticism’ will prove the ‘gnostic’ character of these schools” (798). For a recent survey 

of the ways in which Gnosticism has been understood over the centuries, cf. M. Tardieu’s 

“Histoire du mot ‘gnostique’ ” in Introduction @ la littérature gnostique. 1. Histoire du mot 

“gnostique’; Instruments de travail, Collections retrouvées avant 1945, par M. Tardieu et 

J.-D. Dubois (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1986). 
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‘The Evidence from the Fathers 

1, INTRODUCTION 

1.1 
Before the publication of the works found near Nag Hammadi in 1945, the 

literary remains of the Valentinians had to be unearthed exclusively from the 
Fathers. These patristic writings contain a wealth of Valentinian source material, 

but provide neither a uniform nor a positive portrayal of this group. As we have 

seen in the previous chapter, the evidence supplied by these patristic writers must 

be assessed critically. This is especially important because of the antagonism 

toward this group of “heretics” evinced by the heresiologists, one which in its 

hostility and one-sidedness is reminiscent of Paul’s attacks on the Jewish- 

Christian “opponents” in several of his letters. 

One of the most common anti-Valentinian charges was that these Christians 

often were licentious and considered themselves removed from moral considera- 

tions as a result of their possession of gnosis. Actually, one would expect the 

argument against the Valentinians to revolve around sin, at least in part, with one 

side claiming to be free of its power and the other saying that in fact these 

libertines were the worst of sinners. In other words, one would think that the 

Valentinians, emerging from a Christian matrix and faced with attacks on their 

libertine behavior every step of the way, would be forced to clarify their position 

vis-a-vis sin, Yet one finds no textual support for a controversy over sin. 

1.2 
The purpose of this chapter is to determine, from the patristic evidence 

alone, precisely what the Valentinians had to say about sin. The first task is to 

sift carefully through all of the evidence for Valentinianism which the Fathers 

provide in order to isolate those sources which can be of most use to us. The 

sources which do actually introduce sin into a Valentinian discussion are then 

analyzed in depth. As we shall see, the discussion of sin, while not extensive, is 

nevertheless worthy of examination. 

2. A SURVEY OF THE PATRISTIC EVIDENCE 

FOR VALENTINIANISM 

2.1 Introduction 

The patristic sources which contain the fragmentary Valentinian remains 

have been identified in the preceding chapter. Our concern now is to determine 

19 
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what these reveal about the Valentinian use of sin. Each of the sources identified 

by Sagnard is examined in turn, and this is followed by an overview of 

Koschorke’s selection of later patristic material. 

2.2.1 The Fragments of Valentinus 

Valentinus seems to have had a long and active life. The quantity and quality 
of his writings impressed even his critics. Unfortunately, the search for Valen- 
tinus in some respects resembles the search for the pre-Socratic philosophers 
because only scraps of information remain about his life! His opus would fit 
comfortably on the heads of two or three pins, displacing few angels in the 
process. Roughly four hundred words are all that remain of Valentinus’s own 
writings,” and these are scattered in fragments preserved by the Fathers. Our best 
information comes from the six fragments quoted by Clement in his Stromata, 
together with his supplementary comments. Two others derive from Hippolytus’s 
Refutatio, while one is found in De sancta ecclesia, a work formerly attributed 
to Anthimus of Nicodemia but now shown to have been penned probably by 
Marcellus of Ancyra.3 These nine fragments‘ have been conveniently reprinted 
in Walther Vélker’s Quellen.’ Scholarly discussion of the fragments is extensive.® 
None of these fragments, though, or the contexts in which they occur, show any 
concern for sin. The absence of any reference to sin is not significant given the 
fragmentary nature of the evidence. It is also important to keep in mind that 
virtually all of the key aspects of the “Valentinian system” listed by Irenaeus do 
not actually occur in these fragments. 

' For a reconstruction of Valentinus’s career based on the few and often conflicting 
sources, see McGuire, “Valentinus,” 76-90. 

? The Greek text has 411 words presented as direct quotations and roughly 100 as 
indirect quotes. 

3 Concerning the authorship of De sancta ecclesia, see G. C. Stead, “In Search of Valen- 
tinus,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, I, 75. 

‘ A tenth fragment may occur in a work attributed to Eulogius of Alexandria and 
quoted by Photius. A. Hilgenfeld includes it, but others do not. See his Die Ketzer- 
geschichte des Urchristenthums (Leipzig: Fues’s Verlag, 1884) 302. 

* Walther Vélker, Quellen zur Geschichte der christlichen Gnosis (Tabingen: Mohr, 
1932) 57-60. He reproduces O. Stahlin’s text for Clement’s Stromata (Clemens Alexandri- 
nus. Zweiter Band. Stromata I-VI, GCS 52, 3. Auflage hrsg. von L. Friichtel [Berlin: 
Akademie-Verlag, 1969]); P. Wendland’s text for Hippolytus’s Refutatio (Hippolytus 
Werke. Dritter Band. Refutatio omnium haeresium, GCS 26 [Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buch- 
handlung, 1916]); and M. Mercati’s edition of De sancta ecclesia (Rome, 1901, 96). W. 
Foerster provides an English translation of these fragments in Gnosis, ed. and trans. by R. McL. Wilson, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972-74). 

® Cf. Hilgenfeld, Ketzergeschichte, 293-305; Sagnard, La gnose, 121- 26 (with a French 
translation of the fragments); and Stead, “In Search,” 78-84. 
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2.2.2 The Letter of Ptolemy to Flora 

This letter, preserved by Epiphanius (Panarion XXXIII,3,1-10), is attributed 
to a disciple of Valentinus. K. Holl’s edition of the Greek text remains the 
standard one,’ and it has been complemented by Gilles Quispel’s translation and 
commentary.® It is remarkable that in this letter, in which Ptolemy gives a 
considerable amount of ethical instruction to a certain Flora, no concern 
whatsoever is shown for sin. 

2.2.3 Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta ex Theodoto 

There are 86 sections in this work, most of which reproduce the words of 
Theodotus. Some also are from other Valentinians. Clement has added his own 
comments, and these redactional elements at times are not easily distinguishable 
from the rest. The identity of Theodotus remains unknown, but no doubt he 
lived in the second century and, perhaps, in Clement’s Alexandria. Sagnard’s 
edition of this work remains the basic one.? Sin (cucptnuax) is discussed once 
(52,2) in the Excerpta, and evil (novnpia) several times (76,2; 77,1; 81,1-3). This 
concept clearly does not play a leading role in Theodotus’s text as presented by 
Clement, but a closer examination is in order, 

2.2.4 The Fragments of Heracleon 

Clement claims that Heracleon was Valentinus’s most celebrated disciple (6 
t7¢ Ovadevtivov sxodfg Soxydtat0<)!° Fifty-one fragments of his work survive, 

forty-eight of which are imbedded in Origen’s Commentary on John. Cécile 
Blanc’s outstanding edition of this work now presents the standard critical text, 
replacing Erwin Preuschen’s!! The three remaining fragments come from 

Clement’s Eclogae propheticae (25,1)!2 his Stromata (1V,9)}3 and Photius’s 
epistula 1344 

7 Epiphanius. Erster Band. Ancoratus und Panarion Haer. I-33, GCS 25 (Leipzig: 

Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1915). 

& Ptolémée. Lettre a Flora, SC 24 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1949). 

9 Clément dAlexandrie: Extraits de Théodote, SC 23, 2itme éd. (Paris: Les Editions du 

Cerf, 1970 [1948]). Sagnard reproduces O. Stahlin’s text: Clemens Alexandrinus. Dritter 

Band. Stromata Buch VII und VIII. Excerpta ex Theodoto. Eclogae Propheticae. Quis 

dives salvetur. Fragmente, GCS 17 (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1909) 124. 

'0 Clement, Stromata, IV,9 (71,1). 

' Origéne: Commentaire sur saint Jean, tomes I (livres I-V), II (livres VI et X), III (livre 

XIID, et IV (livre XIX-XX), SC 120, 157, 222, 290 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1966-82). 
When the final volume appears, this edition will completely replace Preuschen’s Origenes 

Werke. Vierter Band. Der Johanneskommentar, GCS 10 (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buch- 

handlung, 1903). I follow Blanc’s renumbered text (Preuschen’s pagination is in the 

margins of her work). 
12 Stahlin, Clemens Alexandrinus. Dritter Band. 

13 Stahlin, Clemens Alexandrinus. Dritter Band. 

'4 Migne, PG 101, 984c. 
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These fragments have conveniently been extracted by V6lker'’ and translated by 

Foerster!® Detailed commentary is available in Foerster’s Von Valentin zu 

Herakleon.7 Sin in these fragments is not mentioned frequently, but it does 

occur in fragments 10, 40 and 41 where it seems to have been an integral part 

of Heracleon’s thought!8 

2.2.5 Irenaeus’s Adversus Haereses 

An outstanding edition of the Latin and Greek texts of Irenaeus’s Adversus 

haereses, with accompanying commentary and translation, is now complete in 

the Sources chrétiennes series!9 Irenaeus wrote the Adversus to expose the 

gnostic way of thinking (Book 1), to refute it (Book 2), and then to present a 

positive description of the doctrine which is or ought to be preached by the 

Church (Books 3-5). In the first two books there is only one passage which 

attributes concern with sin to a Valentinian (I,21,2—re: Marcus). This pericope 

is worth exploring because of its explicit reference to sin and the implication that 

remission of sins was of concern to the psychics. 

2.2.6 Hippolytus’s Refutatio Omnium Haeresium 

This work, sometimes called the Philosophumena,*° and probably written 

'S Volker, Quellen, 63-86. The Greek text of the fragments is also found (unnumbered) 
in Hilgenfeld’s Ketzergeschichte, 472-98. 

'6 Foerster, Gnosis, 162-83. 

'7 Foerster, Von Valentin zu Herakleon: Untersuchungen iiber die Quellen und die 
Entwicklung der valentinianischen Gnosis (Geissen: Tépelmann, 1928) 31-44. He 
renumbers the fragments. 

'® In these three fragments, &paptia occurs four times, and &udcptnua twice (or five times, 
depending on where one decides to end Heracleon’s words). 

'9 Irénée de Lyon: Contre les hérésies, Books 1 (SC 263-64), 2 (SC 293-94), 3 (SC 
210-11) all edited by Adelin Rousseau and Louis Doutreleau; Book 4 (SC 100) by A. 
Rousseau, Bertrand Hemmerdinger, L. Doutreleau, and Charles Mercier; and Book 5 (SC 
152-53) by A. Rousseau, L. Doutreleau and C. Mercier (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 
1965-82). A volume of tables and complete indices has been promised by the editors. This 
edition replaces W. W. Harvey’s Sancti Irenaei: Libros quinque adversus haereses (Cam- 
bridge: University Press, 1857— reprinted in 1965 by Gregg Press Incorporated, Ridgewood 
NJ). A. Rousseau has prepared a (slightly) revised one-volume translation entitled Irénée 
de Lyon: Contre les hérésies; Dénonciation et réfutation de la gnose au nom menteur, 
2iéme édition (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1985). 

20 The name of this work varies. The most common designation is the Refutatio 
omnium haeresium, a Latin translation of the title which one finds at the beginning of each 
book: xatd nacév aipectwv theyxoc. This Greek phrase has also led to the use of the title 
Elenchos (which Vallée prefers in his Anti-Gnostic Polemics). The title Philosophumena 
is taken from Hippolytus’s own description of the work (IX,3), but he intended to describe 
only the Greek philosophical theories found in the first four books. 
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by Hippolytus,?! is devoted first (Books 1-4?) to exposing the philosophical 
tenets of the Greeks, and then (Books 5-9) to refuting thirty-three allegedly 
gnostic sects by coupling each one with a previously mentioned philosophy. 
Book 10 provides a recapitulation and an exposition of the “true faith.” Paul 
Wendland’s critical edition has been superseded by Miroslav Marcovich’s 
Hippolytus,3 

Two sections concern us in particular. The first is the bulk of Book 6 which 
exposes the Valentinian system, where we find “sin” placed once in the mouth 
of a Valentinian. Again it concerns Marcus (VI,41,1). The parallel to the passage 
in Irenaeus warrants a close examination. With the publication of Frickel’s book 
on the Naassene passage in Hippolytus,?4 one must also consider the possibility 
that the final redactor of this gnostic document included by Hippolytus (extend- 
ing from V,6,4-10,2) was a Valentinian who put his personal stamp on this work, 
An examination of this Naassenerschrift, though, reveals no concern for sin on 
the part of the redactor. 

2.2.7 Tertullian’s Adversus Valentinianos and De Carne Christi 

Adversus valentinianos is a work in which Tertullian confronts Valentin- 
ianism directly and extensively. Jean-Claude Fredouille has now published the 
best critical edition.2* Nowhere in this Adversus are the Valentinians said even 
to mention sin. 

Some discussion about Valentinus and his followers—including an enig- 
matic Alexander —also occurs in sections XV and XVI of De carne Christi.26 Sin 

2! This is the scholarly consensus on the matter, but the issue is far from resolved. For 

a judicious assessment of the matter, see Vallée’s Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 41-44. 

22 Books 2-3 of the Refutatio are not longer extant. Book 1 has been known since 1701, 

but was initially ascribed to Origen. Books 4-10 were discovered in 1842 and published 
(with Book 1) in 1851 under Origen’s name. It was not until 1859 that the work was 

attributed to Hippolytus. See Vallée (Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 41) for the relevant secondary 

sources concerning the nineteenth-century discussion. 

23 Wendland, Hippolytus Werke. Dritter Band. Refutatio omnium haeresium, GCS 26 

(Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1916—reprinted Hildesheim/New York: Georg 

Verlag, 1977); Marcovich, Hippolytus: Refutatio omnium haeresium, PTS 25 (Berlin: de 

Gruyter, 1986). A serviceable English translation was prepared by J. H. MacMahon in The 

Ante-Nicene Christian Library. V1. The Refutation of all Heresies by Hippolytus (Edin- 

burgh: Clark, 1868=7he Ante-Nicene Fathers, V [Buffalo: The Christian Literature 

Publishing Co., 1886], reprinted in 1965 by Eerdmans). A better translation, and the one 

we use (unless otherwise noted), is by F. Legge: Philosophumena or the Refutation of all 

Heresies, 2 vols. (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1921). 

24 Frickel, Hellenistische Erldsung. 

25 Jean-Claude Fredouille, Tertullien: Contre les valentiniens, tomes I-II, SC 280- 81 

(Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1980-81). 

26 Jean-Pierre Mahé, Tertullien: La chair du christ, tomes I-II, SC 216- 17 (Paris: Les 

Editions du Cerf, 1975). 
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is introduced in the context of a disagreement over the nature of Christ’s caro, 

but Tertullian makes it clear that both he and Alexander actually agree that 

Christ’s flesh was sinless (though they disagree over its nature). This is as close 

as we get to a Valentinian discussion of sin in Tertullian. 

2.2.8 Clement’s Other Works 

Clement’s writings are extensive, and they have been well edited by Otto 

Stahlin, et al.2?7 The Excerpta, we have seen, provides a considerable amount of 

information about the Valentinian thinker Theodotus. The question is whether 

other relevant Valentinian sections can be gleaned from the Protrepticus, the 

Paedagogus, and the Stromata. The first two turn out to be of little use. 

Although sin is mentioned frequently in these treatises, Clement is expressing his 

own opinion. Nowhere does he introduce the Valentinian view of this concept. 

There are passages in the Stromata, though, which at first reading seem 

promising. These include the second chapter (11,2) of Book 2, where sin is 

mentioned within a section concerning Valentinus,?® and the twelfth chapter of 
Book 4, which deals quite extensively with Basilides’ view of sin. However, the 
description of Basilides is not connected in any way with the Valentinians by 
Clement, and in Book 2 it is the Basilidian view of sin again which is at issue.29 

7 Otto Stahlin, Clemens Alexandrinus, 1-4. Bande, GCS 12, 15, 17, 39 (Leipzig: Hin- 
richs’sche Buchhandlung, 1905-36). There are second editions of volumes 3 (1970, ed. by 
L. Friichtel and U. Treu) and 4 (1980, ed. by U. Trew); a third edition of vol. 1 (1972, ed. 
by U. Treu); and a fourth edition of vol. 2 (1985, ed. by L. Friichtel and U. Treu). 

28 Clément dAlexandrie. Les stromates. Stromate II, SC 38 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 
1954). 

29 The passage in Book 2 occurs in sections 10-11 (pages 40-41 in the Sources chré- 
tiennes edition). These sections fall within a larger discussion of faith in this book which 
extends from 8,3 to 31,1 (following the fine division of the text by André Méhat, Etudes 
sur les ‘Stromates’ de Clément d’Alexandrie [Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1966] 276-78). 
Clement believes that the acquisition of faith is in part a person’s responsibility and that it 
must be freely chosen. In this context he criticizes the followers of Basilides and Valentinus 
for claiming that faith is something given from above to certain people (according to the 
former, to the elite; according to the latter, to the psychics only since the pneumatics have 
gnosis). In section 11 Clement remarks that repentance of sins and baptism become useless 
unless faith has been freely chosen. At first reading it appears that the Valentinians are 
included in this remark about baptism and sin (and the editors of the Sources chrétiennes 
edition, for instance, have organized the section accordingly). This would indicate that the 
Valentinians practiced baptism for the repentance of sins (at least for the psychics). 
However, a close reading of section 11 shows that, after introducing the Basilidians and 
Valentinians in section 10, Clement turns his attention away from the Valentinians. In 
section 11 the issue is what is wrong when faith is not freely chosen and is an indication 
of a superior nature (odxéu odv mpoapécearc xatdpQwyua A mistic, ef ptceus mAeovéxt nc). 
According to Clement the Valentinians do not connect faith with possession of a superior 
nature. 
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Outside of the Excerpta, then, Clement seems to have provided nothing which 
is directly relevant to our inquiry. 

2.2.9 Pseudo-Tertullian’s Adversus Omnes Haereses 

The text of this Adversus, once ascribed to Tertullian, is found in A. 
Kroymann’s edition of Tertullian.3° This short work (14 pages) presents a survey 
of heresies from pre-Christian times to Marcus and Colarbasus. Section 4 deals 
principally with Valentinus and is also the longest analysis of one person in this 
work. Nowhere in this section—or indeed in the entire work—is there mention 
of, or concern with, sin. 

2.2.10 Philastrius’s Diversarum Hereseon Liber 

The critical text of the Diversarum, intended to provide a quick survey of 
heresies from pre-Christian times to Philastrius’s own day, remains F, Marx’s 
nineteenth century edition.?! Of the 156 sections, 6 deal with the Valentinians 

(38-43), and once again there is no concern shown here for sin. 

2.2.11 Epiphanius’s Panarion 

The Panarion remains a vast terra incognita for most scholars of 

Gnosticism, in part of course because of its date (late fourth century), scope 

(over 1000 pages), and nature of its arguments (extremely polemical). But what 

has impeded research on this fascinating work is mainly the lack of a translation 

of any significant part of the Panarion into a modern language.?? The standard 

edition of the Greek text remains Karl Holl’s.33. The sections dealing with 

Valentinianism (31-36) do mention sin a few times,?4 but always in contexts 

which suggest that it was Epiphanius’s concern, not the Valentinians. Indeed, 

with only the Panarion for a source, one would not think of exploring the Valen- 

tinian notion of sin. 

3° Quinti Septimi Florentis Tertulliani. Opera. Pars III, CSEL 47 (Vindobonae: F. 

Tempsky, 1906) 213-26. 
3! Sancti Filastrii episcopi brixiensis: Diversarum hereseon liber, CSEL 38 (Vindo- 

bonae: F. Tempsky, 1898). 

32 According to Vallée (Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 64-65 n. 8), a new edition of the Panar- 

ion is being prepared by P. Nautin to be published in the Sources chrétiennes series. A 
partial English translation by Frank Williams is soon to appear: The “Panarion” of Epi- 

phanius of Salamis, Book I (Sects I-46), NHS 35 (Leiden: Brill). 

33 Epiphanius, 3 Bande. The second volume (haer. 34-64) has been re-edited by J. 

Dummer in 1980. 
34 Sections 31-36, e.g., mention c&paptavew four times (32.4.8; 32.4.9 [bis]; 32.5.3), and 

d&paptia five times (32.5.3; 33.9.1; 34.19.4; 36.4.8; 36.6.2). 
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2.2.12 Theodoret’s Haereticarum Fabularum Compendium 

Theodoret, living in Antioch ca. 450 C.E., composed a synopsis of all the 
heresies from Simon Magus to Nestorius and Eutyches. This Compendium, 
more extensive than Philastrius’s De haeresibus, is divided into four books, 
followed by a fifth which summarizes the heretics’ views on twenty-nine theo- 

logical issues, without mentioning sin. No modern critical edition of this work 

exists, and one must still use Migne’s.35 For our purpose, the important section 
is in the first book (chaps. 7-9), and there we find no concern whatsoever with 
sin, 

2.2.13 Koschorke’s Collection of Late Patristic Material 

In all these later patristic sources there is not one mention of sin. It would 
seem that from the fourth century until the seventh sin was not something that 
was strikingly connected with Valentinianism, However, one must remember the 
qualification stated in the first section on the fragments of Valentinus: there is 
so little textual evidence in these instances that the absence of a particular 
concept is not surprising. 

2.3 Conclusion 

This survey of primary patristic sources available for a study of Valentin- 
ianism makes it quite clear that, from the Fathers’ view of Valentinianism at 
least, sin was neither a major concern nor a contentious point of dispute. This 
negative result is important to keep in mind. Yet we do see that a concern for 
sin was in fact attributed to Valentinians by some of the Fathers. The works of 
Irenaeus, Clement, Hippolytus, and Origen all include passages in which the 
Valentinians are said at the very least to mention sin, It remains to examine these 
passages closely to determine what can be gleaned from this patristic evidence. 

3. AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELEVANT SOURCES 

3.1 Introduction 

All four of the major Greek-speaking Fathers who lived at the end of the 
second century and the beginning of the third have included at least some 
reference to the concept of sin being used by the Valentinians. The references are 
few and far between, but they are there and merit close examination. In this 
section, then, we examine the Valentinian understanding of sin in the following 
works; Irenaeus’s Adversus haereses; Clement of Alexandria’s Excerpta; Hippo- 
lytus’s Refutatio; and Origen’s Commentary on John (where most of the Frag- 
ments of Heracleon appear). The intent is to study each patristic reference 

35 Theodoretus cyrensis episcopus. Opera omnia. Tomus quartus, ed. J. L. Schulze, PG 
83 (Paris: Migne, 1859). 
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to a Valentinian mention of sin, asking what can be determined from the passage 
itself and from its context in that work alone. The passages are deliberately kept 
separate and analyzed individually. 

3.2 Irenaeus 

3.2.1.1 

At the very end of the first book of his Adversus haereses Irenaeus encour- 
ages us to imagine the following scenario: a savage beast (a few centuries later 
he likely would have used “dragon”) is making destructive raids ona countryside 
which was formerly peaceful and united. The beast’s success rests principally on 
its ability to keep its whereabouts secret and to strike when there is no effective 
opposition. Three stages are required to bring things back to normal. First, the 
hideout must be found and the beast exposed for all to see, then the creature 
must be destroyed, and finally the situation as it existed prior to the beast’s 
arrival must be encouraged to flourish. Of these stages the first is fundamental, 
for once the beast is exposed the rest will follow in due course. 

The gnostic heresy is the “dragon,” says Irenaeus; the countryside it is 
attacking is Christianity; and he is the “knight” —but one who intends to con- 
quer with the sharp edges of his quill. Books 3-5 of his Adversus haereses set 
forth Christianity’s major tenets, and here he focuses on what he considers to 
be the unity and truth of the doctrines which he believes will shine even brighter 

once the gnostic threat has passed. Book 2 is a destruction, or refutation (dva- 

tpor7) of the gnostic heresies. This is preceded by Book 1, the detection (2Aeyx0<) 

of the heretics’ secrets, which Irenaeus considers to be the heart of his refuta- 

tion.3® This is not to say that even Irenaeus considers the éAeyxo¢ simply to be 

a textbook summary of gnostic views. As we shall see, the structure and tone of 

the entire work make it quite clear that the dvatpony has already begun in Book 

1, Irenaeus understandably finds it difficult to smoke out the dragon with 

equanimity. 

36 As Irenaeus says towards the end of Book 1: “sive adversus eos victoria est sententiae 

eorum manifestatio” (31,3). This quotation requires a comment on the language of the 

extant text of the Adversus haereses. Although Irenaeus wrote the work in Greek, it 

survives only in Latin manuscripts ranging from the ninth to the fifteenth centuries. The 
Greek text of some of the work—and most of Book 1—can be reconstructed from quota- 

tions in other Church fathers (i.c., Epiphanius, Hippolytus, Eusebius, and Theodoret). The 
Sources chétiennes edition has listed the Greek passages whenever possible, but has based 

its translation on a critically-reconstructed Latin text. 

37 Cf. Rousseau’s remark: “nous tenons, de la bouche d’Irénée lui-méme [9,5], le véri- 

table objectif poursuivi par lui dans la deuxiéme partie du Livre. II ne s’agit pas d’un simple 
exposé de «divers systémes valentiniens», tel que pourrait le faire un historien du gnosti- 

cisme. Le but d’Irénée est polémique: . . . il veut que cet exposé méme soit déja, de fagon 

virtuelle, une réfutation” (SC 263, 132). 
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3. 2uly2 

It is from Book 1 that we derive most of our information about the Valen- 
tinianism known to Irenaeus. This book has a tripartite structure3® After a 
detailed analysis of Ptolemy’s system (chaps. 1-9) we are led to a survey of the 
various Valentinian systems (10-20), and then to an examination of the pre- 
Valentinian roots which focuses on how all heresies can be traced to the theories 
of Simon Magus (23-31). The first two divisions concern us in particular. In spite 
of Irenaeus’s insistence on the great variety of Valentinian positions, he considers 
Ptolemy’s doctrine to be a good summary of Valentinian thought on the whole. 
Even more, it is thought to be its apogée (andvOicua [flosculum] odcay ti. 
Ovadevtivov sxoA7¢—I, Pref. 2). This “Great Notice,” as Ptolemy’s exposé is 
called,3° is then followed by a second part which can be seen (as Rousseau has 
argued*®) as a triptych contrasting the Church’s unity of faith (chaps. 10, 22) 
with the variety of heretical viewpoints (chaps. 11-21). 

Near the end of the second major division of Book 1 comes the one passage 
in Irenaeus which attributes a concern with sin to a Valentinian: 21,2.41 We will 
set this pericope in the context of chapters 10-22 by analyzing what Irenaeus 
wants to say in these chapters, how chapter 21 fits into the discussion, and what 
is said in 21,2 specifically. 

3.2.2.1 

The diversity of Valentinian thought and practice is what Irenaeus accen- 
tuates in chapters 10-22 as he shifts the focus from Ptolemy to Marcus. Just as 
Ptolemy was introduced in the early chapters as an example of the level of 
sophistication attainable in Valentinianism (a level which certainly does not 
impress the bishop of Lyons), so here Marcus is used to show how many kinds 
of Valentinianism one encounters . . . and how laughable some of them are, In- 
cluding chapter 10 in this section, as Rousseau has suggested, helps to highlight 
Irenaeus’s major concerns: 

a—the unity of the Church’s faith (10) 
b—the diversity of the Valentinian doctrines (11-12) 

38 This tripartite division of Book 1 emerges so clearly from the text itself that scholars have tended to quibble only on exactly where the first division ought to end. Chapter 10 usually is tacked on to this first division—e.g., Sagnard, La gnose, 140-41. Rousseau’s analysis has now made a good case for placing that chapter in the second division, taking it to balance the unity theme of chapter 22 and to set off the diversity of the heretical doctrines (see SC 263, 113-64). Rousseau also presents the best overview of this book, notwithstanding his occasional uncritical remarks about Irenaeus’s “entirely accurate and true” portrayal of the Valentinians (e.g., pp. 149-50). 
39 Strictly speaking, this “Great Notice” extends from 1, 1-8, 4. For the fullest discus- sion of this crucial passage, see Sagnard, La gnose, 140-291. 
4° Rousseau, SC 263, 113-64. 
4! The parallel passage in Epiphanius is Panarion XXXIV,2,1-20,12. 
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¢—Marcus and his school (13-20) 
b’ —the diversity of the Valentinian (Marcosian?) practices (21) 
a’ —the Church’s credo in unum Deum (22) 

Concerning Marcus, we are told something about his personal life (as a magician 
who is constantly taking sexual liberties with his followers; chap. 13), the distinc- 
tive elements of his teaching (grammatology and especially arithmology; chaps. 
14-16), and his scriptural exegeses (concerning the Pleroma, chaps. 17- 18, and 
the unknown Father, chaps. 19-20). 

ep ae 
In chapter 21 Irenaeus returns to one of the characteristic Marcosian con- 

cerns (see 13,6): the tradition of the rite of redemption ( napddoat¢ tig &nodv- 
tpcdsews —21,1), thought by Marcus to be the only true baptism, without which 
it is impossible to enter the Pleroma. Irenaeus focuses here on the diversity of 
their rites of redemption. These Marcosians, he gleefully announces, although 

they appreciate the necessity of this redemption, cannot agree on exactly how it 

is to be carried out: S001 yap elot tattns tig Yveduns pootaywyol tosadtar xa! 
&rohutpdcets (21,1), Variations emerge daily, he states (21,5), and he gives a 

representative sample. Some celebrate a pneumatic marriage in a bridal chamber 

(21,3). Others perform a water baptism while invoking a certain formula and 

expecting a certain response. There are variations on this formula and the 

responses, and now and then the formula is said to be pronounced in Hebrew 

for dramatic effect (21,3), There are also those who do not lead people to water 

but instead incant the formulae while pouring a mixture of oil and water on the 

initiate’s head (21,4). Others reject all rites, considering them unworthy of the 

mysteries of an incorporeal reality, saying that yv@oug itself is the redemption 

because it abolishes ignorance (21,4). Last, some celebrate a sacrament of 

extreme unction: they pour a mixture of water and oil on a dying person’s head, 

saying invocations, in order to confer on that person the formulae necessary to 

traverse the heavenly realms and enter the Pleroma (21,5). 

Bese 

Irenaeus’s main point in chapter 21, then, is the following: if the rite of 

redemption is so crucial to Valentinians, why can they not agree on how to 

perform it? In the midst of this discussion is section 21,2 which deals not with 

diversity, but with the Valentinian distinction between baptism and redemption. 

The passage is as follows:42 

~ ~ if + 

_ Aéyovor 5¢ adtiy dvayxatav elvar tots trv teAciav yv@ow eiAnpdaw, tva els 
, ta > A 

civ Unép mavta Advayw dow dvayeyevvnuévor’ dhAws yap ddvvatov évtd¢ 

42 The text is from Rousseau and Doutreleau, SC 264, 296-99; the translation from 

Rousseau’s Irénée de Lyon, 101 (which, aside from the omission of a few quotation marks, 

is identical to that in the SC edition). 
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T1Anpespatos elaeOetv, éxerd7 abity early 7 eg 16 BdB0¢ 100 Bub0d xat&youcn 
xat’ adtotc. Td pév yap Bonticpa to patvouévov "Insod <eic> dmeaw 

<clvor> dpaptidiv, tiv 8 droddtpwow tod év abt xateABdvt0s Xprotod 
eig teAetwawy, xat td uev huxixdy, tiv 52 nvevpatixhy elvar dototavtar. Kat 
TO pev Bantiopa Und "lwdwov xatyyyéABat eis pet&vorav, thy dé &moA- 
tpwow Und Xprstod xexouiabar eis tedefworv. 

La «rédemption», disent-ils, est nécessaire 4 ceux qui ont recu la gnose 
parfaite pour qu’ils soient régénérés dans la Puissance qui est au- 
dessus de tout. Faute de quoi il est impossible d’entrer au Plér6me, car 
c’est cette «rédemption», selon eux, qui fait descendre dans la pro- 
fondeur de l’Abime! Le baptéme fut le fait du Jésus visible, en vue de 
la rémission des péchés, mais la «rédemption» fut le fait du Christ 
descendant en Jésus, en vue de la «perfection». Le baptéme était 
psychique, mais la «rédemption» était pneumatique. Le baptéme fut 
annoncé par Jean en vue de la pénitence, mais la «rédemption» fut 
apportée par le Christ en vue de la «perfection». 

Kat tot’ efvar nepi od Aéyer’ «Kai XAXo Banticux exw BantisbFvat, xot 
navy enetyouat cic abt6.» "AA& xai toi¢ vlots ZeBedaiov, TS UNTEOS adtHv 
aitovpévng tO xaBicn adtovs éx SeEtdov xat eF GpiotepGv pet” adtod cig thy 
Basthetav, tadetny npoobetven thy amohitpwaw tov Kipiov héyouaw, eindvra* 
«Advacbe to Béntioua BantiofFivot, & eyo wédAkw Bantilecbors» Kat tov 
Tladiov éntG¢ pdoxovar thy év Xoier@ “Insod arodttpwow rodd&xt¢ 
Meunvoxévat, xat elvar tadiny thy on’ adtay Toixthws xat cdovupedverc 
Tapaddouevny. 

C’est a cela qu’il faisait allusion, lorsqu’il disait: «Il est un autre 
baptéme dont je dois étre baptisé, et je me hate vivement vers lui». De 
méme, aux fils de Zébédée, tandis que leur mére demandait qu’ils 
fussent assis A sa droite et A sa gauche avec lui dans le royaume, le 
Seigneur présenta cette «rédemption», lorsqu’il leur dit: «Pouvez-vous 
€étre baptisés du baptéme dont je dois étre baptisé?» De méme Paul, 
a les en croire, a indiqué expressément et a maintes reprises cette 
«rédemption» qui est dans le Christ Jésus: ce serait celle-la méme qui 
est transmise par eux sous des formes variées et discordantes. 

According to this passage, baptism is “psychic” (duyixdv) while the redemp- 
tion is “pneumatic” (nvevpatixév). As well, baptism is said to have been proclaimed 
by John the Baptist with a view to repentance, and instituted by the visible Jesus 
(76 Bantioya tod patvouévov *Insod) for the remission of sins. Redemption, on the 
other hand, was brought by Christ descending on Jesus, and with a view to 
perfection, Irenaeus informs us of the Valentinian tendency to gather gospel allu- 
sions to support the necessity of another baptism (e.g. Lk 12:50; Matt 20:20). 
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The need for the remission of sins, then, is not excluded. It is linked to baptism, 
which in turn is connected to penance, psychics, and the ministries of John and 
the visible Jesus. Redemption, on the other hand, is linked to pneumatics, 
perfection, and Christ descending on Jesus. On this side of the equation there 
is no room for the remission of sins. As well, although this discussion in 21,2 
occurs within a chapter which focuses on Valentinian diversity over rites of 

redemption, Irenaeus’s presentation of this particular Valentinian position sug- 

gests that when it came to distinguishing between baptism (for the remission of 

sins) and redemption (leading to perfection) the Valentinians spoke with one 

voice. 

3.2.4 

In summary, this pericope does not say that pneumatics themselves had no 

concern for sin. What it does say is that the remission of sins is connected to the 

baptism announced by John, brought by the visible Jesus, and concerned with 

the psychics. It does suggest, though, that the pneumatics require no such remis- 

sion of sins. Moreover, even if one limits the remission of sins —and, by exten- 

sion, perhaps even sin —to the psychic realm, previous discussion in the Adversus 

haereses (especially chaps. 6-7) makes it clear that the nature and fate of the 

psychics was of vital concern to (at least some of) the Valentinians. They thought 

that, while the best of the psychics can never hope to enter the Pleroma, they 

can indeed strive for the next best thing, i.e, to gain entry into the area imme- 

diately below it and to survive the destruction of the material realm at the end 

of time. Psychics were of concern to the Valentinians, and, according to Irenaeus 

(Ady. haer. 1,21,2), it would seem that sin also was. 

3.3 Clement of Alexandria 

3.3.1.1 
There is one reference to “sin” being used by a Valentinian in secticn 52 of 

the Excerpta ex Theodoto. An exegesis of this passage is facilitated by pausing 

first to appreciate the nature of the work as a whole and to set section 52 into 

its context. 

The title introduces us to many facets of this work’s nature: "Ex tév 

OcodSdtov xual tig dvatoAtxis xakovpévng Sidacxarlag xat& tobe Odadevtivov ypdvoug 

émitouat. This dates the material roughly to the second and third quarters of the 

second century, and it also brings to light two important issues: what are the 

implications of this work being a collection of “extracts” (énitopat), and what can 

we say about their original author or authors (“Theodotus and the so-called 

Oriental school”)? 

NES le 
Two questions emerge in turn from the observation that we are presented 

with Valentinian émttoyat : how much unity is there to this collection, and how 

intrusive was Clement’s redactional hand? The first of these requires a qualified 
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answer. Much points to a glaring lack of unity to this work. For one thing, as 
Robert Pierce Casey had observed, everything written by Clement which follows 
Stromata 7 (i.e., Stromata 8, the Excerpta, and the Eclogae propheticae) prob- 
ably should be regarded as first-draft material. It is 

all of the nature of a note book or scrapbook, containing in part direct 
quotations from philosophical and Gnostic works, in part Clement’s 
summaries of his reading in them, in part independent attempts at 
exegesis, criticism, or theological construction.43 

Also, four clearly delimited and independent blocks of material stand out in this 
work: 1-28; 29-42; 43-65; 66-86.44 The unfinished and disconnected elements of 
the Excerpta, then, are unquestionable. 

The degree of unity present in this work also needs to be stressed. This point 
has been made most forcefully and convincingly by Sagnard. After extensive 
analysis of the contents of these four sections he concludes: 

La comparaison précise qui vient d’étre instaurée fait ressortir, plus 
qu’on ne l’aurait pensé a priori, le solide fondement commun de ces 
quatres sections: et cela, malgré la différence des objets propres a 
chacune d’entre elles, et malgré les facheuses coupures de la présenta- 
tion en Extraits. .. . En somme, les points de contact I’emportent de 
beaucoup sur les divergences.*s 

Our own analysis of the work supports this claim. 
Clement’s selection and arrangement of these Valentinian extracts already 

points to the need to recognize his redactional hand. Indeed, internal evidence 
reveals Clement’s extensive role in these Excerpta, for roughly one quarter of the 
corpus represents Clement’s own views. There are places where he States this 
explicitly (e.g., 1,3; 33,2), and others where the likelihood of a redactional com- 
ment is great. A scholarly consensus exists about which passages are Clementine. 
Using Sagnard’s list, these include the following: 1,3; 4-5; 7,3c-4; 8-15; 17,2-4: 
18-20; 23,4-5; 24,2; 27; 30,1-31,1 (partly); 33,2; 86 (perhaps).*® What emerges 
from this list is that the redactional elements tend to come in extended sections 
(e.g., 4-5; 8-9; 10-15; 18-20; 27), to occur mainly in the first third of the work, 

“3 Robert Pierce Casey, The Excerpta ex Theodoto of Clement of Alexandria. Edited with Translation, Introduction and Notes (London: Christophers, 1934) 4. 
44 Sagnard, Extraits, 28. Before him, cf. O. Dibelius, “Studien zur Geschichte der Valen- tinianer,” ZNW 9 (1908) 240-42. Others have arrived at a slightly different division. E.g., Casey (The Excerpta, 8) includes extract 42 (and perhaps 6-7 as well) in the third part, while Foerster (Von Valentin zu Herakleon, 85) extends the third part to include extract 68. 
45 Sagnard, Extraits, 68. 

46 See Sagnard, Extraits, 8-9, for a discussion of these redactional sections and the criteria used to isolate them from the Valentinian base. Other scholars’ lists vary only superficially; cf. Dibelius, “Studien,” 242-47; Casey, The Excerpta, 25-33. 
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and to be relatively disentangled from the Valentinian base. We will now turn to 

this Valentinian element and ask what can be known about its specific origin. 

= seta les 

The title is worth examining closely. It states that the extracts are éx t&v 

Oeoddtov xat tig dvatoAxFs xaovpevng SiSacxaAtac. The problems here are that we 

know nothing about Theodotus and little about the Oriental school, so we are 

unable to decide whether Theodotus is to be included in this particular school 

or not. Occasionally elsewhere (e.g., in Hippolytus Ref. VI,35,4-7; Tertullian 

Ady. val. 11,2) a distinction is made between the Italian school (4 iraAteotix?} 

S18a0xaAfx), to which Heracleon and Ptolemy are said to belong, and the Oriental 

school, to which belonged Marcus and Theodotus. What separated them, 

according to Hippolytus, was principally their view of Jesus’ body: the Italian 

school claimed that his body was born psychic while the Oriental school claimed 

that it was pneumatic (and that he travelled through Mary’s body as one would 

through a pipe). The qualifier xaAovyévns (“so-called”) in our title suggests that 

Clement was aware of the distinction but did not consider it particularly useful. 

From the title it is also unclear just how much of this work was culled from 

Theodotus’s own teaching and writing and how much goes back to this “so- 

called Oriental school.” As Sagnard summarizes: 

Les notations de Clément attribuent les Extraits, soit 4 Théodote (5 

fois seulement), soit 4 un «dit-ily anonyme (9s, 6 fois), soit 4 un 

«disent-ils» trés général (past, 13 fois; A€yous:, 4 fois; noter aussi un 

&yvoodat), soit enfin aux «Valentiniens» (of Odadrevtiviavol, of dnd 

OvaAevtivov, 10 fois). Au sujet de la répartition de ces notules, il faut 

remarquer: 1. Qu’elles se continuent assez régulitrement de 1 a 43,1,— 

soit 34 sur 39, comprenant toutes celles qui désignent explicitement 

Théodote, et souvent coupées, jusqu’a 33,2, par les développements de 

Clément; 2. Que la section C (43,2-65) n’en contient aucune; 3. Que 

la section D (66-86) ne renferme en tout et pour tout qu’un seul pnsi 

[67,1], puis quatre past [only one—79 —probably refers to Theodotus, 

and it simply reiterates 67,1].4’ 

3.3.2.1 
It is clear from the general discussion of the Excerpta that Extract 52, which 

falls within the third section of the work (Extracts 43-65), seems to contain no 

editorial additions from Clement, or any specific links to Theodotus himself. 

Meanwhile, it still exhibits considerable overlap with the other three sections. 

Actually, the distinctive feature of this section is the remarkable degree to which 

it parallels the Ptolemaic doctrine presented by Irenaeus in Book 1 of his 

47 Sagnard, Extraits, 30. 
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Adversus haereses. Clement and Irenaeus may have used a common source 
here,** If, as Irenaeus claims, such a source derives from Ptolemy, who, unlike 
Theodotus, supposedly was a member of the “Italian school,” Clement’s hesita- 
tion about using these “Italian/Oriental” categories may be explained. In many 
respects, then, the third and middle section stands on its own, and this provides 
added incentive to appraise its contents. 

3.3232 

Sagnard has noted the internal fivefold division of this section: the founda- 
tional event, i.e, the sending of the Savior to Sophia outside the Pleroma 
(43,2-45,1); cosmogony (45,2-49); anthropology (50-57); Christology (58-62); 
and eschatology (63-65).49 The first subsection is brief. "Insovs Xprotds Leotrjp is 
sent outside the Pleroma to help Sophia, whose passion to know the origins of 
the Pleroma has resulted in her expulsion from the divine realm. The Savior 
bestows on her the “formation according to gnosis” and the “healing of the 
passions.” The second subsection presents the emergence of the non-pneumatic 
world. The passions (t& x&y) which have been separated from Sophia by the 
Savior are transformed by him into matter (An), then given bodies (45-46). 
Sophia, in turn, emits over all of this a (psychic) ruler who is ignorant of his 
limitations and through whom she creates Heaven and Earth. This Demiurge 
(who is considered to be the Hebrew “God”) in turn emits a psychic Son, or 
Christ, then some angels and archangels. 

The material part of this creation is composed of three elements. One of 
these is grief (Aénn), from which emerge the nvevuatixé tic movnptac; another is 
fear (péBoc), and the last element is +o 82 éx The <éx>mdiffews xai dnoptac (“stupeur et angoisse”), What is important to keep in mind is that the Spirits of 
evil are one element of this hylic world. 

The middle part of this section focuses on the creation and constitution of humans. In this system one begins with the hylic or “choical” human, the one made from matter or the dust of the earth. In some instances, another whole, or a human of psychic nature, can be superimposed onto it: “AvOownos yoov éotiv ev avOpcomen, huxixds ev xoixe@, ob uEper uepoc, EAN Shep Bog avvedv (51). This psychic whole is consubstantial with its creator, the Demiurge. 
The two “humans” do not merge. It is a mismatched marriage, where two unities come together, one being of lesser nature than the other. Yet it is this lower or hylic human who strives to dominate, and it is only with great effort that its partner can resist these advances and keep its individuality.5° The psychic 

“8 So Sagnard, Extraits, 153 n. 1: “La Grande Notice et les Extraits de Théodote viennent d’un méme document. . . . Irénée labrége parfois. . . . Mais il arrive aussi, en sens contraire, qu’il donne des détails importants qui ne figurent pas dans les Extraits.” 49 Sagnard, Extraits, 35. 

°° The author tells us that Paul was referring specifically to this hylic human when he wrote about another “law warring against the law of my mind” (Rom 7:23). 
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human needs to be aware of, and to beware, the hylic component to which he 
has been fused, taking care not to strengthen it even more by partaking of evil. 

Into this odd couple is sometimes injected a third partner, 16 onépua 1d 
mvevpatixdv. It derives from Sophia and enters the scene not so much as a third 
whole, but as the marrow which fills the psychic bone: mpatov obv onépuo, 
Tvevpatixdy 70 év tO ’ASdu mpogBarev A Looia, tva Ftd datodv,  Aoyixt) xat odpavia 
puxn, wy xevy, &AAG vEhod yéwovuca nvevuatixod (53,5). 

Adam has begotten these three “humans.” All people on earth are hylic, 

created in the image (xat’ eixdva) of God, or the Demiurge, and possess an irra- 

tional pdat¢ (symbolized by Cain). A few also have superimposed psychic wholes. 

These were created in God’s (the Demiurge’s) likeness (xa dyofwow) and have 

a reasonable and just (Aoytxi xat dixoux) nature (symbolized by Abel). Very few 

(oxévio.—56,2) have a pneumatic human within the psychic one. These are 

created xat’ (fav and have a spiritual disposition (symbolized by Seth). 

A fourth stage is added (55,1) when the hylics receive tangible, visible bodies 

(tote Sepuativoue xtté&vac). This stage is mentioned only briefly, and probably is 

a reflection on Genesis 3:21: “And the Lord God made for Adam and for his wife 

garments of skins and clothed them.”>! 

When the end of the Age arrives (56,3-57) the hylics (and their “bodies”) 

will perish along with everything else that is hylic, while the pneumatic “marrow” 

will be collected and returned to its home in the Pleroma. As for the psychics, 

their destiny rests more in their own hands (xat& thy olxeiav). They too will perish 

if they choose to align themselves with the hylic evil and corruption, but their 

survival of the holocaust is assured if they align themselves with the incor- 

ruptible nmvevpatixd. 

The last two parts of the middle section of the Excerpta (43-65) deal with 

Christology and eschatology. In the first (58-62) the Savior, 6 péyas &youvati¢ 

*Insotds Xpistécs, descends from the Pleroma and takes up three coverings. First 

he puts on a pneumatic seed from Sophia; then, descending further, he clothes 

himself with the psychic Christ; and finally a special psychic body is spun in 

order that he might be seen. This psychic Christ is the one who was predicted 

in the Scriptures, the one seated at the right hand of God (the Demiurge). “The 

great agonistes” came to provide people with gnosis, to teach them about the end 

time, and to save those of like nature (6uoovct01—51,1). 

Four major stages are posited concerning the events which are to occur at 

the end of this age (63-65). The first finds the pneumatics dwelling with Sophia 

in the eighth heaven (the Ogdoad) where they will have gathered as they died, 

and they will be clothed with the psychic elements. Meanwhile, the dead psychics 

will have gathered in the seventh heaven with the Demiurge. In the second stage, 

at the end of the Age, all matter will be destroyed (including the psychic elements 

having close links to it), and the psychics who have striven to be good will pass 

to the Ogdoad and dwell together in harmony and knowledge. This will be the 

5! Cf. also Irenaeus’s remarks in Adversus haereses I,5,5. 
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marriage feast. Third, at a certain moment the pneumatics will leave behind their 
psychic bodies, as well as the other psychics, and, joining with their bridegrooms 
(the angels), will enter the bridal chamber in the Pleroma to consummate their 
relationship. Finally, the Demiurge and the psychics who have been left behind 
in the Ogdoad (for only nvevyatixé can enter the Pleroma) will also rejoice in 
their own way when they hear the joy emanating from the bridal chamber. Even 
for the psychics there remains +6 TANpwpa THs yaptis xat ts dvarrabcews (65,2). 

Shee hall 
This brings us to the core of the analysis, an examination of the reference 

to sin in section 52. The passage, in context, is as follows:52 

S15 
“AvOpwnog yoov éotty év dvOpcorw, puxixds év xoixd, ob uéper woos, cdh& 
GAw Bog avvedv, dppriten Suvduet cod. “Obey ev t@ [lapadiow, t@ tet&pte 
ovpave, Snutoupyettat, Exel yap Xoixn sxe§ ovx dvaBaiver, ddd’ Fv tH duxt 
<TH > Dele ofov acok a bruxt. 

Il y a donc ’homme dans ’homme, le «psychique» dans le «terrestre», 
non comme une partie qui s’ajoute 4 une partie, mais comme un tout 
se joignant a un tout, par linexprimable puissance de Dieu {[=du 
Démiurge]. De 1a vient que ’homme est faconné dans le Paradis, au 
quatriéme Ciel. Car, la chair «terrestre» ne monte pas jusque-la: mais, 
pour l’4me «divine» [=psychique], l’'Ame «hylique» était comme une 
«chair», 

Tadta onwaiver: «Todto viv dotody éx tay dotGv wou» (thy Belay oxry 
alviccetar thy eyxexpuupévny ti aapxt xai otepeav xat Svorab7 xat Svvatetépav), «xct aunt ex tH¢ capxds Lov» (tiv Uixty poxjy cua odcay THs Deiag huyiic). Mepi tovtev tév Suetv xai 6 Leorip Aéyer «poPetoban Seiv 
TOV Suvdievov tadtny thy puxry xat todt0 16 cpa» 16 puyixov «ev yeéwy &rorécat». 

C’est ce que signifie: «Voici maintenant I’os de mes Os»,—allusion a 
lame «divine», cachée 4 lintérieur de la «chair», Ame «solide», difficilement «passible», suffisamment forte,—«et la chair de ma 
chair», l’me «hylique», qui est le «corps» de l’'ame «divine». C’est au sujet de ces deux Ames que le Sauveur dit: «II faut craindre celui qui a le pouvoir de perdre dans la géhenne et notre Ame et notre corps», — le «corps psychiquey. 

°? Text and translation are taken from Sagnard, SC 23, 164-69. 
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S2. 

Todto 16 sapxiov «dvtidixov» 6 Lwthp elnev xat 6 Maddog «vouov 

Avttstpatevduevov TH vouw TOO vods ov»: xal «Sfcat» mapovet xat 

Kdpnd&oat d¢ isxvpod td oxedy», tod dvtimodepodvtos tH odpavien duyf, 6 
Lorne: xal «dandArdx Bor adtod» mapawwel «xat& tiv dddv, wh tH puraxy» 
Tepinéswuev xat tH xoAdcet. 

C’est cet élément charnel que le Sauveur a appelé «l’Adversaire», et 

Paul: «la loi qui lutte contre la loi de mon esprit». C’est lui que le 

Sauveur conseille de «lier» et de «dépouiller de ses biens» comme de 

ceux de «l’homme fort», de ’homme qui fait la guerre A l’Ame 

«céleste». Il conseille de «se dégager de lui en chemin, de crainte que 

nous ne soyons jetés en prison» et soumis au chatiment. 

Gpoiws S€ xai «edvoeiv» att, ph tpépovtas xal dwwvdvtas tH tHv 
{ , 4 , > ’ > ~ ~ 4 4 fe? &maptnuatwv eovaia, AX” evtedbev vexpodvtag On xat eEltnrov 
a&ropatvovtas &rox7] ths Tovnptac, twa év tH Stadvcer tatty SiapoprPev xat 

Stanvedoav AKO, KAAG wr} x08” adTS twos Urostdcews AaBduevov, THyv icxdy 
&xn Tapd&movov év tH Sic mupdg SreEddw. 

Et de méme: «d’avoir de bons sentiments» 4 son égard,—non pas de 

le nourrir et de le fortifier par le pouvoir de nos péchés,—mais déja 

dés maintenant de le mettre 4 mort et de manifester son caractére 

caduc, en nous abstenant du mal: afin que, dans cette séparation, cet 

<élément charnel> soit secrétement dispersé et évaporé, et que, 

n’ayant recu de lui-méme aucune subsistance, il n’ait pas la force de 

persister dans l’étre lors de son passage a travers le feu. 

De heh ee 
Todto «liCaviov» dvoucCetar svuqués tH boy, TH xpnotm onéouati* toto 

xat «onépua tod AtaBdAou», w¢ duootctov exetve, xai «dpic» xai 

«Stantepviotig» xat «Anotis» enitiBéuevos xepadr] Bactréwe. 

C’est lui que est appelé «l’ivraie» qui croit avec l’Ame, avec «la bonne 

semence». C’est lui «la semence du diable», en tant qu’elle est con- 

substantielle a celui-ci: et aussi «le serpent», «celui qui s’en prend au 

talon», et «le brigand» qui s’attaque a la téte du roi. 

_ In context, the reference to sin in this passage is fairly straightforward. 

Section 51 explains that many people tend to be made up of two wholes, a duxtxds 

év yoix@, and that the “choical,” or fleshly, soul acts as a kind of body to the 

divine soul (dui Seta). Then (51,2-53,1) the author points out that this choical 

part is frequently alluded to in Scripture. The “Savior,” for instance, called it the 

“Adversary” (Matt 5:25), while for Paul (Rom 7:23) it was “the law which 
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struggles against the law of my spirit.” As well, the Savior through Scripture 
cautions us to “bind” it and strip it of its possessions as one would do to a 
“strong man” (Matt 12:29). 

The author then proceeds to state that one must be “properly disposed’’53 
(cf. Matt 5:25) to the fleshly part. This entails a refusal to nourish or fortify it 
by the power of sins (uv tpépovtas xat bwwdvtac TH TOv duaptnudtwy éovaix). Sin 
feeds the hylic human; abstaining from sin leads to starvation. This reveals that 
the fleshly part can be destroyed —indeed, its reign is said to be on its way out 
(éEitndov). 

To whom is this advice directed? Again, the context makes it clear. The two 
wholes, the hylic and psychic humans, are introduced in 50,1-53,1; the pneumatic 
human is added as the third aspect in 53,2-5; and sections 54-57 discuss how 
all three of these relate to one another. So sin and evil are part of the hylic- 
psychic discussion and do not seem to be of concern to the pneumatics.54 Sin 
comes from the hylic power of evil, and it affects the psychic. It is the psychic 
who is encouraged to sin by the hylic partner, and it is up to the psychic to master 
that power—and to weaken and even shatter it. 

Two questions remain unanswered concerning this pericope: from where 
does the evil come, and how can one overcome it? The first can quickly be dealt 
with: the spirits of evil (nvevpatixd tig movnotas —48,2) are one of the three hylic 
elements, and this is the source of all evil and sin. The answer to the second 
question is surprising only for how “Christian” it is: baptism gives one the 
strength to overcome sin. The Excerpta end on this note, and this is a feature well 
worth exploring. 

3.352 
The author is as clear on this matter as Paul is: ‘O yap el Bedv Bantiabels cic 

Dedv excdpnoev xat etnPev “eEouatav emdven sxopriwy xat Spewv mepinatetv” [Lk 10:19], 
tOv Avvapewy tv movnpdy (76,2). Baptism results in a regeneration 

*? “Properly disposed” is my translation of edvotetv ade in 52,2. This verb usually means “to be well-disposed towards,” or “favorable to.” Accordingly, Casey translates it as “be kind to” the sarkic man, and Sagnard as “d’avoir de bons sentiments a son égard.” However, translating it as “properly” (rather than “well’”) disposed —i.e., knowing full well where you stand and what needs to be done—does more justice to the context, while not doing injustice to the meaning of the verb. 
°4 Casey (The Excerpta, 144) is not certain whether the pneumatics are implicated in some way in this discussion of sin. His uncertainty arises from the occurrence of “divine soul” in section 51: “eta hoxy, dAtxh doyh, and xotxn ode appear to take the place here of the usual distinction between 76 Tvevpatixdy, 76 huxixdv, and td SAtxdv (Iren. i. 1, 9ff.).” Concerning section 52, then, he comments: “It seems that the Tvevpatixot, though certain of ultimate salvation, did not escape the moral struggle nor a temporary punishment for their misdeeds. . . . The alternative to this view is that the whole discussion refers only to the $vxtxof, whose fate is uncertain and whose future depends on their own moral conduct.” Casey’s final hunch is almost certainly the correct one. The @et« dvx7 in section 51 refers to the psychic (and not the pneumatic) soul (so also Sagnard, Extraits, 167 n. 3). 
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(avayévvnotg — 76,4) and a new birth (tt yéwwnats, th dvayévvnoig —78,2): Sv BE 
dvayews Xprotdc ei¢ Catv petatibetar, eic "OySda5a (80,1). 

Baptism consists of water immersion in which the initiate is “sealed” by the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (80,3).55 These three “names” are said to 
remove the triad of destruction (tig &v @8op& tord30¢—80,3). This triad almost 
certainly refers to the three elements (stotxeix) making up the hylic human, which 
are mentioned in 48,2-3.56 

The role of the Spirit in baptism is fundamental. The visible part of every 
baptism, the water immersion, is said to be coupled with the invisible presence 
of the Spirit (81,2) who transforms the water. This leads not only to separation 
of the inferior element but to sanctification: Oitws xal td Sdwp, xai td 
eopxiCopevov xai 16 Bantiswo yivduevov, ob Ldvoy xeopiter td xeTpov, &AAG xal deyraopdy 
mposAauBéver (82,2). Impure spirits sometimes enter the baptismal water, and 
extensive preparation is required to ward off their powers: At& todto vnotetat, 
Berjaeic, edxat, Bécers yetpv, yovuxAtotar (84). 

The role that baptism as a whole plays in the Excerpta cannot be overstated. 
It is also another indication of unity in a sometimes disparate collection. This 
work begins with a mention of Jesus delivering his Spirit into his father’s hands 
(1,1), and it ends with a description of baptism in the name of the Father, the 
Son, and the Holy Spirit (e.g., 76,1). The last section itself (86,2) emphasizes the 
importance of the spayic. The focus throughout lies on the psychic and on the 
removal of the power of evil which is made possible only through baptism by 
the Spirit. 

Sin is mentioned only once in the Excerpta, yet it is an integral part of the 
whole because of the part it plays in the important confrontation between the 

spirits of evil and the Spirit of God.’ These nvevyatixa tig movnplas encourage 

the psychic to act in a way that is contrary to the psychic inclination. This is sin. 

These spirits, which derive from the hylic human, lead the psychic to sin because 

they derive their nourishment from these sins, Previously these spirits were too 

powerful to oppose, but baptism in the Spirit has given the psychic enough power 

to begin to reduce evil-inspired actions. The less the psychic sins the weaker the 

spirits of evil become until they starve to death. Another way of stating this is 

55 The baptismal seal (cppé&ytc¢) of the Spirit plays a major role in the final section of 

the work (eg., 83). 

56 Sagnard (Extraits, 205 n. 4) is being overly cautious when he declares: “On ne voit 

pas bien ce que peut étre cette «triade de corruption».” It is important to note in this regard 

that the reference in 48,2 to mvevpatixa tie movnptas is followed by the hortatory remark, 

xat ph Aume(te 16 nvedpa td Kyov tod Yeod, év @ toppayicOnte. In other words, the antidote, 
baptism, is introduced as soon as the “spirits of evil” are mentioned. 

57 In this passage, Clement, like Irenaeus before him, offers no critique of the Valen- 

tinian position on sin. However, one does not expect one either. Section 43,2-65 seems to 
reproduce quite faithfully a source tapped by Clement, and he has kept his redactional 

remarks to the first part of the work. 
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that it is a battle to the death for both of these adversaries (who know each other 

so well); only now the one combatant has been given the arms necessary to defeat 

his opponent. Hence, according to the Excerpta ex Theodoto, the baptismal seal 

is the beginning of the end for the spirits of evil. It holds the promise of a sinless 

existence for the psychics and, consequently, entry into the joyful marriage feast 

in the Ogdoad at the end of this Age. 

3.4 Hippolytus 

3.4.1.1 

Two parallel trajectories have emerged in the modern critical study of the 

Refutatio omnium haeresium. The first is the recognition, to use Vallée’s words, 

that “everything concerning Hippolytus has indeed become enigmatic.”58 The 

authorship of the Refutatio, and indeed of all the works previously ascribed to 

Hippolytus, is now very much in question. The second direction of research on 

the Refutatio, well represented by Vallée’s A Study in Anti-Gnostic Polemics, has 

focused on the author’s redactional concerns. The remainder of this introduc- 

tory section will highlight these trajectories to set the groundwork for a detailed 

examination of Book 6, and then of section 41,59 where sin is introduced. 

3.4.1.2 

Johannes Quasten’s overview of Hippolytus provides an indication of the 

Status quaestionis in the previous generation.®° He describes Hippolytus’s career 
and his writings in broad strokes—and confidently, as though scholars finally 
had assembled all of the major pieces to the Hippolytean puzzle. Hippolytus is 
depicted as the first anti-pope, severing relations with Callistus, the bishop of 
Rome, allegedly as a result of the latter’s overly lenient attitude towards sinners.°®! 
His list of writings is taken in part from a mutilated statue discovered in 1551 
and thereafter reconstituted in the likeness of Hippolytus. The writings range 
from exegetical treatises to a chronicle of world history going back to Adam.®2 

58 Vallée, Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 41. 

°° The section divisions in Book 6 follow Wendland’s edition. J. H. MacMahon’s 
translation which appeared in 1868 in the Ante-Nicene Fathers has different divisions. 
Legge’s edition, though later than Wendland’s, does not take that work into account. 
However, its section divisions are virtually identical: Wendland’s sections 38 and 39 are 
combined in Legge’s edition, resulting in a difference of one in the following sections. 

6° Johannes Quasten, Patrology. II. The Ante-Nicene Literature after Irenaeus 
(Westminster, MD: Neuman, 1953) 163-207. 

S! This information about Callistus is gleaned from Refutatio 1X,12. 
‘? The most notable extant works include the Apostolic Tradition, for the information 

it provides about early Church order and rites; the Refutatio; and the Syntagma, an anti- 
heretical work (covering 32 heresies) much copied by later Christians. The Syntagma is not 
extant. A reconstruction was attempted by Pierre Nautin in Hippolyte contre les hérésies. 
Fragment, ETHDT 2 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1949). 
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According to Quasten, then, the information from and about Hippolytus is both 
abundant and relatively secure. 

Meanwhile much has happened in the study of Hippolytus. This has been 
due in part to the repercussions of Pierre Nautin’s thesis. He argued in 1947 that 
two people were probably responsible for the works which now all tend to be 
attributed to Hippolytus: a Roman presbyter named “Josipus” (“Iebannoc) who 
became anti-pope in opposition to Callistus and who wrote, among other things, 
the Refutatio; and a bishop named Hippolytus who had an unknown oriental 
post in the mid-third century.® 

At present, the best summary of the status quaestionis is the collection of 
articles presented at a conference held at the Institutum Patristicum Augustin- 
ianum in 1976.64 This collection reveals how data previously considered “factual” 
are now being questioned. For instance, M. Guarducci’s article argues that the 
now-famous statue found in the sixteenth century was originally that of a female 
figure and could not have been Hippolytus.®5 As well, the authorship of the Hip- 
polytean corpus continues to be questioned, and a modified version of Nautin’s 
thesis is thought to be the likeliest option.6* This would still assume that 
Hippolytus composed the Refutatio.®’ 

3.4.1.3. 

The Refutatio itself, meanwhile, is understood better than before. 
Regardless of who wrote it, the author’s purpose can be determined, and this is 
a task which has recently occupied several scholars.®* Actually, one does not have 
to be a sleuth to uncover the author’s major redactional concerns, for Hippo- 

lytus himself (to call him that) is quite forthright about his intention. 

63 Pierre Nautin, Hippolyte et Josipe: Contribution a@ Vhistoire de la littérature chré- 

tienne du troisiéme siécle, ETHDT 1 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1947). Josipus is said 

(in Ref. [X,6) to be the one who opposes Callistus. 

64 These were subsequently published in Ricerche su Ippolito, ed. by V. Loi et al., 

SEphA 13 (Rome: Institutum Patristicum “Augustinianum,” 1977). 

65 M. Guarducci, “La statua di «Sant’ Ippolito»,” Ricerche, 17-30. 

66 Cf. the summary article by Manlio Simonetti, “A modo di conclusione: une ipotesi 

di lavoro,” Ricerche, 151-56. 

67 Depending on whom one follows today, the author of the Refutatio could be Josipus 

(1) or Hippolytus (2), and the same author may (3) or may not (4) be the writer of the 

Contra Noetum, which in turn may (5) or may not (6) be a fragment of the lost anti- 

heretical Syntagma written before the Refutatio. See (1) Nautin, Hippolyte et Josipe; 
(2) Simonetti, “A modo di conclusione”; (3) Simonetti, “A modo di conclusione”; (4) 

Nautin, Hippolyte et Josipe; J. Frickel, “Contraddizioni nelle opere e nella persona di 

Ippolito di Roma,” Ricerche, 137-50; (5) Nautin, Hippolyte et Josipe; (6) Frickel, 

“Contraddizioni.” 
68 The two most notable attempts to isolate a Tendenz in the Refutatio are Vallée, A 

Study in Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 41-62; and Klaus Koschorke, Hippolyts Ketzerbekampf- 

ung und Polemik gegen die Gnostiker, GOH 4 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1975). 
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Hippolytus sets out to refute all the heresies known to him and includes the 

theories of Callistus among them.®? He proceeds in the following manner. First, 

he seeks to uncover (his @\eyyoc) these “heretical” doctrines. His intention is not 

to argue against them directly, but simply to expose them. The introductory 

sections of the work make it clear that he intends to show how the heresies are 

in fact not Christian. They derive their support neither from Scripture nor from 

the tradition of a Christian saint (unBév 2 ayiwv ypapdv AaBdvtes tata erexelpnaav 
H twos &ytov diadox7y pudcEavtes; Prooem. 8),’7° but depend on—and indeed 

shamefully “plagiarize”—the pagan philosophical systems. They “have their 

source in the wisdom of the Greeks, in the systems of the philosophers, in would- 

be mysteries, and the vagaries of astrologers” (&A\A& gotiv adtoig ta SobalSueva, 

&pxny pev ex tig “EAAjvwv sopiag AaBdvta, éx Soy~uctwv pihocopovpeveny xai 
wvotnplov émixexetonuévwy xa dotpoAdywv peuBouévwy; Prooem. 8). 

The groundwork for this is prepared in Books 1-4 (of which the middle two 

are no longer extant), where Hippolytus surveys the non-Christian philosophical 

systems. Then in Books 5-9 he “exposes” each heresy and links it to the non- 

Christian theories described earlier. For Hippolytus, to make the connection is 

to offer a refutation. Guilt is by association, and to be Greek is to be dead in the 

faith.” Let us now turn to how he puts this into practice in Book 6. 

3.4.2.1 

Book 6 is devoted to an examination of Simon Magus (sections 7-20); then 
of Valentinus (21-38) and some of his followers, notably Marcus (39-54). The 

6° Koschorke (Hippolyts Ketzerbekémpfung, 56-92) claims that the polemic against 
Callistus is the driving force behind the entire work. This is overstated, and Vallée’s 
cautionary remarks in this regard are well taken: “It appears that Callistus remains only 
one among many heretics whom the Elenchos wishes to unmask” (Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 
46). 

7° Irenaeus makes his polemical point quite differently, intending to show that the 
heretics used Scripture, but misrepresented it —that they end up with a picture of a “dog” 
instead of a “king” (Adv. haer. 1,8,1; 9,4). Hippolytus wants to distance the heretics as 
much as possible from the “true faith,” so chooses not to deal with them at all as 
Christians. 

7! Following Koschorke (Hippolyts Ketzerbekaémpfung), Vallée has argued that Hippo- 
lytus also worked with a view of reality predicated on progressive corruption. “The first 
heretics are assumed to be closer to the truth than those nearer or contemporary to 
Hippolytus. In this theory of the degradation of truth, Christian truth (or what Hippo- 
lytus holds for such) is identical with the truth of the primeval revelation. Some of the 
original truth was already lost in Judaism, but clearly more was wasted among the 
pagans — both barbarian and Greek. The heretics borrowed from the pagans and so lost 
even more of the truth. And so, from one heresy to the other, the phenomenon is seen as 
a descending genealogy, in which truth kept being degraded and lost” (Anti-Gnostic 
Polemics, 55-56). However, the internal support for this theory is based only on a few 
passages (i.e, Prooem. 8-9; VII,36,2), and cannot be considered a major redactional 
feature in the Refutatio. 
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“exposure” of other Valentinians which is promised in the introductory remarks 
either occurs rapidly (Secundus and Ptolemy in section 38) or never materializes 
at all (in the case of Heracleon and Colarbasus’ 2), 

A close reading of the Valentinian section (21-55) reveals Hippolytus’s 
sources and his Tendenz. The information is said to derive both from Irenaeus 
and from firsthand experience. Hippolytus claims to have observed some of their 
practices closely himself.73 As well, he does not hide his dependence on Irenaeus. 
Note, for instance, the following remarks: 

7d tod waxapiov mpecButépov Elpnvatov Sears xal menovnuévenc [ede] t& 
Boypata adtév dekéyEavtos, nap’ od xal adtav epevoruata <maperdrpa- 
yev>. 

Now the blessed presbyter Irenaeus has powerfully and elaborately 
refuted the opinions of these (heretics). And to him we are indebted 
for a knowledge of their inventions. (55,2; cf. also 42,1; MacMahon, 
ANF) 

Hippolytus’s purpose in this section is not to argue against his opponents’ 
views or to treat them as deviant Christians, but simply to expose their doctrines 
and then show how they plagiarize Pythagorean and Platonic insights (lv8ayopt- 
xny Exovusa xai Tatwvixiy thy indbeow; 21,1).74 He states at the end of section 41 
that he has deliberately refrained from arguing against these deviant views so as 

72 Heracleon may be the &Ahoc 8€ tic Extpaviig SiScoxahos adctav of 38,2. As for the absence 
of Colarbasus, the best explanation is that both Irenaeus and Hippolytus mistook the 
Supreme Tetrad of Marcus’s vision for a Valentinian person. Legge’s remark is apropos 
(Philosophumena, II, 57 n. 4): “The name which is repeated by Tertullian, Philaster and 
Theodoret can be traced back to a single passage in Irenaeus, where it appears in connec- 
tion with the name Lry7 as ‘the Sige of Colarbasus.’ A German commentator [G. Volkmar] 
long since suggested that it was not the name of a brother heretic or follower of Marcus, 
but a corruption of the words yINR Op Qol-Arba, or the ‘Voice of the Four,’ and this seems 

now generally accepted. As most if not all of Marcus’ pretended revelations are said to have 

been dictated to him by an apparition of the Supreme Tetrad, he may well have called the 

book in which they were written and which seems to have been known to Irenaeus, by some 

such name.” 

73 Koschorke (Hippolyts Ketzerbekampfung) claims that the burning controversies 

between gnostics and other Christians were for the most part dead by the time Hippolytus 

wrote: “Hipp.s Refutatio ist kein Dokument, das uns iiber den Vorgang der Auseinander- 
setzung zwischen kirchlichem und gnostischem Christentum Auskunft gibt, vielmehr setzt 

sie die erfolgreiche Abdrangung der Gnostiker durch die Kirche bereits voraus” (94). Vallée 

(Anti-Gnostic Polemics, 61) supports this position. It is overstated, and the least we can 

say is that Hippolytus certainly claimed to have partaken in certain Valentinian ceremonies 

in his day. 

74 This Pythagorean and Platonic foundation in turn is said to derive from Egyptian 

thought (21,3). 
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to prevent someone from accusing him of misrepresenting them. In his opinion, 

his refutation will be stronger simply by showing how their views derive from the 

pagans.’>5 Hippolytus’s conclusion is that the Valentinian ideas have nothing to 

do with the teachings of Jesus. Rather, they are a degenerated form of these 

earlier pagan ideas and are simply worthless opinions, pAvapa d6yyata (55,3). 

3.4.2.2, 

The passage about Marcus in this sixth book falls into two unequal parts 

separated by a few transitional lines. The introductory sections, 39-41, present 

Marcus as a deceiver or trickster who leads his followers to believe that he can 

grant them more power than he actually has. Hippolytus claims that this is 

accomplished first by cheap conjuring acts which he performs with the 

eucharistic cup (39-40): sometimes he secretly adds one type of potion to the 

eucharistic mixture, resulting in a change of color; other times he adds another 

type of potion into a small cup held by a female assistant, causing a rapid 

increase in the volume of the liquid and allowing Marcus to fill his larger cup 

to overflowing with the liquid. In both instances, his followers are led to assume 

that the eucharistic mixture has received a special power or grace of which they 

can partake. The deceit is also said to occur (41) when Marcus claims that his 

followers can acquire even more powers than other Christians through under- 

going a second baptism of repentance—and being given the promise of still 

higher levels of initiation. Hippolytus insists that it is the promise of these 

powers which keeps Marcus’s followers returning to him. It is striking how all 
three of these introductory sections are united thematically and how they are 
bound by key words, eg., mddvn (39,3), mAdvog (41,1), mavodpyos (39,2), and 
mavovpynuax (41,3,5).76 

The transition in the Marcosian section occurs in 42,1-2, where Irenaeus’s 
contribution to the discussion is acknowledged, especially concerning the second 
baptism of redemption. Following this is an extended account of Marcus’s 
theories of numerology and grammatology (42,2-55), coupled with the link with 
the Pythagoreans. This for Hippolytus is his most important section, since the 
Pythagorean connection allows him to belittle and dismiss Marcus and the other 
Valentinians (55). 

One intriguing aspect of this passage is the comparison that is possible with 
the parallel section in Irenaeus. Not only does Hippolytus himself claim to have 
used Irenaeus, but we are able to observe a word-for-word overlap in many of 

78 This could be a reaction to criticisms already directed at Irenaeus’s evertio in Book 
2 of his Adversus haereses. Hippolytus’s position would be even more understandable if 
he were trying to prevent others from undermining his results by accusing him of mis- 
representing his opponents’ views as Irenaeus had done. 

76 These words drop out of usage in the following sections. Their absence from the 
parallel text from Irenaeus supports the view that Hippolytus either reworked the passage 
from Irenaeus significantly or had access to another written source. Given the similarities, 
the former is more likely. 
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the sections (e.g., from 43-55). In his use of Irenaeus, Hippolytus appears to 
reveal as much creative energy as Matthew, for instance, in his use of the Marcan 
Vorlage. 

The passage in Irenaeus has its own internal logic. Four aspects of the 
Marcosian teachings are introduced: their thaumaturgy (Ady. haer, 13,2-7), 
grammatology and arithmology (14,1-18,4), (false) biblical exegeses (19,1- 20,3), 
and the diversity of redemptive rites (21,1-5). This is followed by Irenaeus’s 
account of the Church’s regulam veritatis (22,1). 

Hippolytus has omitted the third section in the Adversus haereses, in keep- 
ing with his tendency to deny the heretics any connection with the Church. He 
has also placed the fourth section after the first and combined the two. Further- 
more, Irenaeus’s first section focused on Marcus’s womanizing tendencies and 
accepted the magical power of his feats, attributing their source to the demons 
and other Satanic spirits who helped him (13,4). According to Irenaeus, Marcus 
was a rogue, but one to be reckoned with because of his demonic cohorts. 
Hippolytus focused his discussion on showing how Marcus was simply a clever 
trickster, a mavodpyos (a word which is absent from Irenaeus’s passage). Gone is 
his link with the evil powers. Gone also is the attention to the diversity of rites 
of redemption which Irenaeus used as proof of his error. Instead, the rites of 
redemption are lumped together with the wine tricks and are treated as simply 
another way of keeping Marcus’s followers dependent on him. Finally, Hip- 
polytus has modified Irenaeus’s second section by linking the grammatology and 
arithmology to the Pythagoreans. So, while Irenaeus ended his discussion on the 
point which he considered to be their Achilles’ heel, i.e., their diversity of rites, 
Hippolytus does the same by linking the Marcosian speculations with Greek 
philosophy. The result is the same in each author’s mind, but the means are 
different. 

3.4.3.1 

The passage which refers to sin occurs in section 41. It is part of the general 

discussion of baptism, as it was in the parallel passage in Irenaeus. Yet just as 

we saw how that passage in Irenaeus occurred in a very different context than 

the one in Hippolytus, it will become clear how the discussion in these passages 

also is somewhat different. 

The passage is as follows:77 

TOAAG tolvuy eEapavicas [xat] moAAovds torodtous <eivat, > wabytas adtod 

yevouevoug mooeBiBacev, edxdAoug wev elvat diddbas meds TO cuaptdverv, 
“dxwddvoug 5é Sta 16 elvan <adtods > tis teAciag Suvdimews xal wetéxew tis 
d&vevvortou éfouclas. 

77 The text is from Marcovich, Hippolytus, 258-59; the translation is by Legge 

_ (Philosophumena, 1, 42-43). 
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Further he utterly ruined many, and led on many of them to become 

his disciples (by) teaching them to be indifferent to sin as free from 

danger (to them) through their belonging to the Perfect Power and 

partakers of the Inconceivable Authority. 

a olg eta tO <mpHtov> Bdntisux xal Etepov emayyéAAovtat, 6 xaAovow 
a&rodttpwaw, xai év todtw dvaotpépovtes xaxGs tos adtols napayévovtas 

én’ eAnids ti¢ dmoAvtpdcews, <a¢> Suvayévoug weta tO Ena Bar- 
tioB7v< ot duaptavoy >tas mé&Aw toxElV apécews. 

To whom also after baptism they promise another which they call 

Redemption, and thereby turn again to evil who remain with them in 

the hope of deliverance, (as if) those who had been once baptized 

might again meet with acquittal. 

<ot> xai 31d tod torodtov nmavovpyjuatosg auvéxewv Soxold]or tovds 

dxpoatac, ods érav <obv> voulowor Sedoxipcabar xai Sivacbat puAcosev 
avtots ta moth, tote ent <td mp@tov> ovtpov s&yovst, undé toUtw Ldveo 

&exovpevor, dA xal Etepov [tt] emayyeA<A>duevor, mods td cvyxpatetv 
adtovs tH éAmid, Srws &xdptotor dot. 

Through such jugglery, they seem to retain their hearers, whom, when 

they consider that they have been (duly) indoctrinated and are able to 
keep fast the things entrusted to them, they then lead to this (second 
baptism), not contenting themselves with this alone, but promising 
them still something else, for the purpose of keeping control over them 
by hope, lest they should separate from them. 

A€youst yoo tt pwvi] kppritw, emitiWévtes yeTpa tH try &rodttpwsw AxBdvet, 
0 paoxovaw éEeinety edxdhus ur) Sdvacbon ef ph tio ety brepddxiyoc, 7 Ste 
tehevt@v< ti > mpdc tO ods EAOedv AEyet 6 exloxonoc. 

For they mutter something in an inaudible voice, laying hands on them 
for the receiving of Redemption which they pretend cannot be spoken 
openly unless one were highly instructed, or when the bishop would 
come to speak it into the ears of one departing this life. 

xal toto 5¢ <éott> navovpynua mpds tO del Tapapevety tods wabntas tH 
emtaxdnw, yAtxouévous wabety 16 ti note etn <2 >x<eiv>0 16 en’ eax ate 
Aeyouevov, Bt’ ob <tév> tedreieov Fotar 6 uavOdvenv. 

And this jugglery is practised so that they may remain the bishop’s 
disciples, eagerly desirous to learn what has been said about the last 
thing whereby the learner would become perfect. 

3.4.3.2 
The general intent of the passage is clear. Hippolytus claims that the 

postbaptismal rites offered by Marcus to his followers, allegedly granting them 
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access to certain powers, is not only a knavish trick (xavobpynua—41,3,5) to keep 
his followers attached to him, but has also led many to ruin (odode 
eEapavicas —41,1) because now they believe that sin need no longer concern them, 
It would seem that after his followers underwent the second baptism, 6 x«Aodow 
dnodtitpwaw, they belonged to the perfect power and shared in the inconceivable 
authority. This rendered them free from danger, dxwSdvot, allowing them to be 
“at ease” (edx6Aouc) about sin.” Hippolytus hints at another degree of initiation 
available beyond the rite of redemption, but nothing is said about this except that 
it is seen as another way of keeping Marcus’s followers coming back for more. 
In Hippolytus’s view, then, the Marcosian claim to the existence of another level 
of redemption for sin is folly and is nothing but a clever marketing technique 
to reinforce the leader’s powers and the group’s (temporary) success. 

This section is not in keeping with Hippolytus’s claim throughout the book 
to be disinterested in engaging the heretics on their own ground and arguing with 
them. Here he does precisely that, and no doubt his troubles with Callistus 
played a part in this. We encounter this other navodpyo¢ in sections 11 and 12 of 
Book 9:79 according to Hippolytus, Callistus is “artful in evil and versatile in 
falsehood” (év xaxla mavodpyos xai motxthog mpdg wA&vV). Like Marcus —and unlike 
Hippolytus —he is willing to remit the sins of those who have transgressed after 
baptism Qéywv n&aw tn’ adtod dpiecbat cuaptias), and he too allowed the practice 
of second baptism (Sedtepov ovtots Béntisux —12,26). It is not surprising, then, 
given Hippolytus’s troubles with Callistus, that Marcus’s rite of redemption and 

78 MacMahon (ANF) has translated edxédoug as “prone” to sin, while Legge has 

“indifferent.” Lampe’s Patristic Lexicon supports MacMahon’s reading. Both translations 

are possible, yet result in quite different interpretations. It is not easy to determine which 

translation is better. Evxodog has a standard range of meanings (so both Liddell and Scott, 

and Lampe): easily satisfied, contented (after a meal), good-natured; (used negatively) 

easily led, prone; (for things) easy, easy to understand. An examination of the occurrences 

of edxodog, edxddwe listed in Wendland’s Wortregister (etxohos: IV,4,4; 14,6; 34,1; V,17,13; 

edxdhwe: IV,45,2; 46,4; V,15,1; V1,41,4; VII,13,3; 14; [X,18,2) is of little use because in every 

one of these instances— including an adverbial use in our pericope (VI,41,4)—the author 

meant “easy, easy to understand.” 

The reading “prone to sin,” however, does not seem to make as much sense in context 

as “indifferent.” In this passage Hippolytus is not accusing the Marcosians of sinning 

excessively, but of undergoing a rite which allows them to feel “at ease” about their past 

sins, and perhaps also about those which they continue to commit. 

79 Tlavodpyos is listed five times in Wendland’s Wortregister to the Refutatio: twice of 

Callistus ([X,11,1; 12,5); once of Marcus (VI,39,2); once of some magicians (IV,42,2); and 

once of sirens (VII,13,1). Similarly, one of the four occurrences of mavovpy{a concerns 

Callistus (IX,11,2). Furthermore, two of the occurrences of xavodpynua concern Marcus 

(VI,41,3,5), and another the Elchesaites (IX,13,4) in the context of their view of baptism 

and sins (which resembled that of Marcus). It is notable that seven out of thirteen uses of 

these words refer directly to a “heretical” view of baptism and remission of sins. Indeed, 

for Hippolytus, “knavery’ goes hand in hand with a mistaken view of baptism and the 

remission of sins. 
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its corresponding freedom from sin should have required a rebuttal by 

Hippolytus. 

3.4.3.3 

Reconstructing the Marcosian view of sin and baptism from this passage is 

no easy matter, but the following synthesis seems to be the likeliest. Marcus 

taught that a second washing or baptism, called redemption (&rodbtpwatv), was 

available to Christians and could be administered by him. It normally required 

special and extensive instructions beforehand, but Marcus himself could also 

administer it to those who were on their deathbed. All who passed through this 

rite belonged to 7 terela Sivas xal 7 d&vewvontos éEousta, and for them sin was no 

longer a concern. The rite of redemption had removed their sins. This meant that 

the sins they had committed after their baptism would not be counted against 

them, and perhaps also (though there is no direct evidence for this) that they 

would no longer sin. One assumes that those Marcosian Christians who had not 

yet received the second baptism were bound by sin in the same manner as the 

Hippolytean Christians. They seemed to have differed not over their definition 

or understanding of sin, but over Marcus’s teaching that another step was 

possible for some (the pneumatics? the psychics?), granting them access to 

enormous powers, including the power over sin. 

3.5 Origen 

3.5s1 1 

Heracleon introduces sin on three occasions in what remains of his com- 
mentary on John’s gospel, which Origen has imbedded in his own. Before turn- 
ing our attention to these passages we summarize what can be said about 
Heracleon, his commentary, Origen’s commentary on the same gospel, and their 
inclusion of sin. 

Beles 

The information which the second and third century Fathers provide about 
Heracleon’s life can be listed in a paragraph. Irenaeus mentions him once, in 
conjunction with Ptolemy, whose theories he explores in detail;8° Clement calls 
him the most illustrious member of the Valentinian school (6 tHg Ovadevtivov 
sxXoAr¢ Soxtcdtato¢);?! Origen, with more reserve, states that Heracleon is con- 
sidered to be Valentinus’s disciple—or perhaps his acquaintance (tov Odadevtivov 
AeySuevov elvat yvdptov);82 Tertullian mentions him once, and places him on the 

80 Trenaeus, Adversus haereses 1,2,4. 

8! Clement, Stromata IV,71. 

*? Origen, In Joannem II,14,100. Cf. also A. E. Brooke’s remark: “The exact meaning 
of Origen’s description of him... is uncertain, but the phrase used (yvaptyoc) would 
hardly be neutral, unless Heracleon has been a prominent member of the school during 
the lifetime of Valentinus.” In The Fragments of Heracleon, TextsS 1,4 (Cambridge: 
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Ptolemaic trajectory;83 and Hippolytus assumes he is a Valentinian who, along 
with Ptolemy, falls into the Italian school (i.e., those who claimed that Jesus’ 
body was psychic rather than pneumatic).*4 Actually, Hippolytus’s remark is the 
closest one gets to an interpretation of what Heracleon thought. In a composite 
sketch, one would include Heracleon within the Valentinian movement, perhaps 
in the Western camp, and deduce that he was respected yet not particularly 
well-known. 

Seles 
Fortunately, Origen has preserved parts of Heracleon’s commentary on 

John’s gospel.** To be sure, the sections are few, and they are set in a polemical 
context (one also thinks of Celsus’s remarks preserved in another of Origen’s 
works). Yet before the Nag Hammadi find they provided the most extensive 
primary source for Valentinianism. 

As far as we can tell, Heracleon’s work was the earliest full commentary on 
this gospel. It seems to have been a running commentary on the entire gospel, 
with the odd verse left out.8® Heracleon sometimes interpreted the Johannine 
text literally (in his words, xat& 16 d&todv), and sometimes allegorically or 
spiritually (xat& +6 vooduevov). Origen did the same, and it is fascinating to 
witness how at times he accuses Heracleon of not looking for a deeper meaning 
in a passage, and conversely at times of being too fanciful.8? All that remains 
from Heracleon’s commentary are remarks on sixty-four gospel verses from the 

following sections: 1:3-29; 2:12-20; 4:13-53; and 8:21-50.88 

3.5.1.4 

Origen’s commentary on John also is no longer complete. Actually, even 

Eusebius had access to only about half of the Jn Joannem,®° and he wrote merely 

University Press, 1891) 33. Origen’s phrase (Acyépevov civat yvepiyov) is more ambiguous 
than Brooke suggests. 

83 Tertullian, Adversus valentinianos 4. 

84 Hippolytus, Refutatio V1,29,36. 

85 These are now commonly listed as a series of 48 fragments. So Vélker, Quellen, 

63-85; and Foerster, Gnosis, 162-81. Three other fragments, two from Clement and one 

from Photius, are preserved from Heracleon’s work. The first two probably are not from 

his commentary on John’s gospel; the last one is an indirect remark about John 1:17. 

86 Cf. Origen’s comment on John 4:32: od8év 88 eic thy AéEtw elrev 6 ‘HpaxdAtwv (Frag. 29). 

87 For Origen’s critique of Heracleon’s method see In Joannem V1,35,174; 39,198; 

XIX,19,124. 
88" The specific gospel verses extant from Heracleon’s commentary are 1:3-4, 17-19, 21, 

23-29; 2:12-15, 17, 19-20; 4:13-42, 46-53; 8:21-22, 37b, 43-44, SO. 

89 The complete Greek title of the work, which occurs in several manuscripts, is 

*Opryévoug tGw eig 16 xate lecwwny edayyédtov cEnyntixdy (tduos a’, B’, . . .), which sometimes 

(e.g., in Brooke’s edition) is simply rendered into Latin: Origenis commentariorum in 

evangelium Joannis. 
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a century later than the Alexandrian.°° Aside from additional fragments of the 

work scattered in the Fathers,?! what remains now (of the ca. 40 volume work) 

are the following books: 1 (covering Jn 1:1), 2 (re: 1:1-7), 4-5 (in fragmentary 

form, and dealing with general exegetical issues), 6 (re: 1:19-29), 10 (re: 2:12-25), 

13 (re: 4:13-54), 19 (re: 8:19-25), 20 (re: 8:37-53), 28 (re: 11:39-57), and 32 (re: 

13:2-33). 
It is clear from this extant collection that the commentary was both massive 

in length and unequal in focus. Book 1 takes us no further than the first five 

words of the gospel (’Ev d&pxq jv 6 Adyos), and Book 6 reaches only the midway 

point of Chapter 1; yet twelve books later we are in the eighth chapter. It is 

remarkable that in the 480 pages of Greek text which remain (in Preuschen’s edi- 

tion), Origen has managed to cover only one sixth of the gospel.9? 

Two Valentinians also had important roles to play in the genesis and 

development of the Jn Joannem. One was Heracleon, whose commentary on 

John’s gospel helped to instigate Origen’s version. The other was Ambrose, 

whom Origen claims to have turned away from Valentinianism, and who backed 

the enterprise with his enthusiasm and financial support.?? Ambrose would have 

been familiar with Valentinian exegesis, and perhaps eager for Origen to distance 
himself from it. Origen himself makes it clear that he decided to write a Scrip- 
tural commentary in order to counter those already in existence which had been 
written by heretics:94 

Voila pourquoi il me parait nécessaire que, si quelqu’un peut défendre 

sans la falsifier la pensée de l’Eglise et confondre les partisans de la 
prétendue gnose, il se dresse pour opposer aux inventions des héré- 
tiques la sublimité de la prédication évangélique (In Jo. V,8). 

Ironically, a work which emerged partly as a rebuttal of the Valentinian inter- 
pretation of John’s gospel has preserved the most extensive Valentinian discus- 
sion of this gospel. 

355.15 

Heracleon does not have a great deal to say about sin. In fact, on the sur- 
face, sin seems to play a role in only three of the forty-eight fragments. The 
detailed exegeses of these pericopes which follow determine what can be said 
about Heracleon’s view of sin. 

9° Eusebius (Eccl. hist. V1,24) acknowledges having access to only 22 books. Moreover, 
he claims in VI,21,3-4 that this was one of Origen’s first works. 

°' Dozens of fragments, even those of dubious authenticity, are conveniently listed in 
Preuschen’s edition of the In Joannem, pages 483-574. 

°2 149 verses out of a total of 878 in the Gospel of John are treated in the In Joannem. 
°3 We read of Ambrose’s influence and support in Eusebius (Eccl. hist. V1,18,23,1-2), 

and in the In Joannem 1,21; V,1; VI,6.9. 

94 Blanc, SC 120, 388-89. 
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What needs to be stressed at this point is that, given the nature of 
Heracleon’s work, its location in Origen’s commentary, and the poor textual 
transmission of the Jn Joannem, the infrequent mention of sin is to be expected 
and by itself says nothing about the importance of sin to Heracleon. First, it 
happens that we have access to only one of Heracleon’s works, and this is a com- 
mentary on a gospel in which sin does not play a major role. How different the 
situation would be if this were a commentary on Romans! Second, Heracleon’s 
comments have been placed in another work where roughly half of the energy 
has been devoted to explaining John 1-7. These are chapters in which sin is men- 
tioned only twice in the gospel (1:29; 5:14). Finally, Origen’s commentary on 
most of the sections in John’s gospel which do mention sin is no longer extant. 
Of the twenty-four instances where sin is introduced directly into the Johannine 
discussion,°* Origen’s surviving text covers only five (1:29; 8:21, 24[bis], 46), and 
in only two of these (1:29, 8:21) has he provided Heracleon’s views. Actually, 
Heracleon introduced sin into his discussion of 4:46-47 (Fr. 40) where it was 
absent from the Johannine text itself. It is surprising that under these conditions 
any Valentinian reference to sin has survived in the Jn Joannem. 

Ste a | 

The first mention of sin by Heracleon is in Fragment 10, acomment on John 

1:29 which occurs at the end of Book 6. In fact, the very end of this book is lost, 

and Origen’s rebuttal which follows Heracleon’s commentary is now incomplete. 

Our analysis of this passage will proceed as follows. The pericope will be quoted 

in full; then the exegesis will focus on the passage itself and on setting it into 

context. 

Beoeee 

The passage in question (VI,60,306) is as follows:96 

Tlédw év t@ témw [Jn 1:29b: 6 duvdc tod Beod 6 atpwy thy duaptiov tod 
xdspov] 6 “Hpaxhéwv yevduevos xwpls méong xatacxentic xal mapabécews 

waptuployv aropatvetat Sti tO wev «’Auvos tod Deod» we mpogrityns pnsiv 6 
*Iwawns, 10 5¢ «'O atpwy tiv duaptiav tod xdcyou» we meptocdtepov 

Tpopytov. 

Arrivé a ce passage, Héracléon déclare de nouveau, sans construire ni 

apporter aucune preuve, que, en tant que prophéte, Jean dit «’Agneau 

de Dieu» et, en tant que plus que prophéte, «celui qui 6te le péché du 

monde». 

95 Te, duaptia—1:29; 8:21, 24(bis), 34(bis), 46; 9:34, 41(bis); 15:22(bis), 24; 16:8, 9; 19:11; 

20:23; cpaptévw— 5:14; 9:2, 3; dpaptwAds— 9:16, 24, 25, 31. 

96 Text and translation are taken from Blanc, SC 157, 364-67. Cf. also Preuschen, 

Origenes, 168-69; Foerster, Gnosis, 165-66; and Volker, Quellen, 68. 
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~ ~ a 4 , 

Kat otetot 16 wev mpdtepov mepl tod smpatos adtod AéyecBant, tO dé Sedtepov 
~ ~ ~ -~ 4 , Tepl TOD ev TH GHUATL, TH TOV duvov atEAT Elvat ev tT tHv mpoPdtey yévet, 

~ , ~ - > ~ 

ottw S& xal 16 cya mapabécer tod évorxodvtos atta. 

Il pense que la premiére affirmation concerne son corps, parce que 

l’agneau est un €@tre imparfait dans la race des ovins et de méme le 

corps, comparé a celui qui l’habite. 

, , , ~ ~ ty nn a 

To 8€ téAetov et EBovdeto, pnot, tH ocdpatt waptupyoat, xptdv etmev Sv tO 

uéddov Bvecbat. 

Car, dit il, s'il avait voulu attribuer la perfection au corps, il aurait 

appelé bélier ce qui était sur le point d’étre sacrifié. 

Ody Hyodpot € elvar dvayxatov pete thAtxottag yeyevnuévas eket&oets 

tevtatew mepi tov ténov, d&ywvilouévoug mpd¢ Ta eUtEA@S Und tod ‘Hpa- 

xAéwvos elpnuéva. 

Je ne pense pas qu’aprés l’avoir si longuement étudié il soit nécessaire 

de nous attarder a ce sujet pour réfuter les allégations qu’Héracléon 

avance a la légére. 

Moévov dé todto éxtonuetwtéov, Sti Sonep udyic excdpnsev 6 xdsuoe tov 
xevoavta Exutdv, otitws d&uvod xal od xpiod ederjOn, tva &pOH dutod 
duaptia ... [texts breaks off]. 

Remarquons seulement ceci: de méme que le monde pouvait a peine 
contenir celui qui s’est anéanti lui-méme, de méme avait-il besoin, 
pour Oter son péché, d’un agneau et non d’un bélier. . . . 

en) 

The “simple” meaning of this pericope —or, as Heracleon would say, the one 
xata& tO &mAodv —is straightforward. It revolves around John and Jesus, the world 
and sin. Heracleon begins by separating the first part of the phrase, “Behold, the 
Lamb of God,” from the second, “who takes away the sin of the world.” He 
relegates the former to a lower level of awareness, and focuses on something 
which troubled Origen as well (but which now strikes us as curious): the lamb 
is imperfect in the genus of sheep (the mature ram, one learns from Origen’s con- 
cluding remark, is the perfect one), so calling Jesus “the Lamb of God” attrib- 
utes imperfection to him.9? This could not reflect the true nature of Jesus, 

°7 In beginning his commentary on this verse (51,264-52,272), Origen has attempted to 
determine why John depicts Jesus as a lamb. He too has trouble with attributing this seem- 
ingly imperfect animal to something perfect. It is the daily offering of the two lambs at 
the temple (required in Exod 29:38-44) which allows him to appreciate its attribution to 
Jesus, for Origen can then claim that John applied the term symbolically to Jesus to 
represent his sacrifice offered in perpetuity. 
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according to Heracleon, so it throws doubt on the quality of John’s statement. 
Heracleon then exonerates John the Baptist, tapping into the insights of the 

Evangelist to claim that the Baptist had two roles or natures (the vocabulary here 
is imprecise). Following the one he is a prophet and has access to a limited reality. 
As such he can call Jesus “Lamb of God.” His other nature is to be “more than 
a prophet,” and this provides access to a deeper truth. In this instance, it is the 
insight that Jesus removes the sin of the world. In turn, these two natures of John 
allow him to discern Jesus’ two natures: his external body and that which dwells 
within this body. John’s lower nature, then, permits him to bear witness to Jesus’ 
lower reality, while his higher nature allows him to see beyond this to Jesus’ 
internal nature.9® 

John’s insight is that Jesus came into the world to take away sin. This 
implies that sin was in the world, that Jesus’ mission was to remove it, and that 
it was a secret mission—or, at any rate, one which was not evident to anyone, 

even to a prophet. It also implies that the task of removing the world’s sin was 

important enough to warrant Jesus’ descent. 

3.5.2.4 

The deeper meaning of this pericope is not as easy to discern, especially for 

those of us who are not even prophets! We would like to know more about sin, 

for instance, and in particular its role before and after Jesus’ descent. It is best 

to postpone that inquiry pending the exegesis of fragments 40 and 41. Mean- 

while, examining other fragments will provide more information about 

Heracleon’s understanding of the “world” (xésw0¢) and the two natures of John, 

allowing us to say more about Fragment 10. 

SL SAS) 

Three features about the “world” recur in the fragments. The first is that it 

is a realm which physically occupies a middle position between the aeon (or the 

Pleroma) and matter. It is the “Middle” (Meoétn¢—Frag. 40). The aeon was 
created before the Logos, and the world was created by the Demiurge through 

the agency of the Logos (Frag. 1). Fragments 8 and 17 contrast the greatness of 

the aeon with the limited nature of the world.9? The second feature is an exten- 

sion of the first: the world is described in negative terms. Actually, this is consis- 

tent with what one finds in the Gospel of John itself. “Worldly” (Kooptx:4) life 

98 This two-nature distinction drawn by Heracleon concerning Jesus accords with 

Hippolytus’s claim that Heracleon belonged to the “Italian school” which argued that 

Jesus’ body was psychic, not pneumatic. 

99 This use of aiwv in contrast to xdapo¢ recalls Valentinus’s usage of the word in one 

of the fragments remaining from his work (Frag. 5— Clement, Strom. IV,89,6-90,1): érécov 

ehattwv 7 eixdv tod CHvtos mpocdyrov, tocodtov Hoowv 6 xdayo¢ tod CHvto¢ aidivos (“the world 

is as much inferior to the living aeon as the picture is inferior to the living figure” — 

Foerster). 
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for Heracleon is “insipid, temporary and unsatisfactory” (Frag. 17). Third, the 

world is the place to which the Savior was sent to begin a new dispensation 

(oixovoyia— Frag. 11). It is compared to the “sandal” which Jesus wears (Frag. 

8—re: Jn 1:26-27), or “Samaria,” the place to which he was sent (Frag. 31—re: 

Jn 4:34). 

3.5.2.6 

Fragments 3-10 deal with John 1:18-29 and focus on John the Baptist! 

Heracleon’s intent is clear and consistent: he wants to pinpoint John’s position 

in relation to the Christ and the prophets, and concludes that John definitely is 

inferior to the Christ, but is also partly more than a prophet. In Fragment 8 John 

claims to be unable even to describe the lower, “fleshly” aspect of Christ (an 

aspect symbolized by his sandal), while in Fragment 4 he acknowledges that he 

is neither a prophet nor the Christ!®! Heracleon, though, is familiar with the 

pericope in Matthew’s gospel where Jesus calls John Elijah (Matt 11:9-14), and 

deduces from that passage that John must be a prophet. How, then, can he be 

both a prophet (following Matthew) and not a prophet (following John)? His 

solution to this problem is that John functions sometimes as a prophet, and 

sometimes as more than a prophet (but still not on a par with Christ)!92 There 

is then an overlap between John and the old dispensation, but John remains only 

a precursor of the new. 

Fragment 5 effectively summarizes this portrayal of John. In explaining 

John 1:23 Heracleon finds a triple distinction implied in the text and says that 

the Word (Adyos) is the Savior, the voice in the desert is John, and the cry, or 
echo, is the entire prophetic order. These are three distinct levels of being, 
although the lowest can move up to the second, and the second to the highest. 
He characterizes “John himself” as the voice (séte adtov tov "lwdvvny yapaxtn- 
otCet), and assigns his “attributes” (odx adtév c&AAK tH mept adtdv) to the echo, or 
the prophetic order. 

'00 For discussions of John the Baptist in these fragments, see Blanc, SC 157, 27-38; 
and J. Mouson, “Jean-Baptiste dans le fragments d’Héracléon,” ETAL 30 (1954) 301-22. 

‘0! Origen takes Heracleon to task in Fragment 4 for not paying attention to the definite 
article in front of “prophet” (“Are you Elijah . . .? Are you the prophet?”), but it is likely 
that Heracleon deliberately placed an indefinite article there, for it would then accord well 
with his understanding of John. 

'02 A. Orbe claims that when John was “more than a prophet,” he was in fact seen to 
be a disciple. He supports this from Fragment 3 (“Heracleon says that the words ‘No one 
has ever seen God, etc.’ were said ‘not by the Baptist, but by the disciple’.”): “Origenes no 
ha percibido el significado inherente al término pabntie; cree que Heracleén atribuye 
simplemente Io 1, 15-17 al Bautista, y Io 1, 18 al Evangelista. Y le combate desde este 
punto de vista.” In “El primer testimonio del Bautista sobre el Salvador, segun Heracleén 
y Origenes,” EstE 30 (1956) 35. This is possible, but one then has to assume that Origen 
failed to see the distinction anywhere else too, for no other fragment suggests such an 
interpretation. 
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This depiction of John the Baptist is often assimilated to the “classical” 
account of Valentinianism in Irenaeus. Foerster’s comment is typical: “For 
Heracleon, John the Baptist is at one moment a symbol for the psychics, or for 
the Demiurge; at another, a symbol for the pneumatics.”!°3 This interpretation 
does not do full justice to Heracleon’s remarks, For one thing, in the Fragments 
John remains devoid of absolute knowledge. When Heracleon insists in Frag- 
ment 3 that the perceptive statement about God in 1:18 was not said by the 
Baptist, it is probably because it could not have been, given John’s level of 
perception. Also, it is important to recognize in Fragment 5 that while the top 
level (Logos-Savior) indeed is pneumatic, the bottom one (Echo-Prophecy) is 
not sarkic. Judged from Irenaeus’s perspective, Heracleon has added another 
psychic level and has attributed it to John’s inner self. In other words, in these 
fragments John the Baptist seems to be entirely limited to the psychic realm, but 
to an expanded one! °% 

The only passage which could suggest an overlap between the Christ and 
John is the reference to baptism in Fragment 6. This concerns the question raised 
by the priests and the levites in John 1:25: “Why do you baptize if you are neither 
the Christ nor Elijah nor the Prophet?” Heracleon comments on this Jewish 
question by accepting their restriction (only the Christ, Elijah, or the Prophet 
can baptize), removing the definite article in front of “prophet,” and including 
John among them!° Elaine Pagels interprets this to mean that in “discussing the 
baptist, Heracleon explains that only the representatives of the lowest, ‘prophetic 
order’ have the duty of baptizing. . . . John, in his ‘external’ and historical role, 
does baptize. Yet inwardly, ‘he himself’ does not baptize.”!°° She is correct in 

‘03 Foerster, Gnosis, 164. So also Sagnard, La gnose, 492-93; 513-14. 

104 Mouson has arrived at a similar conclusion and has formulated a distinctive explan- 
ation: “Rien dans la science de Jean-Baptiste ne trahissant une nature pneumatique, le 
Précurseur est et demeure, pour Héracléon, tout entier psychique. Reste qu'il peut étre 
considéré successivement comme «prophéte» et comme «supérieur aux prophétes». S’il 
n’est pas un psychique doublé d’un pneumatique, comment expliquer cette dualité en lui? 
La solution découle encore de ce qui précéde. Elle n’est pas a chercher sur le plan ontolo- 
gique d’une dualité de nature en Jean-Baptiste, mais, au niveau de la sotériologie valenti- 

nienne, dans la distinction de deux états successifs de unique nature psychique, l’un 
antérieur, ’autre postérieur 4 la venue du Sauveur” (“Jean-Baptiste,” 313). 

Elaine Pagels also finds that the fragments do not support the view that John, as 

“more than a prophet,” spoke as a pneumatic. However, her claim that Heracleon is depict- 

ing a “process of transformation in gnosis” in which John has progressed from the sarkic 

(“as a prophet”) to the psychic (“as more than a prophet”) level is less convincing. See The 

Johannine Gospel in Gnostic Exegesis: Heracleon’s Commentary on John, SBLMS 17 

(Nashville: Abingdon, 1973) 55-57. Her position in this regard is consistent with the classic 

Valentinian thought, yet what is problematic is assigning the prophets to the sarkic level. 

Mouson’s position does more justice to the Fragments. 

105 Origen interprets this verse differently and puts into question the validity of the 

Jewish claim. He insists on keeping the definite article in front of “prophet,” says that the 

Christ is in fact “the prophet,” and then points out that neither he nor Elijah baptized. 

106 Pagels, The Johannine Gospel, 59. 
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saying that John, as a prophet, would be baptizing in his “external role.” It is 

not certain, however, whether this excludes baptism by him in his role “as more 

than a prophet,” especially since “Christ” is also mentioned in this list of bap- 

tizers, a list which Heracleon seems to accept. If Christ can baptize, surely the 

“enhanced John” can do as much. Baptism, then, may be something which 

Heracleon considered applicable both to Christ and to John. 

Se BY PAT 

In Fragment 10, Jesus’ mission to remove the sin of the world is consistent 

with the description of xésuog elsewhere in Heracleon’s commentary. Jesus came 

from the aeon and was sent to the world. This world was not evil since it was 

created through the agency of the Logos. But it was inferior and “unsatisfying.” 

Jesus was sent to begin a new dispensation or age of salvation, and this included 

(or entailed?) baptism in the spirit and the removal of sin from the world. When 

John the Baptist announced that the Christ came to “take away the sin of the 

world,” he spoke as “more than a prophet,” and provided a deeper understanding 

of Christ’s role. However, this was an understanding of Christ which still 

emanated from the psychic level, for Heracleon seems not to have set John 

among the pneumatics. 

3.53381 

Fragments 40, a commentary on the Capernaum official whose son was ill 

(Jn 4:46-53; In Jo, XIII,60, 416-26), is the longest of the 48 fragments. Although 

sin is not part of the Johannine text, it does play a significant role in Heracleon’s 
commentary. In seeking to understand his view of sin, we proceed as we did 

above, determining what the text is, what it says and what can be added to the 

explanation by setting it in context. 

Sd.-2 
The entire fragment is as follows (due to the length of this passage, the 

Greek is quoted only after the appropriate sections);!97 

LX. 416, Héracléon semble dire que le basilikos, c’est le démiurge, car 
il régnait, lui aussi, sur ses subordonnés, mais parce que, toujours 
selon les dires d’Héracléon, son royaume était petit et éphémére, il fut 
appelé basilikos, comme qui dirait «petit roi» établi sur un petit 
royaume par un roi universel. 

Quant a son fils de Capharnaiim, il raconte que c’est celui de la partie 
inférieure du milieu, proche de la mer, c’est-a-dire attenant a la 

‘07 For the text and translation of Fragment 40, see Blanc, SC 222, 262-67. Cf. also 
Volker, Quellen, 80-82; Foerster, Gnosis, 177-79; Preuschen, Origenes, 291-93. For 
discussion of this fragment, see Foerster, Von Valentin, 25-28; and Blanc, “Le commentaire 
d’Héracléon sur Jean 4 et 8,” Aug 15 (1975) 109-16. 
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matiére, et il dit que ’homme personnellement attaché au démiurge, 
étant malade, c’est-a-dire dans un état contraire a sa nature, était dans 
Vignorance et les péchés. 

tov d& év Kapapvaody vldv adtod Sinyettat tov év tO SroBeByxdr wéper tic 
wesdtyTOs TH Tpd¢ DdAncoav, toutéstiv TH ouvyypeven tH GA, xal Aéyer Ste 

6 roc adtod dvOpwrog dofevdv, touréotiv ob xat& pUaw eXev, ev dyvola xat 
AUKETHLASLY Ty. 

417, Ensuite les mots «de Judée en Galilée» seraient mis pour «de la 

Judée d’en haut». ... A propos de l’expression «Il était sur le point 

de mourir», il imagine, je ne sais sous quelle impulsion, que par 1a sont 

réfutées les opinions de ceux qui admettent l’immortalité de l’Ame: a 

la méme conclusion aboutit, d’aprés lui, le texte «L’Ame et le corps 

périssent dans la géhenne». 

418. Héracléon pense donc que l’Ame n’est pas immortelle, mais 

capable de salut, et affirme que c’est elle l’€tre corruptible qui revét 

Pincorruptibilité, ’étre mortel qui revét l’immortalité, lorsque sa mort 

est engloutie dans la victoire. 419. II affirme, en outre, que ces mots 

«Si vous ne voyez des signes et des prodiges, vous ne croirez pas» 

s’adressent, comme il convient, a un tel personnage (le démiurge), 

pour qui il est naturel de se laisser persuader par des événements 

sensibles et non de croire un parole. 

420. Quant a la demande «Descends avant que mon enfant ne meure», 

elle aurait été formulée, pense-t-il, parce que la mort est l’aboutisse- 

ment de la loi qui, par les péchés, cause la ruine. Donc, dit-il, avant 

qu’il n’ait été complétement mis a mort selon ses péchés, le pere 

supplie l’unique Sauveur de porter secours a son fils, c’est-a-dire 4 une 

telle nature. 

420. To 8¢ «KatéBnbt mpiv drobavetv 16 matdfov nov» d1& td téAOs etvat tod 
vouov tov Bdvatoy eip7afar voutler, dvatpodvtos bia tHv cuaptidy’ mplv 

tehéwes odv, pnsi, DavatebFjvar xata tas duaptiog Seftor 6 matHp ToD WdvoU 
sw tipos, tva BonPyoq tH vig, toutéstiv tH tordde pucet. 

421. Il a expliqué, en outre, que c’est par modestie que le Sauveur a 

dit: don fils vit», vu qu’il n’a pas dit «Qu’il vive» et qu'il n’a pas 

montré que c’est lui qui a procuré la vie. C’est, affirme-t-il, aprés €tre 

descendu vers le malade, l’avoir guéri de sa maladie, c’est-a-dire de ses 

péchés, et l’avoir vivifié par cette rémission, qu’il a dit: «Ton fils vit». 

ra ~ ~ ~ > , 

TI pd¢ todtots 10 «O vldc cou Chi» xatd dtuptav eiprjsbat tH swt7jot eketAngev, 
, lod 4 a , 

énet odx etnev’ «Citw», obde evépnvev abtds mapesx7a0ar thy Conv. A€yet 

Bé Gti xataBas mpdg tov xkuvovta xal lacdkuevos adtOv Tig vosoU, ToUTEDTIV 

37 
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— Z e ae 
TOV cuaptiOy, xal Sid tio dpéswe Cwororrjous elnev’ «‘O vid¢ cov Ch». 

422. Aprés les mots «Cet homme cruty», il ajoute: car le démiurge croit 

facilement que le Sauveur peut guérir, méme sans @tre présent. 

i ri . =. £ 

Kai éntdéyer mods 16 «’Enfotevcev» 6 &vBpwnos* St edmistos xai 6 Snut- 

oupyog éotiv, Sti Sivatat 6 awtip xai ur mapdv Deparevew. 

423. Les serviteurs du basilikos seraient, d’aprés son interprétation, les 

anges du démiurge qui, en disant «Ton enfant vit», annoncent qu’il se 

comporte convenablement selon son caractére et qu'il ne fait plus ce 

qui ne convient pas. II pense que le motif pour lequel les serviteurs 

portent au basilikos ’annonce du salut de son fils, c’est que les anges 

sont, ace qu'il croit, les premiers a voir les actions des hommes en ce 

monde et a voir si, a partir de la venue du Sauveur, ils manifestent 

vigueur et pureté dans leur maniére de vivre. 

424. A propos de la septiéme heure, il dit encore que cette heure 

caractérise la nature de l’enfant guéri. Enfin, la phrase «Il crut lui- 

méme ainsi que toute sa maison», il l’a rapportée a l’ordre angélique 

et aux hommes apparentés au démiurge. 425. On se demande, dit-il, 

a propos de certains anges, ceux qui sont descendus vers les filles des 

hommes, s’ils seront sauvés. A son avis, la perte des hommes du 

démiurge est manifestée dans le passage: «Les fils du royaume iront 

dans les ténébres extérieures». 426. A leur sujet, Isaie aurait prophétisé 

ceci: «J’ai engendré des fils, je les ai élevés et ce sont eux qui m’ont 

repoussé»: il les appellerait «fils étrangers», «race perfide et sans loi» 

et «vigne produisant des épines». 

3.5.3.3 
This is a pericope which Heracleon interprets xat& 16 vootuevov, since he 

assumes that the evangelist did not simply wish to describe an isolated healing 
and conversion experience. So, when Jesus is said to come down to Cana éx Tis 
"Tovdatac cig thy Todtatav (4:47), Heracleon claims that he really came éx tis 
divwbev "lovdatas (417), ic, from the upper, spiritual realm to the one below. 
Meanwhile the official in the story is a BactAwxdg, or petty king set up by one who 
is greater to rule a small and ephemeral kingdom. This, according to Heracleon, 
symbolizes the Demiurge (416), the ruler of the lower realm, who is well-meaning 
but limited in understanding and power. It enables him to believe easily that the 
Savior can heal, but necessitates belief through works alone, xai ovdxt Adyw (419). 

The Demiurge is concerned for the health of his son who is ill and living 
in Capernaum. This son symbolizes his offspring, humankind, who is of his 
(psychic) nature: 6 tt0¢ adtod [tod Snutovpyod] dvOpwnos (416). This offspring lives 
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close to matter (tq 5An—416) and is on the verge of dying. Capernaum, as the 

area near the sea, symbolizes the region closest to matter, “the lowest part of the 

middle by the sea.”!°* The combination in the gospel of the request for Jesus to 

heal the psychics and the presence of a psychic who is near death is a sign for 

Heracleon that the psyché/soul is not immortal, yet is capable of salvation 

(éxitndetws Exovcuxv mpd¢ swtnpiav—418). The soul is mortal and corruptible 
(otherwise it could not die), but it can become immortal and incorruptible (or 

it could not be saved). Furthermore, the healing which Jesus is asked to perform 

on the “son” will not result in salvation for all. His remission of sins is for all 

and life is offered to all, but not all will choose to accept the offer (425-26). 

The official’s servants in the Johannine pericope are said to be the 

Demiurge’s angels. Their function is to watch over people and to decide whether, 

once the Savior has gone, the psychics continue to lead their lives éppwyévang xat 

eihixpwéds (423). These terms are apt. The first means “vigorously, manfully, in 

good health”; the second, “without mixture, pure.” The French translation 

(“vigueur et pureté”) is better than the bland English in Foerster (“well and 

sincerely”), yet it still does not bring out the full force of these terms in context. 

One must remember that the Savior has just healed some of the psychics, remov- 

ing their sins and ignorance, pulling them away from the material realm. What 

the angels must ascertain afterwards is whether these psychics stay “in good 

health” (i.e, sinless) and “pure” (i.ec., away from the hylic realm and in keeping 

with their own nature). Determinism is downplayed: the psychics have been 

pulled away from the brink of death and given a new lease on life, but the choice 
of what they do with that life is theirs alone. 

The crucial factor is to what degree the psychic is able to keep away from 

sins. According to Heracleon the psychic is under the dominion of the Law which 

the Demiurge has provided. The result is death (+6 téAog efvat tod vowou tov 

Oévatov— 420). Alluding to Paul’s argument in Romans 7:9-13, Heracleon seems 

to be saying that the Law itself is not the cause of death. Rather, it destroys 5.6 

TOV duxptiéy (420). The removal of sins means the removal of death and the gift 

of life (8:& tis dpécews Cwonotrjoug —421). Furthermore, removing sins goes hand 

in hand with the removal of ignorance (or, conversely, the provision of 

knowledge), and it restores the person to the full psychic state (416). This is the 

Savior’s role. In this account he does not raise the psychics to a pneumatic state, 

but allows them instead to fulfill their potential as psychics. 

The closer psychics get to matter, the more they move to a state contrary to 

their nature, a state of sin and ignorance. This need not imply that sin is 

ignorance. The text only goes as far as to state that ignorance and sins go hand 

in hand and that both are on the lower end of the psychic realm. 

~ Origen presents Heracleon’s commentary on this verse in order to refute its 

108 Cf, Heracleon’s remarks in Fragment 11 (Book X,11): “Capernaum means the 

uttermost ends of the world” (t& %oxata tod xdcpov). Cf. also Blanc’s remark (SC L575 

415-16 n. 4) that the sea signified the power of death and sin for Origen as well. 
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major premises (61,427-33). The absence of objections to Heracleon’s comments 

on sin is striking. 

3.5.3.4 

Setting Fragment 40 in context in Heracleon’s commentary is instructive. 

While this particular fragment represents the psychic’s reception of the Savior’s 

message, Fragments 17-39 present the pneumatic’s response. The two are com- 
plementary. !°9 

Fragments 17-39 offer a running commentary on the Johannine story of 
Jesus’ encounter with the Samaritan woman at the well. For Heracleon she 
appears to represent the pneumatic elect. His interpretation is extensive, but the 
details need not concern us!!° Only the following points are relevant to our 
inquiry. Challenged by the Savior’s offer of living water, the Samaritan woman 
responds in a manner suited to her nature (¢ npenévtwe tH abtijs pce: —Frag. 19), 
and accepts his call without hesitation or the need for signs. Ignorance of God 
(%yvoww 800 —Frag. 19) is part of her present state. She has lived in the depth of 
matter (év BaBetx An), yet there is no mention of sin, which accompanied 
ignorance and proximity to matter in Fragment 40. It may be that the omission 
of sin is accidental, or that sin is understood when Heracleon mentioned 
ignorance and matter. It is more likely, though, that he assumes that a fallen 
pneumatic has no need of the forgiveness of sins in order to have life!!! 

B)S)-s hs) 

According to Fragment 40, then, sin concerns the psychics. As well (in the 
context of the preceding fragments), it is not a concern for pneumatics. Where 
there are sins there is ignorance and proximity to matter. Death also awaits the 
sinner’s duxy, as a consequence of living under the Law. Only the removal of sins 
by the Savior can wipe away the specter of death and provide new life. The con- 
tinuation of this new life is possible only if the person keeps away from matter 
and sins no more, and it is up to the Demiurge’s angels to verify how well 
everyone is doing in this regard. 

3.5.4.1 
Fragment 41 is brief. It is a comment on the last phrase of John 8:21: “And 

again he said to them, ‘I go away, and you will seek me and die in your sin; where 

109 Pagels (The Johannine Gospel, 83-97) is the one who has pointed out most clearly 
the “two types of conversion” which emerge when one compares Heracleon’s comments 
about the Samaritan woman in Fragments 17-39 with those about the official’s son in 
Fragment 40. 

'10 For an excellent summary of these fragments, see Pagels, The Johannine Gospel, 
86-92. 

''! This is what Pagels claims unequivocally (The Johannine Gospel, 88). Foerster is 
justifiably more cautious: “Fiir die Samaritanerin war offenbar die Siinde nicht tédlich. Wohl aber ist sie fiir den Psychiker” (Von Valentin, 26). 
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I am going you cannot come’.” The passage is as follows (XIX,14,89):!12 

3.5.4.2 

2 - cat ~ Eig 8€ 16 «"Orov eye imdyw suets ob Sivacbe EMMetv» gyal: nag év &yvoig 
xai drroti¢ xai cuaptiacw Ovtes év dplapsig Sdvavtat yevesdan; 

Au sujet de la déclaration «La ou je vais, vous, vous ne pouvez pas 

venir», il demande: Comment, alors qu’ils sont dans lignorance, 

Vincrédulité et les péchés, peuvent-ils parvenir a l’incorruptibilité? 

3.5.4.3 

In this passage Jesus is addressing the Pharisees, After declaring that he is 

about to leave them to go to an area of incorruptibility (4p8apata), he announces 

that they will not be able to follow because they are év d&yvotg xat d&miotion xat 
&uaotiuacwv. The combination of ignorance and sins is not surprising, but the 

addition of &niotia is new. Origen assumes that Heracleon is saying that they will 

never be able to follow him, and he disagrees with this determinism. He claims 

that change and accessibility to the incorruptible sphere is always possible: 

Atvavtat ody of év dyvoia xal amotio xat ev duaptiuaow yevouevor yeveadat év dpbapata 

ef wetaBcAdAotev, Suvatdv adtods wetaPaAetv (90). 
Foerster perceptively calls this “ein wichtiges, leider zu kurzes Fragment,”?!!3 

for many tantalizing questions remain unanswered. For instance, is Heracleon’s 

comment as deterministic as Origen claims, or does the é6vteg imply the possibil- 

ity of change—as Fragment 40 does? We would also like to know (quoting 

Foerster again) “ob Her.[akleon] dabei eine bestimmte Klasse von Menschen im 

Auge hat, etwa die Choiker, oder Teile der Psychiker.”!!* The passage itself does 

not allow us to answer these questions. 

3.5.4.4 

Heracleon’s comments on the following Johannine passage allow us to say 

somewhat more about Fragment 41. The key pericope in this regard is Fragment 

46, which is a comment on John 8:44: “You are of your father the devil.” The 

text is important enough to quote in full:!!5 

Héracléon dit que cela ne s’addressait pas aux fils du diable par nature 

[pdcet], les terrestres [tods yoixovc], mais aux psychiques, devenus fils 

du diable par adoption [0éce:]!!®—d’ou il résulte qu’on peut €@tre 

112 For the text and translation of Fragment 41 see Blanc, SC 290, 100-03. Cf. also 

Volker, Quellen, 82; Foerster, Gnosis, 179; and Preuschen, Origenes, 314. 

113 Foerster, Von Valentin, 41. 

114 Foerster, Von Valentin, 41. 

118 Jn Joannem XX,24,211-16— Blanc, SC 290, 260-63. 

116 Foerster, (Gnosis) translates Béots as “intent,” but Blanc’s “adoption” is more consis- 

tent with the usual meaning of that word and also balances nicely with tas in the 

pericope. 
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appelé fils de Dieu par nature et par adoption. II dit que c’est parce 
qu’ils ont aimé les désirs du diable et qu’ils les accomplissent que ceux- 
ci deviennent enfants du diable, alors qu’ils ne sont pas tels par nature. 
Il distingue trois sens selon lesquels il faut entendre appellation 
d’«enfants», d’abord par nature [pice], puis par libre décision 
[yvepn], en troiséme lieu par mérite [cEia].... 

Heracleon distinguishes between those who are “of the same substance as 
the devil” and those who are called psychics or pneumatics in Fragment 41. The 
triple Valentinian division between choics, psychics, and pneumatics is clearly 
expressed. What is notable is how Heracleon claims that some psychics can 
become choics by adoption, because they have “loved the desires of the devil.” 
Once they do become choics—or, to use the metaphor from Fragment 40, once 
they fall into the sea—they lose the possibility of salvation. The choice remains 
theirs, and the implications for them are staggering. 

If Fragment 41 is to be read in this context, it would seem that the Pharisees’ 
sins are not capable of being remitted by the Savior, nor can their ignorance be 
removed, because they have become choics. Indeed, given the fragments we have 
surveyed, it is tempting to attribute ignorance to the pneumatics, ignorance and sins to the psychics, and ignorance, sins, and unbelief to the choics and their “adopted” psychic brethren. This neat division, though, probably reflects the chance survival of texts more than Heracleon’s own view. 

Key) 
What emerges from an examination of the fragments of Heracleon is that sin played an important role in his understanding of reality. Furthermore, it is an understanding of sin which did not cause Origen grief, although much else about Heracleon’s remarks did. 
Sin affected each of the three human natures differently, The absence of any remission of sins in the salvation of the Samaritan woman, especially when com- pared with the account of the official’s son which follows, strongly suggests that sin was of no concern to the pneumatics in Heracleon’s schema. The pneumatic woman became enmeshed in the evil of the material world. One assumes that she acted “sinfully,” yet she is saved through a recognition of her nature and not through the remission of sins, Evil and sin are a problem for her only insofar as they prevent her from recognizing her true pneumatic nature 
Swinging the pendulum to the other side, we meet the choics who by nature are “the children of the devil.” Living in “ignorance, unbelief, and sins” they have no chance of salvation or of rising to the incorruptible level. 
The psychics, the middle group, are of particular concern to Heracleon, Some of them live close to the influence of the choics —by the sea, as Heracleon states symbolically — and they are threatened by the ignorance and sins which are part of this lower realm. The Official’s son of Fragment 40 is one of these, and Jesus’s descent into the world redeems the psychics and allows them to be saved in the end if they then avoid contact with the “sea.” Others, either through 
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lapsing after this redemption of sins or being overly attracted to the lower realm, 
have become children of the devil by choice and are lost. On the other hand, 
John the Baptist has risen to a higher level of psychic awareness and become 
“more than a prophet.” All the psychics, however, are in need of the Savior 
descending to remove their sins and to offer them eternal life. Choice plays an 
important role for psychics, and the sea is never far away. 

4. SUMMARY 

4.1 

In the Fathers the mention of sin is rarely attributed to a Valentinian. In 
fact, we have found this clearly to be the case in only six instances. Three come 
from the fragments of Heracleon’s commentary on the Gospel of John!!7 two 
concern Marcus}'* and one is an excerpt of Theodotus —or perhaps one of the 

other Valentinians from the “so-called Oriental school.”!!9 The small number of 

occurrences has enabled us to examine each of the relevant pericopes in con- 

siderable detail. 

Our intent all along has been to determine, with as much precision as the 

texts allow, what each of these Valentinians had in mind when he used the expres- 

sion “sin.” An effort has been made to keep these passages separate and not to 

interpret one by another. It now remains to summarize the results, first by pro- 

ceeding from Church Father to Church Father, and then by highlighting a few 

common threads running through the Valentinian understanding of sin seen 

through patristic eyes. 

4.2.1 

Irenaeus set out in Adversus haereses 1,10-22 to contrast the diversity of 

Valentinian thought and practice with the “true Church’s” unity. In this context 

he turned his attention to their rite of redemption, or second baptism, and pro- 

ceeded to give examples of how varied this rite was among Valentinians, For 

Irenaeus, error followed on the heels of diversity, so this Valentinian rite of 

redemption was clearly wrong. Nothing else needed to be said about it. 

Buried in this polemical discussion about redemption is a mention of sin, 

and the Marcosian use of that term emerges faintly from the passage. This 

discussion revolves around the two baptisms available to the psychics and 

pneumatics. The first baptism (the “only baptism” according to Irenaeus) is 

directed to the duyixot. Its purpose is to encourage repentance (this was John’s 

role) and to offer remission of sins (which was provided by the “visible Jesus”). 

The second baptism is for the xvevyatixol. It was brought by “Christ” and allows 

entry into the Pleroma. Remission of sins, then, does not lead directly to perfection 

117 In Joannem VI,60,306 (Frag. 10); XIII,60,416-26 (Frag. 40); and XIX,14,89 (Frag. 

41). 

118 Adversus haereses 1,21,2; Refutatio V1,41. 

119 Excerpta ex Theodoto S52. 
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according to this view; nor is it a priority for pneumatics. However, it does 
remain crucial for the psychics. 

Much of course remains unanswered in this pericope. For instance, it is 
unclear what role sin played in the lives of the psychics after their baptism — or 
in the lives of the pneumatics, for that matter. Since the rite of redemption was 
their second baptism, presumably they too would have had their sins removed 
in the first baptism. The additional rite for them seems to supplement the first. 

4.2.2 

Hippolytus incorporated much of Irenaeus’s narrative about Marcus into 
his Refutatio, including the discussion about the rite of redemption and the men- 
tion of sin. His redactional changes are striking, though, not least of which is 
a complete change of focus: the Marcosians are wrong, not because of their 
diversity but because they have plagiarized Pythagorean doctrine. Setting the 
stage for this major charge of plagiarism (VI,42-5S5) is a short section (39-41) 
intended to depict Marcus as a second-rate trickster who does everything he can 
to keep his followers devoted to him. We hear about the crowd-pleasing potions 
he mixes into the eucharistic wine, and then about the rite of redemption whose 
powers he is said to dangle deceptively before his followers. 

At this point in his narrative, what is probably a fortunate historical acci- 
dent has encouraged Hippolytus to supplement the reference to sin. This was his 
intense struggle with Callistus over their views of sin. Since Marcus’s views in this 
regard seem to have overlapped with those of Callistus, Hippolytus insists on 
making his point in section 41 quite clear. 

What are we told? Hippolytus believed that there was only one baptism 
available to Christians for the remission of their sins, and probably that any 
serious transgression afterwards meant that redemption was no longer possible. 
Marcus’s view differed. He claimed that a second baptism existed for Christians 
in which the sins they had committed subsequent to their first baptism could be 
removed. In addition, this rite gave them tremendous powers, and allowed them 
to be “at ease about sins.” 

In this account, the rite of redemption once again is depicted as a second 
and superior baptism. As well, it is only available to some Christians, although 
the determining factor no longer seems to be whether one is a pneumatic or not. 
It is based instead on who masters the preparatory training sessions organized by Marcus. What is also different from the Irenaean passage is that the remission of sins is a feature of this second baptism. It would seem that only those who 
had undergone this rite could no longer feel oppressed by sins, 

4.2.3 
Sin is mentioned in Extract 52 of Clement’s Excerpta ex Theodoto. This occurs in the middle part (50-57) of the middle section (43-65) of a work which, in spite of its genre, has a considerable amount of structural unity. There is no extract attributed to Theodotus in this section, nor is Clement’s redactional hand particularly noticeable. What is striking are the similarities with Irenaeus’s 

Ptolemaic section. 
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The focus of 50-57 is on the creation and constitution of humans. The 

familiar distinctions between the hylic, psychic, and pneumatic “humans” are 

presented in detail: all people have a “hylic component” (with an “irrational” 

nature); some also have a superimposed “psychic component” (with a “reason- 

able and just” nature); and a few have had their “psychic bones” filled with 

pneumatic “marrow” (the “spiritual” essence). 

Extract 52 discusses how the psychics are expected to cohabit effectively with 

their hylic partners, who are stronger (today we might use the male-hylic/female- 

psychic analogy). The Achilles’ heel for the hylics is their inability to nourish 

themselves. To survive, they must be fed by the psychics’ sins. So, abstaining from 

sins starves the hylic partner. It might seem easy for the psychics to rid them- 

selves of their adversaries in this manner. But one of the three constitutive 

elements of the hylics are the powerful “spirits of evil,” whose role is to en- 

courage the psychics to sin. Only one thing will reduce their power and give the 

psychic the opportunity to lead a sinless life: baptism in the Spirit. 

According to this unknown Valentinian, then, to sin is to succumb to these 

hylic spirits of evil and to act in a way that is contrary to the psychic’s “reasonable 

and just” nature. What is striking in the Excerpta is the importance of baptism, 

and also the focus on the psychics, who are encouraged, with the help of their 

baptism in the Spirit, to struggle against their hylic natures and to save 

themselves. 

4.2.4 
Origen’s In Joannem preserves 48 fragments of Heracleon’s commentary on 

John’s gospel. This is a gospel in which sin does not play a major role, and the 

particular fragmentary nature of Origen’s commentary, and Heracleon’s 

especially, has provided little opportunity to appreciate Heracleon’s understand- 

ing of sin. Nonetheless, three highly instructive fragments do remain which com- 

ment on sin (10,40,41). 

As we have seen, the Excerpta explain the Valentinian notion of three 

natures by dealing with them as “humans,” viewing their interaction on the 

psychological level. In the Fragments of Heracleon the metaphor becomes 

spatial, and each of these natures is given a “realm” to inhabit. The hylic realm 

is the lowest, and once one enters that “sea” of sin and ignorance one joins the 

“children of the devil” and loses the possibility of salvation, i.e., of rising to the 

incorruptible region. Some have always lived in this realm, but others have 

slipped down into it. These are the psychics, who inhabit the middle realm which 

has “upper” and “lower” borders to it. The more one moves down in this realm, 

the more one falls under the influence of sin and ignorance, The entire middle 

realm is controlled by the Demiurge, who governs it with his Law, which punishes 

transgressions by death. The upper realm, meanwhile, is for the pneumatics, 

They need not worry about coming into contact with the hylic realm and sin 

since their natures will be their salvation once they become aware of them. 

Jesus descended into the world to remove sins and ignorance and to inaugu- 

rate a new age where salvation would be available to psychics as well. John the 
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Baptist’s insight in his (super-psychic) role as “more than a prophet” was to 
perceive Jesus’ redeeming role and to declare it publicly. After Jesus’ act, the 
psychics are encouraged to move “up” in their realm and to live sinless lives 
according to their true psychic nature. If they choose to do so, they will gain 
eternal life; if not, they will slide down into the devil’s realm and can only expect 
death. For psychics, Jesus’ remission of their sins and their constant struggle to 
lead a sinless life are their promise of salvation. 

4.3 
Some areas of overlap stand out in these four individual summaries. The 

first is that the view of sin which emerges is consistent, yet not without varia- 
tions. Actually, the degree of consistency far exceeds what we expected, and the 
variations often highlight the independence of these accounts. A second notable 
point concerns something which did not emerge in the discussions: sin in these 
texts is not tied to the Valentinian mythological construct of the Pleroma. For 
instance, the extensive speculation concerning Sophia’s “sin” in the Pistis Sophia 
is absent from these patristic accounts. Rather, the focus is on how sin affects 
people and the “realm” which they inhabit. A third point concerns the lack of 
polemic directed by the Church Fathers against the Valentinian understanding 
of sin. The only contentious issue to emerge was Hippolytus’s insistence that the 
rite of redemption did not provide a second general remission of sins. 

The fourth common point is perhaps the most significant: sin is of great 
concern to the psychics, and the Valentinian authors take great pains to explain 
how these psychics can help themselves. It is clear, even from an examination of 
these few texts, that Valentinianism was not a movement directed exclusively at 
the pneumatic elect. These passages reveal that salvation for the psychics 
depends on their ability to lead sinless lives. Jesus has helped by descending into 
the world, giving them a fresh start (in Heracleon’s Fragments), and the baptism 
of the Spirit can also provide the strength needed to avoid sin (in the Excerpta). 
The psychics will not sin if they are true to their nature. Hippolytus may also 
imply that the rite of redemption was open to the psychics (if so, Irenaeus would disagree). The hylics are those for whom the Valentinians have no concern. They live in sin and ignorance and are doomed to destruction. The pneumatics are surely not forgotten, but it is clear that they have no need of having their sins forgiven. Salvation for them comes instead through a recognition of their true nature (especially in Heracleon’s Fragments), and can be hastened by other aids such as the rite of redemption mentioned by Irenaeus. 

The most striking feature to emerge from the examination of these Passages has been the close and frequent connection between sin and baptism. Only in the Fragments of Heracleon does baptism not play a central role in the discus- sion, yet even there it is John the Baptist, who, while baptizing, perceives Jesus’ inner nature and mission to take away the sin of the world. Whether this point of similarity, and the others as well, will emerge in the Valentinian texts from Nag Hammadi is a matter to which we must now turn our attention. 
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The Evidence from 

the Nag Hammadi Library 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines the Valentinian works from Nag Hammadi. The pur- 

pose is to isolate the works in which sin is mentioned, and then to determine 

what each author meant by sin. The pattern in the previous chapter is repeated: 

a detailed analysis of each relevant text follows a survey of the primary sources. 

Each work continues to be examined on its own, exclusive of the others. 

All of the Valentinian works from Nag Hammadi, it would seem, were writ- 

ten in Greek, but they are now extant only in Coptic translation. This requires 

a few remarks concerning terminology. Sin is a concept for which there are many 

possible terms in Greek and Coptic Christian literature. In Greek, duaptia/ 

cuaotéverwWd&uaetwrds dominate to such an extent as to render the other terms 
insignificant. In the New Testament,‘for instance, this word group occurs 265 

times. ! “Sin” for the early Greek-speaking Christians was auaptia, and this is 

principally what we examined in the patristic literature covered in the previous 

chapter. In Coptic one finds the same situation, for NOBE/P-NOBG/PE4P-NOBE 
has taken over the role of the Greek word group. In fact, in the Coptic New Testa- 

ment even c&uéptnua is translated as NOBG, and napdéntwya sometimes as well. 
The other Coptic words (and loan words) for sin are relatively rare? When 

examining the texts from Nag Hammadi, then, our attention is directed mainly 

to NOBG, but not to the exclusion of other related expressions such as 

NAPANTOMA, MAPABACIC/MAPABA, and 26, We are concerned with tracing 

the use of a concept, not merely a word group. 

1 Contrast the relatively infrequent use of the following words for “sin” in the NT: 

napdantwpa—23 times; &péptnua—6; napdBac / napaPaivery / napaBarnc— 16; doéBera / 

doeBi—16; mapaxon / mapaxotew—6; dvouta / dvopog /dvopwc— 28; Arena / HrraaBar— 5; 

ayvonpa—1; and rapavopta—1. yt 

2 In the Coptic (Sahidic) NT, compare the following statistics: MNT GATE 

(acéBerx)—6 times; ACEBHC (daeBj<)— 10; MNTATCOOYN (cyvornux)—1; NApANTdMsA 

(rapéntapa)—9; 26 (rapértwopa / Feta / Arraio8a)—7; MAPANOMIA (xapavoyta) — 1; 

NAPABACIC / MAPABA / NAPABATHC (rapéBacic / mapaBaivew / napaBaens) — 16; OLN 

NOMOC / ANOMIA / ANOMOC (dvépws / &vouta / divouos)—28; GONC (avopia) —1; and 

MNTATCWTM (rapaxon)— 3. 
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2. A SURVEY OF THE VALENTINIAN SOURCES 
FROM NAG HAMMADI 

21 

The Valentinian core of the Nag Hammadi collection was isolated in 
chapter 1. It includes a primary group of seven: The Prayer of the Apostle Paul 
(Pr. Paul—I,1), The Gospel of Truth (Gos. Truth—1,3/XI1,2), The Treatise on 
the Resurrection (Treat. Res.—1,4), The Tripartite Tractate (Tri. Trac.—1,5), The 
Gospel of Philip (Gos. Phil.—11,3), The Interpretation of Knowledge (Interp. 
Know.—XI,1), and A Valentinian Exposition with accompanying fragments (Val. 
Exp.—XI,2). Three other works are possible candidates: The First Apocalypse 
of James (1 Apoc. Jas.—V,3), The Second Apocalypse of James (2 Apoc. Jas.— 
V,4), and The Letter of Peter to Philip (Ep. Pet. Phil.—VIIlI,2). It is time to 
examine each of these in turn.3 

2.2.1 The Prayer of the Apostle Paul (1,1) 

The Prayer of the Apostle Paul is a short prayer (46 lines) ascribed to the 
Apostle Paul, which the scribe of this codex seems to have copied on the front 
flyleaf after he completed the transcription of the other works. Oratio Pauli 
Apostoli (1975) is the editio princeps (and includes commentary and trans- 
lations); Dieter Mueller’s critical edition was published in 1985 in Nag Hammadi 
Codex I.4 

Among his many petitions, the author asks his Redeemer to heal his body 
(Mat NNOY [TAA]JGO MnAcwMA—A. 20), and save his light soul and spirit 
(INT]CMOTE NTAYYXH NOYAGEIN [WA E]NH26 MN NANNEYMA—A, 21-22). 
Sin is absent from the discussion. 

2.2.2 The Gospel of Truth (1,3/XII,2) 

The Gospel of Truth is a reflection on Jesus’ role in bringing truth or salva- 
tion to people, and discusses their place in this divine plan. It is probably the 
“Gospel of Truth” mentioned by Irenaeus (Ady. haer, III,11,9) —or, less likely, a 

> Unless otherwise noted, translations are taken from James M. Robinson, The Nag 
Hammadi Library in English (New York: Harper and Row, 1977). The translators are as 
follows: I,1 (D. Mueller); 1,3 (G. MacRae); 1,4 (M. Peel); 1,5 (H. Attridge and D. Mueller); 
II,3 (W. Isenberg); XI,1-2 (J. Turner); V,3 (W. Schoedel); V,4 (C. Hedrick); VIII,2 (F. 
Wisse). 

“ Oratio Pauli Apostoli. Codex Jung f. LXXII (?) (p. 143?-1442), ed. by Rodolphe 
Kasser, Michel Malinine, Henri-Charles Puech, Gilles Quispel, Jan Zandee, Werner 
Vycichl, and Robert McL. Wilson (Bern: Francke Verlag, 1975); Nag Hammadi Codex I 
(The Jung Codex). Introduction, Texts, Translations, Indices, ed. by Harold W. Attridge, NHS 22 (Leiden: Brill, 1985), 5-11. The Coptic text is taken from this edition. 
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commentary on it. Many have thought that the author was Valentinus himself, 

but this intriguing hypothesis is unprovable. The Gospel of Truth was the first 

tractate of the Nag Hammadi collection to be published. The editio princeps 

(1956) long offered the best critical text; now one must consult Attridge and 

MacRae’s edition (1985). Several commentaries and major studies have 

appeared.’ 

Sin is mentioned twice in this work. In the first passage (32,37) the author 

speaks of the Savior passing on “the Truth to those who search for it, and 

knowledge to those who have committed sin in their error” (AY@ NCAYNE 
NNGEI NTAYP NABI N2PHI 2N TOYNAANH). In the second (35,25-26), incor- 
ruptibility (AMNTATTEKO) pursues the one who committed sins, pardons 
him and provides rest (ACOYA2C NCA NETAIP NABI XEKACE EIEMTAN 
MM4A4). These passages require closer examination. 

2.2.3 The Treatise on the Resurrection (1,4) 

This is a AOTOC GETBE TANACTACIC (50,18), written in the form of a 

letter, by an anonymous teacher to his “son” Rheginos. The first critical edition 

5For the argument that Valentinus was the author of The Gospel of Truth, cf. especially 

Michel Malinine, Henri-Charles Puech and Gilles Quispel, Evangelium Veritatis. Codex 

Jung f. VIIIV—XVIV (p. 16-32) / f XIX™—X XII’ (p. 37-43), SII 6 (Ziirich: Rascher 

Verlag, 1956), xiv. They attribute this hypothesis to W.-C. van Unnik’s thesis (1954), 

published in 1955: “The ‘Gospel of Truth’ and the New Testament,” in The Jung Codex, 

ed. by F. L.- Cross (London: Mowbray and Company, 1955), 79-129. So also Kendrick 

Grobel, The Gospel of Truth. A Valentinian Meditation on the Gospel (New York/ 

Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1960), 26. 

6 Evangelium Veritatis. Two leaves of this gospel were not at first available to the editors. 

These (pages 33-36) were published in 1961: Evangelium Veritatis. Codex Jung f, XVII" — 

f. XVIII” (p. 33-36), ed. by Michel Malinine, Henri-Charles Puech, Gilles Quispel and 

Walter Till, SJI 6 (Ziirich: Rascher Verlag). The edition prepared by Harold Attridge and 

George MacRae (Nag Hammadi Codex I, 55-117) appeared too late to be incorporated 

fully in this study. 

The text in Codex I is in Subachmimic. The Sahidic fragments of The Gospel of Truth 

from Codex XII were published in The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices. 
Codices XI, XII, and XIII, ed. by J. M. Robinson (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 95-100. Very little 

remains of this version, but there is enough to suggest that more than one recension of 

the Greek original existed. These fragments so far have not been analyzed. The text 

(without translation) has been edited by Frederick Wisse in Nag Hammadi Codex I, 

119-22. 

1 The most important studies are the following: Grobel, The Gospel of Truth; 

Jacques-E. Ménard, L’Evangile de Vérité, NHS 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1972); Sasagu Arai, Die 

Christologie des Evangelium Veritatis. Eine religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung (Leiden: 

Brill, 1964); and Harold W. Attridge and George MacRae, “The Gospel of Truth,” in Nag 

Hammadi Codex I (The Jung Codex). Notes, ed. by Harold W. Attridge, NHS 23 (Leiden: 

Brill, 1985), 39-135. 
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was published in 1963, and since then several others have appeared, most notably 
those of Malcolm Peel (1969; 1985), Bentley Layton (1971—publ. 1979), and 
Jacques Ménard (1983).* This treatise aims to show how, because of Christ’s 
resurrection, the elect themselves are assured of a resurrection when they die. 
They will be raised with spiritual bodies, but in the meantime ought to live as 
though they had already been raised (49,9-35). Rheginos is discouraged from 
living “in conformity to the flesh” (OYTE MMPNOAITEYECOAl KATA 
TEEICAPS —49,13-14), yet there is no ethical discussion and no mention of sin. 

2.2.4 The Tripartite Tractate (1,5) 

This actually is a Schrift ohne Titel which the editors of the first edition have 
called Tractatus Tripartitus because the content is divisible into three sections. 
It is one of the longest works from the Nag Hammadi collection (89 pages in 
Codex I). The editio princeps (1973-75) has recently been complemented by 
Attridge and Pagels’s edition in Nag Hammadi Codex I (1985).9 

Part 1 (De supernis—51,1-104,3) concerns the Pleroma. It discusses the 
three primary members (the Father, the Son and the Church — 51-58), the Fall 
(with Logos mentioned rather than Sophia — 75-98), and the Demiurge and his 
angels (99-104). Part 2 (De creatione hominis —104, 4-108,12) analyzes the crea- 
tion of the human race and its division into three races or natures (pneumatic, 
psychic and hylic). Part 3 (De generibus tribus —108,13-140) focuses on these 
three types, their response to the Savior who descends into the world, and 

* De resurrectione (Epistula ad Rheginum). Codex Jung f. XXII"¥—f. XX Vv p.43-50), 
ed. by Michel Malinine, Henri-Charles Puech, Gilles Quispel, Walter Till, Robert McL. 
Wilson, and Jan Zandee (Zirich/Stuttgart: Rascher Verlag, 1963); The Epistle to 
Rheginos. A Valentinian Letter on the Resurrection, ed. by Malcolm Peel, NTL (London/ 
Philadelphia: SCM/The Westminster Press, 1969)—A revised German translation (by 
W-.-P. Funk) appeared in 1974: Gnosis und Auferstehung. Die Brief an Rheginus von Nag Hammadi (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1974); The Gnostic Treatise on the Resurrection from Nag Hammadi, ed. by Bentley Layton, HDR 12 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1979); Le traité sur la résurrection, ed. by Jacques-E. Ménard, BCNHST 12 (Québec: Les Presses de l'Université Laval, 1983); and Peel’s recent edition in Nag Hammadi Codex I, 123-157. 

° Tractatus Tripartitus. 1. De supernis. Codex Jung f. XXVI' —f. LI” (p. 51-104). II. De creatione hominis. II. De generibus tribus. Codex Jung f. LIIv —f LXX” (p. 104- 140), ed. by Rodolphe Kasser, Michel Malinine, Henri-Charles Puech, Gilles Quispel, Jan Zandee, Werner Vycichl, and Robert McL. Wilson (Bern: Francke Verlag, 1973-75); Harold W. Attridge and Elaine H. Pagels, Nag Hammadi Codex I, 159-337. Their edition appeared too late to be used effectively in this study. An excellent commentary on this work has been prepared by Einar Thomassen (“The Tripartite Tractate from Nag Hammadi. A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,” Ph.D. diss., St. Andrews, 1982). It is to be published in French translation (with the assistance of Louis Painchaud) in the Laval series. 
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their anticipated salvation or destruction. Sin is mentioned twice in the third part 
(115,15;117,4). 

2.2.5 The Gospel of Philip (I1,3) 

A flurry of publications appeared in the decade following the photographic 
edition of The Gospel of Philip in 1956.!° This included German and English 
translations (Schenke, 1959; de Catanzaro, 1962),!! and a commentary and 
translation by Robert McL. Wilson (1962)!2 followed by the first critical edition 
by Walter Till in 1963.13 Jacques Ménard’s edition of the Gospel of Philip in 
1967 (text, translation and commentary) has remained the standard one for the 
last twenty years. !4 

This gospel is a didactic and hortatory treatise in which ethics and sacraments 
play an important role. Sacraments especially are emphasized, and five seem to 
be stated in 67,27-30: “The Lord did everything in a mystery, [i.e.] a baptism and 
a chrism [OYXPICMA] and a eucharist and a redemption [OYCWTE] and a 
bridal chamber [OYNYMPON].” Sin appears to play an important role in the 
discussion and is mentioned eight times in two sections (66,23-29; 
77,15-78,11). '5 

'© Coptic Gnostic Papyri in the Coptic Museum at Old Cairo, ed. by Pahor Labib 
(Cairo: Cairo Government Press, 1956). 

'' Hans-Martin Schenke, “Das Evangelium nach Philippus. Ein Evangelium der Valen- 

tinianer aus dem Funde von Nag-Hamadi,” TLZ 84 (1959) 1-26; C.-J. de Catanzaro, “The 

Gospel of Philip,” JTS 13 (1962) 35-71. 

'2 The Gospel of Philip, ed. by Robert McL. Wilson (London: A. R. Mowbray & Co. 

Limited, 1962). 

13 Das Evangelium nach Philippos, hrsg. von Walter Till, PTS 2 (Berlin: Walter de 

Gruyter, 1963). 

1s LEvangile selon Philippe. Introduction, text, traduction, commentaire, par 

Jacques-E. Ménard (Paris: Letouzey & Ané, 1967). 
'5 We follow Isenberg’s numbering of the pages. The Gospel of Philip has been 

paginated in three ways. Initially, scholars such as Wilson and Till followed the order of 

plates in Labib’s Coptic Gnostic Papyri, in which The Gospel of Philip comprised plates 
99-134. Then scholars turned to the order of the pages in the codex itself (which originally 

did not have page numbers). At first they did not notice that four of the fragments could 

be set in pairs and required only two pages instead of four. This resulted in a numbering 

system two numerals too high for the rest of the codex. This “inflated” reading, running 
from pages 53-88, was used by Ménard. The combination of these fragments was con- 

firmed in The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices. Codex II (Leiden: Brill, 
1974), xv-xvii (discussion) and plates pp. 13-14. This adjusted numbering system (from 

pages 51-86) accordingly has been adopted by Isenberg in The Nag Hammadi Library in 

English. 
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2.2.6 The Interpretation of Knowledge (XI1,1) 

A critical edition of this work is in preparation. !® The text has been pub- 

lished only in The Facsimile Edition,” and there is an English translation in The 

Nag Hammadi Library in English. In addition, secondary literature is not 

extensive, 18 

The situation appears to be similar to that addressed by Paul in 1 Cor 12-14; 

that is, the misuse of charismata has led to dissension in his church. Like Paul, 

the author encourages unity and an appreciation for all the spiritual gifts. Sin 
is mentioned several times throughout the work (i.e. 9,38; 12,26; 14,38; 
21,21.29,.30-31), and one of the challenges is to determine its meaning in sucha 
badly-preserved manuscript. 

2.2.7 A Valentinian Exposition (XI,2) 

Jacques Ménard recently has prepared the first critical edition of A Valen- 
tinian Exposition.\’ Moreover, he has connected this work convincingly with the 

‘© Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII and XIII, ed. by C. W. Hedrick, NHS 28 (Leiden: 
Brill, forthcoming). Charles Hedrick has graciously passed on to me (with permission) 
John Turner’s transcription of The Interpretation of Knowledge. This is the text I have used 
for this work. 

"! The Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices. Codices XT, XII, and XIII, 
7-27. 

'8 Besides the short introduction to Turner’s translation by Elaine Pagels in The Nag 
Hammadi Library (427), there is the article by Klaus Koschorke: “Eine neugefundene 
gnostische Gemeindeordnung. Zum Thema Geist und Amt im frihen Christentum,” Z7K 
76 (1979) 30-60. This article is a development of his book, Die Polemik der Gnostiker 
gegen das kirchliche Christentum, unter besondere Beriicksichtigung der Nag-Hammadi- 
Traktate “Apokalypse des Petrus” (NHC VII,3) und “Testimonium Veritatis” (NHC IX,3), 
NHS 12 (Leiden: Brill, 1978), esp. 69-71. It is also the culmination of several papers he 
presented. In his own words, it is an “ausgearbeitete Fassung eines in Bethel (Kollegium 
der Kirchlichen Hochschule, April 1977), Yale (International Conference on Gnosticism, 
Marz 1978), Oxford (Sixth International Congress on Biblical Studies, April 1978) und 
Heidelberg (Kirchengeschichtliche Sozietat, Mai 1978) gehaltenen Vortrags” (30). His Yale 
paper was published: “Gnostic Instructions on the Organization of the Congregation. The 
Tractate Interpretation of Knowledge from CG XI,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, II, 
ed. by B. Layton (Leiden: Brill, 1981), 757-69. This English paper is not as detailed in its 
analysis of the gnostic attitude to ecclesiastical off ice, but its analysis of The Interpretation 
of Knowledge is virtually identical. As the titles of Koschorke’s studies reveal, his intent 
is not to provide an extensive commentary on this work, but to examine how a congrega- 
tion is organized on gnostic premises. The last part of The Interpretation of Knowledge, 
then (15-21), interests him in particular. 

'? LExposé valentinien. Les fragments sur le baptéme et sur Veucharistie (NH XT,2), par 
Jacques-E. Ménard, BCNHST 14 (Québec: Les Presses de l’Université Laval, 1985). 
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three fragments “on baptism”? and the two “on the eucharist” which follow in 
Codex XI (40,1-44,37). Like the preceding work in this codex, it is not 
well-preserved. 

This work is a summary of Valentinian theology and anthropology. It opens 
with the composition of the Pleroma (22-30), turns to the Fall of Sophia and 
the descent of the Logos (31-36), and then describes the Demiurge’s creation of 
the lower world (37-39). The baptismal and eucharistic prayers which follow 
perhaps point to the work’s Sitz Sin is mentioned twice in the second baptismal 
fragment (41,12.15). 

2.2.8 The First Apocalypse of James (V,3) 

William Schoedel’s edition of this work (1979) has now superseded Alex- 
ander Bohlig and Pahor Labib’s editio princeps.?! This apocalypse, now called 
“the first” to distinguish it from the next tractate in Codex V which bears the 
same name, presents a series of responses by “the Lord” to the questions posed 
by his brother James over an extended period of time. Before Jesus’ crucifixion, 

the Lord addresses issues concerning the heavenly realm and his own mission on 

earth (24,10-30,11). After his death, the discussion with James turns to suffering 

(31,2-44,10). The Lord explains how his inner self never suffered, and that James 

must undergo the same process of physical suffering until his body is destroyed. 

To make the ascent of his soul safe and sure, the Lord tells him what he must 

do to move past the archons and powers. Sin is absent from the discussion. 

2.2.9 The Second Apocalypse of James (V,4) 

This apocalypse, like its predecessor in Codex V, was edited by Bohlig and 

Labib in 1963.22 Not many have examined this work. Yet Wolf-Peter Funk’s Die 

zweite Apokalypse des Jakobus aus Nag-Hammadi-Codex V is one of the most 

complete and impressive editions to date of any of the Nag Hammadi works.?3 

20 The editors of this work in The Nag Hammadi Library (E. Pagels and J. Turner) have 

called the second and third fragment “On Baptism A and B,” and the first one “On Anoint- 

ing.” This understanding of the first fragment does more justice to the context. 

21 Alexander Bohlig and Pahor Labib, Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen aus Codex V 

von Nag Hammadi im Koptischen Museum zu Alt-Kairo (Halle-Wittenberg: Wissen- 

schafliche Zeitschrift der Martin-Luther-Universitat, 1963), 29-54; William R. Schoedel, 

“The (First) Apocalypse of James, V,3: 24,10-44,10,” in Nag Hammadi Codices V,2-5 and 

VI with Papyrus Berolinensis 8502,1 and 4, ed. by D. M. Parrott (Leiden: Brill, 1979), 

65=103. 
22 Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen, 56-85. 

23 Wolf-Peter Funk, Die zweite Apokalypse des Jakobus aus Nag-Hammadi-Codex V, 

TU 119 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1976). The important short studies are as follows: 

Bohlig, Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen, 56-65; and his Mysterion und Wahrheit. 

Gesammelte Beitrdge zur spatantiker Religionsgeschichte, AGSU 6 (Leiden: Brill, 1968), 
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Besides establishing a critical edition of the text (with the help of Hans-Martin 

Schenke), Funk has provided textual notes, full word indices, excurses, three 

translations (one more literal than the other,?4 and one in English), and an exten- 

sive commentary (87-192). Charles Hedrick has since published (1979) and out- 

standing critical edition with an English translation.?* 

This work contains two parts of unequal length. In the first (46,1-60,29), 

James relates the insights which he received from the risen Jesus, while the 

second (61,1-63,32) recounts James’s death. Both are narrated to Theuda, 

James’s father, by a priest called Mareim. Before James is put to death he has 

time for a long prayer (62,12-63,29), and sin is mentioned in this part of the 

work. James prays to Jesus that he not linger in his “sinful flesh” (CApP% 

NNOBE —63,11) or be handed over to a “judge who is severe with sin” 
(NPEIG)WWT EBOA 2M NNOBE—63,16-17), but that he have all his debts 
forgiven (KW NAl EBOA NNH ETEPO! THPOY NTE NE2ZOOY —63,17-18). 
Earlier in the work James is called “an illuminator and a “redeemer” (NTK 
OYEITOOTE G20YN MN OYPEICWTE —55,17-18), so his open recognition 
of being a sinner is striking. 

2.2.10 The Letter of Peter to Philip (VIII,2) 

The Letter of Peter to Philip did not receive serious scholarly attention until 
the late 1960’s,2° and only a decade later did the critical editions emerge from 
Jacques Ménard (1977), Hans-Gebhard Bethge (1978) and Marvin Meyer (1979 — 
publ. 1981), 27 

The title of this work comes from the brief introductory section (132,10- 
133,8) which is a letter addressed from the apostle Peter to his fellow apostle 
Philip, asking Philip to rejoin him and the others to teach and preach. When 
Philip arrives, the apostles all go to the Mount of Olives where Jesus appears 
to them in the form of a great light (133,8-134,18). There ensues a series of ques- 
tions by the apostles and answers by the heavenly Christ (134,18-138,3), after 
which the apostles return to Jerusalem (138,3-139,9). Peter then preaches a 
sermon in the Temple, and they all set off to preach and heal (139,9-140,27). 

112-18; S. Kent Brown, “Jewish and Gnostic Elements in The Second Apocalypse of James 
(CG V,4),” NovT 17 (1975) 225-37; and Charles W. Hedrick, “The (Second) Apocalypse 
of James,” in Nag Hammadi Codices, V,2-5 and VI, 105-9. 

4 As Funk explains, one of his translations is “so wértlich wie ertraglich, so idio- 
matisch wie ndotig,” while the other is “so idiomatisch wie méglich, so wGrtlich wie nétig” 
(Die zweite Apokalypse, 7). 

25 Hedrick, Nag Hammadi Codices V,2-5 and VI, 105-49. 
26 For a review of scholarship, see Marvin W. Meyer, The Letter of Peter to Philip. Text, 

Translation and Commentary, SBLDS 53 (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1981), 6-9. 
27 Jacques-E. Ménard, La lettre de Pierre a Philippe, BCNHST 1 (Québec: Les Presses 

de PUniversité Laval, 1977); H.-G. Bethge, “Der sogenannte ‘Brief des Petrus an Philippus’: 
Die zweite ‘Schrift’? aus Nag-Hammadi-Codex VII,” TLZ 103 (1978) 161-70; and Meyer, 
The Letter of Peter to Philip. 
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Peter’s sermon focuses on the need to suffer in this world. People suffer, he 
states, because of “the transgression of the mother” (ANON NETE A[N]2C1 MKA2 
2N TNAPABACIC NTMAAY —139,23). The nature of the transgression is ex- 
plained somewhat in one of Jesus’ earlier revelations (135,8-16). The “Mother” 
is the one who caused the deficiency of the aeons by attempting to set up aeons 
“without the command of the majesty of the Father” (135,13-14). This came 
about through her “disobedience” (MNTATCWTM) and “foolishness” 
(MNTATG)OXNE). This is as close as we get to a mention of sin in the work. 
What is at issue here is the Mother’s transgression (perhaps of the NOMOC of 
the Pleroma).28 

2.3 Conclusion 

Two different hypotheses are tenable after this survey of the Valentinian 
works from Nag Hammadi, for what emerges is both the importance and un- 
importance of sin in this corpus. On the one hand, sin is not mentioned often. 
In fact, NOBE, P-NOBE and PE4P-NOBE occur only twenty-one times in the core 
group of seven?® and twice again in one of the three works which are possibly 

Valentinian.?° In addition, there is no extended discussion of sin in any of these 

ten works. With the exception of The Gospel of Philip and The Interpretation of 

Knowledge, sin is mentioned no more than twice in any one work. On the other 

hand, it is striking that sin is actually mentioned as often as it is. The statistics 

are challenging: NOBE and its derivatives occur only seventy times in the entire 

Nag Hammadi collection,?! and nearly 30% of these occurrences (21/75) are in 

the 15% of the works which are probably Valentinian (7/46). Indeed, The Gospel 

of Philip and The Interpretation of Knowledge themselves contain 20% of the 

entire number (15/75). These figures merit further examination. 

28 Those who threaten the apostle and are enemies of the Pleroma are called “lawless 

ones” (ANOMOC) in 139,30. 

29 The 21 occurrences are as follows: Gos. Truth (2)—1,32,37; 35,25-26; Tri. Trac. (2)— 

1,115,15; 117,4; Gos. Phil. (8)—I1,66,23-29; 77,15-21; 78,11; Interp. Know. (7)—XI, 9,38; 

12,26; 14,38; 21,21.29.30.31; Val. Exp. (2)—XI,41,12-15. 
30 These are in 2 Apoc. Jas. V,63,11.17. 

3! This number is not certain given the fragmentary nature of some of the works. The 

following references to sin do not include the Valentinian works mentioned in the 

preceding two notes: Ap. Jas (4)—1,9,28; 11,39; 12,5.10; Ap. John (2)—II,28,25.30; Gos. 

Thom. (2)—11,14,104; Hyp. Arch. (3)—11,86,31; 91,26; 94,23; Orig. World (2)—11,103,13; 

121,33; Exeg. Soul (2)—11,135,10.32; Apoc. Paul (2)—V,20,14; 21,14; Acts Pet. 12 Apost. 
(1) —VI12,6; Thund. (3)—V1,19,16.17; 21,22; Asclepius (1)— V1,77,32; Paraph. Shem (2)— 

VII,24,30; 37,25; Treat. Seth (8)—VII,62,34; 63,4.11.17.26; 64,17.24.29; Teach. Silv. (10)— 
VII,86,23; 101,27; 103,28; 104,13; 105,25; 108,4; 109,9.11; 110,6; 114,30; Zost. (4)— 

VIII,25,6; 27,23.28; 28,5 [1,30?; 130,202]; Marsanes (4)—X,27,23; 40,7.25; Testim. Truth 

(2)—IX,33,2; 48,6. 
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3. AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELEVANT SOURCES 

3.1 Introduction 

Six of the Valentinian works from Nag Hammadi mention sin: The Gospel 

of Truth, The Tripartite Tractate, The Gospel of Philip, The Interpretation of 

Knowledge, A Valentinian Exposition, and The Second Apocalypse of James. 

We now turn our attention to determining the meaning and function of sin in 

the relevant passages. 

3.2 The Gospel of Truth 

3.2.1 

The Gospel of Truth is “a Valentinian meditation on the gospel.” On this 

point there is wide agreement.32 The lack of definite structure to this work makes 
it difficult to analyze one pericope in isolation from the others. Like a river, the 
thoughts flow into one another from beginning to end. This can also create an 
advantage, for the work in many respects is essentially the same wherever one 
steps into it. This meditation proceeds from topic to topic, sometimes repeating 
a point and other times introducing a new one. This is not to say that one cannot 
break it down into sections. In fact, most commentators have introduced divi- 
sions for the sake of discussion, and the degree of overlap in these choices is 
substantial, 33 

Twice in this work the author mentions sin. Using Cullen Story’s subdivi- 
sions, the first time is in the “Exhortation to the Gnostics concerning their life 
in the world” (32,31-33,32);34 the second is in the discussion concerning “The 

32 This particular expression comes from Grobel’s subtitle to his book, The Gospel of 
Truth. Cf. also Ménard: “L’ouvrage est une suite de méditations plus ou moins bien 
soudées les unes aux autres” (L’Evangile de Vérité, 40); Malinine, Puech and Quispel: “De 
toute facon, il parait étre, bien plutét qu’un ‘évangile’ 4 proprement parler, une méditation, 
une ‘élévation’ sur l’Evangile” (Evangelium Veritatis, xv); Arai, who calls this work “eine 
Homilie” with a baptismal Sitz (Die Christologie, 13-14); MacRae, who claims that the 
“Gospel of Truth . . discusses, in the manner of a meditation, the person and work of 
Christ” (The Nag Hammadi Library, 37); and Cullen I. K. Story’s remark: “Ey Ver. isa 
meditation or homily on the gospel” (The Nature of Truth in “The Gospel of Truth” and 
in the Writings of Justin Martyr. A Study of the Pattern of Orthodoxy in the Middle of 
the Second Christian Century, NovT Sup 25 (Leiden: Brill, 1970}, 1). 

*3Ménard, for instance (L’Evangile de Vérité, 38-39), has taken over the text divisions 
established by Hans-Martin Schenke in his Die Herkunft des sogenannten Evangelium 
Veritatis (Géttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1959). Story’s divisions are almost the 
same (The Nature of Truth, 1-42). 

34 Ménard (following Schenke) calls this section “Exhortations parénétiques,” and he 
begins and ends it at the same place as Story; so also Arai (Die Christologie, 16). 
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Father’s fullness (=forgiveness) for the one who lacks” (35,24-36,17).35 In the 
following analysis we examine each of these sections in depth, and then set them 
in the context of the work as a whole 

2.21 
Sin is mentioned first in 32,37. The relevant passage is as follows 

(32,31-33,32):36 

GJEXE GE ABAA 2M PUT XE (32,31)......... Say, then, from the heart that 
NTWTNNE ne neooy GUTTERS cals se Oe ree you are the perfect day 
ABAA AYO GIOYH2 2N THNG....... kee cc eee cece and in you dwells 
NGI NOYAEIN ETEMAIWAN . 0. the light that does not fail. 
Q)EXE ATMHE MN NEEI GTQ) (35)..... Speak of the truth with those who 
NE NCWC AY NCAYNE NNGEEl.......... search for it, and (of) knowledge 
NTAYP NABI N2PHI 2N TOYTMAANH.......... to those who have committed 
TREAT ech alec ago odo 5s aie ase\ 9 ua.ise ain! c 4 hk So PAROLE Ee sin in their error. 
TAXPO NTOYPITE NNEEI N(B3,1) ............ Make firm the foot of those 
TA2CAATE OYA2A CWT NNE.......... who have stumbled and stretch out 
TNGIX ANGE! ETU)WNE CANG)...... your hands to those who are ill. Feed 
NNGEl ET2KEEIT AYO) NETZA.. 00.0... eee those who are hungry and 
CINTETNT MTAN NNGY NTE (5)...... give repose to those who are weary, 
TNTOYNEC NEEI ETOYWA)E A........... and raise up those who wish to 
TWN NTETNNG2CE NNETN ................ rise, and awaken those who 
KATRE NTOTN NCAP TE TMNT .. 22.22... eee ae sleep. For you are the 
PMN2HT ETTAKM EG)ONE EPE ...... understanding that is drawn forth. If 
Q)ANNTORK P F2E GAITOK (10) ....... strength acts thus, it becomes even 
N2OYO 2X1 2PHTN APWTN MMIN ........ stronger. Be concerned with your- 
MIN MMOTN MNpx! 2pHTN AQN ... so... selves; do not be concerned with 
KAYE ETE NEGING NTATETN .............. other things which you have 
NAXOY ABAA MMWDTN NENTATE........ rejected from yourselves. Do not 
TNKABAA MMAY MNPCWTE (15) ......... return to what you have vomited 
APAY AOYAMOY MPP KAAEC .......0....0.. to eat it. Do not be moths. 

35 Ménard (again following Schenke) divides the section as Story does, and calls it “Le 

perfectionnement est le pardon.” Arai stops it at 36,9 (the “39,9” in the text is a misprint) 

and calls it “Die Vergebung, die Vollendung und der Mangel.” 

36The text and translation are from Nag Hammadi Codex I, 102-04. The last two lines 

on page 32 (32,38-39) have been excluded since they almost certainly are out of place. Cf. 

Grobel’s remarks: “Here [32,23a] a whole line plus one word (32:38-39) dropped out of 

the text by homoioteleuton (N2HT to N2HT) as the scribe realized before he finished the 
page. So he drew a sign that looks like a closed pair of shears under line 37, copied the 

missing words, and placed matching references and footnote signs in the margin to indicate 

where they belong” (The Gospel of Truth, 137). The emendation was first suggested by the 

editors of Evangelium Veritatis (58). It has subsequently been accepted by Ménard 

(LEvangile de Vérité, 154); MacRae (The Nag Hammadi Library, 44); and Attridge and 

MacRae (Nag Hammadi Codex I, 102). 
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MNPP ANT XE ATETNOYW .............. Do not be worms, for you have 
GPETNNOY2E MMAG ABAD 0... cece eee eee ence ees already cast it off. 
MNPUJWNE EPETNOGINTO ......... 0.0 cece eee cece eee Do not become a 
NOC MNAIWBOAOC XE ATE (20)......... (dwelling) place for the devil, for 
TNOYW EPETNOYWC4 MMAG ........... you have already destroyed him. 
MNPTAXpPO NNETNXpPON NE .......... Do not strengthen (those who are) 
diaa oe Pole ee a eRe in C4 aed We bis OME Oe We OE Cait ERT oe eee obstacles to you 

Gl ET2AEIG 2WC OYCO2E NE .............. who are collapsing, as though 

RRS Poe She wie gee Yee Reed Meee rene ate (you were) a support (for them). 

OYAAYE TAP NE MATZEN ARI ......... For the lawless one is one to treat 
T4 NOANC N2ZOYO AMEN (25)...........0008- ill rather than the just one. 

RENTAVOAP NG PMNGY wu ur in eee eee For the former 
qIPE NNGIBHYE ZC OY . 2... cc cence aeserees does his works as a 
AT2EN NE NEEINTAG 2MC.... eee ee eee lawless person; the latter as 

OYAIKAIOC NE GPE NNEW ... 2. ee a righteous person does his 
2BHYGE 2N 2NKEKAYE Elpe (30) .............000. works among others. So 
66 NTMTN MNOYWA) MNDT ............ you, do the will of the Father, 
ME NTWTN 2NABAA MMAG dca for you are from him. 

Biases 

This passage is a tightly constructed ethical discourse which could well be 
a meditation on Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount, and Matthew 7:21 in particu- 
lar: “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the kingdom of 
heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.” 

The structure helps to reveal the author’s intent. The first part (32,35- 
33,11) contains an unbroken string of seven imperatives (GQQEXE ... TAXPO 
_.- CMT... CANG).. . NTETNS MTAN. . . NTETNTOYNEC . . 
NTETNNE2CE), 37 with a concluding phrase introduced by TAP. The second part 
(33,11-30) also has seven imperatives, the last six of which are negative (XI 
2PHTN...MnPxXt = 2pHTN... MnpcwTe... np... Mnpp... 
Mnpa@ane ... MnpTaxpo). Another concluding phrase (with a Tap) 
follows. These two parts are introduced by an imperative sentence (Q)EX6 6E 
ABAA 2M PHT . . . 32,31-34), and are concluded by one (Elpé 66 NTWTN 
MNOYWd) MMT . . . 33,30-32). What is striking are the sixteen imperatives, 
the two distinct parts, and the opening and concluding “caps” to the argument. 38 

37 The last three verbs are conjunctives in form, but this is the way of expressing a series 
of imperatives in Coptic. 

38 The care with which the author has constructed this section has not yet been appre- 
ciated, even by those who have delimited 32,31-33,32 as a subsection. Story comes the 
closest when he highlights the two sets of imperatives (The Nature of Truth, 24-25). Mean- 
while, the content surprised Grobel: “33:1-8 is full of ethical imperatives, astonishing in 
a Gnostic work, for the Gnostics are generally held to have been devoid of ethical concern” 
(The Gospel of Truth, 139-140). 
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225 
The main argument is contained in the opening and closing sentences and 

in the concluding phrases to each of the two parts. The parallels to Matthew 5-7 
can easily be seen, as the following paraphrase shows. You are from the Father, 
and his light dwells within you. (“You are the light of the world .... Let your 
light so shine before men that they may see your good works and give glory to 
your Father” — Matt 5:14-16.) The Father’s light makes you perfect. (“You, there- 
fore, must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect” —5:48.) Perfection not 
only involves attaining a particular state, but it also requires that you act accord- 
ingly. If you are really from the Father, you will do his will. This actually makes 
you stronger. (“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in 
heaven” — 7:21.39) Lawlessness leads away from the Father. Abide by the Father’s 
Law and perform your actions as righteous individuals among others.*° (“Think 
not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I have come not to 
abolish them but to fulfil them” —5:17.) 

Precisely what “doing the Father’s will” entails is described in the series of 
ethical injunctions in the first two parts. Some of these are meant to be taken 
literally. The opening statements reflect this: “Speak of the truth with those who 
search for it” (32,35-36), and “Be concerned with yourselves” (33,11). Other com- 
mands surely were intended metaphorically, as the phrase “Wake those who are 
sleeping” helps us to appreciate. Part 1 has a missionary flavor (cf. Matt 5:13: 
“You are the salt of the earth”). It states that doing the Father’s will entails help- 
ing others by spreading the message of salvation far and wide. The focus is on 
teaching. The author’s audience is encouraged to teach those who are already 
seeking salvation (“the hungry,” “those who wish to rise”), those who are 
oblivious to their state (the sleeping —who can be wakened!), and also those who 
have identified the narrow road leading to the Father but who have difficulty stay- 
ing on it (the “weary and sick,” those who have “stumbled”). Part 2 turns the 
spotlight on the audience itself. It is not enough to help others, the author 
claims. Be concerned yourselves and do not slide back into your former material- 
istic ways. “Do not return to what you have vomited to eat it. Do not be moths, 
do not become worm-eaten” (33,15-17).4! (“Do not lay up for yourselves 

treasures on earth, where moth and worm consume”’—Matt 6:19; cf. also 

39 Note the opening and closing imperatives: “say’ (Q)6X6— 32,31)... and “do” 

(E1pé — 33,30). 

4°_The second concluding phrase (33,24-30) is difficult to understand in its present 

form. Literally, the passage reads as follows: “For the one without the Law [mlaT26n] is 

one to do violence to, rather than the law-abiding one [Aml26én], since that one [the 

former] does his work as a lawless person but the latter is a righteous person 

[OY AIKAIOC] and does his work among others.” Among the evangelists, Matthew is the 

one who focuses on righteousness. 

a Mnpp GNT literally means “do not produce worms, be worm-eaten.” 
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6:25-33.) Doing the Father’s will, then, involves keeping the spiritual level which 

the audience has attained and teaching others how to reach it. 

3.2.2.4 
Sin is mentioned in the first part of the pericope: “speak. . +++ (of) knowl- 

edge to those who have committed_sin in their_error. ” The main difficulty in 

understanding this passage is whether to take the reference literally (as one does, 

for instance, with the phrase which precedes it), or metaphorically (as one does 

with those that follow). Ménard opts for the latter: “Le péché est l’erreur elle- 
méme, II n’y a que celle-ci qui soit considérée c comme le mal, et le let terme ‘péché’ 

est vidé de son sens ‘moral. 742 According to Ménard “those who have committed Pe ea 

sins” are those who lack gnosis and truth, “and sin has no connection 1 with actual 

wrong actions and moral “concerns. Similarly, ‘when the author mentions the 

devil in 33,20, Ménard states: “Le diable, comme d’ailleurs Jésus, n’a que valeur 

de mythe: si la terminologie de l’auteur est d’inspiration nettement chrétienne, 

elle est vidée de son sens authentique [sic].”43 These remarks are consistent with 

Ménard’s attempt to set The Gospel of Truth firmly on the gnostic trajectory. 

The The evidence can be interpreted differently. We have seen how the author’s 

remarks refléct not only a knowledge of Matthew’s Gospel, but also an apprecia- 
tion of the major tenets of the Sermon on the Mount-The-argument in 32,31- 

33,32 is far more “Christian” than “gnostic.” Furthermore, the author does not 

say that sin is error, bu but that people commit sins because they live in error. This 
ST aaa er 

is not necessarily the s same. According to this Passage, one can live either in a 

state of ignorance and error, or in a state of knowledge and truth. Knowing the 

truth means recognizing one’s roots in the Father and sharing his perfection. It 

also includes the responsibility to live according to his will, which entails shun- 

ning the material aspects of the world and preaching the good news to others. 

This is a state which seems to be sinless. On the other hand, living in ignorance 

means acting improperly and “unlawfully,” probably under the direction of the 

devil. One sins due to ignorance of the Father, but sin itself remains a wrong 
action, i.e, an action not in accord with the Father’s will. With truth comes 

“freedom over the devil and a recognition of what the Father expects. 

Ji23.4 
Sin is mentioned a second time in 35,25-26. The relevant passage is as 

follows (35,24-36,13):44 

ETBE NEE! AFMNTATTEKO (35,24) ........ For this reason incorruptibility 
NIE ABA ACOYA2C NCA NE(N) ........ breathed forth; it pursued the one 
TAP NABI XEKACE EEM ......... who had sinned in order that he might 
TAN MMAG NKWE TAP ABAA TNE .............. rest. For forgiveness is what 

42 Ménard, L’Evangile de Vérité, 154. 
43 Ménard, L’Evangile de Vérité, 157. This is the only occurrence of “devil” in this work. 
‘4 The text and translation are from Nag Hammadi Codex I, 106-08. 
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NGADXN ANOYAGEIN 2N MTA ..... remains for the light in the deficiency, 
MAJEXE NTE MMAHPMMA.. 0.6... eee the word of the pleroma. 
NCAEIN PAP QAINDT ANMA E (30)..... For the physician runs to the place 
TE OYN GQWNE N2HT4 XE MOY ............ where a sickness is, because 
WME NTAW NE ETAOON .. 2... that is the will that is in him. 
N2HT4 néTp Q)TA GE MAG2A...... He who has a deficiency, then, does not 
nd RE OYNTEI MMEY MNE... 2... hide it, because one has what 
TIAQAAT MMAY NPHTE MIMAH (35)....... the other lacks. So the pleroma, 
PMMA ETE MPO) TS GIMTA hr horas oes ok which has no deficiency, 
NTAQ aMoye MMAG NENTAD 20.0.6... ese eee but fills up the deficiency, 
TEEN ABAA 2ITOOTG AMA (36,1) .... 2... is what he provided for himself 

> Pace hicho 5 Aisi SiO ent acute: ac cack a ae ao rin eee eae ee |e Enel for filling up 
NETIGAAT MMAG XEKACE ...... what he lacks, in order that therefore he 
66 N2MAT 69AXITI XG MNCAN....... might receive the grace. For when 
ETENEIU)AAT NEMNTED M wo... he was deficient, he did not have 
M6Y MNE2MAT ETBE NEEI (5) ...... eee eee the grace. That is why 
NEOYTCBKO NE ETAOON 2N ........... there was diminution existing in 
MMA ETEPENG2ZMAT MMEY ............. the place where there is no grace. 
EN NCAN ENTAY-XI MNEEIE ............ When that which was diminished 
TCABK NETIGAAT MMAG AD 2... was received, he revealed what he 
OYAN249 69061 NNOYNAHPWMA (10)....... lacked, being (now) a pleroma; 
ETE NEEI NE NGING MNOYAGIN rarahk ahh can that is the discovery of the light 

NTMHE ENTAZC)AGIE APAD XE ..... of truth which rose upon him because 
OPRTOGE MER Fee cey ara ar eT it is immutable. . . . 

J.2332 
The Father’s role is presented in the first six lines of this pericope: people 

have sinned, the Father (FMNTATTEKO) goes out of his way (ACOYA2C NCA) 
to offer forgiveness, and this provides salvation (KGKACE E(EMTAN MMA), 
Why he acts in this manner and how he does it are the author’s next concerns. 

To answer these questions he introduces a physician-patient metaphor (35,30), 

probably because healing and the forgiveness of sins were interconnected in his 

mind. The physician’s nature, he says, is to go where sickness is present and to 

cure it. He has the skills and the desire to heal (NCAGIN Tap GAINWT anmMa 
GTE OYN GWNE N2HTI XE MOYWUJE NTA NE ETGVOON N2HTI— 
35,30-33). The sick person’s nature is to recognize the need for assistance and 

to allow the physician to intervene (NETP G)TA GE MAWANT XE OYNTE 
MMEY MNETIG)AAT MMA445 —35,33-35). So it is with the Father. He recog- 
nizes human illness, wants to help, and has the requisite skills. The “patients” 

will not get better on their own. Only “interventionist medicine” can save them. 

Grace (2MAT) provides the healing power. The Father is part of the “fullness” 

(MNMAHPOMA) while humans live in deficiency (A)TA). Grace is the transfer of 
some of that fullness to fill the deficiency. 

45 Reading MMA4 for MMAY, which makes no sense here. 
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3.2.3.3 
Sin is not used clearly in this passage. The author claims that people are 

“sick”; that is, they sin and know it, because they live in this deficient world. Sin- 

ning is connected with a deficient ecological state. The Father forgives these sins, 

and provides grace, enabling people to sin no more. Grace and the forgiveness 

of sins lead to salvation (“rest”). According to Ménard’s interpretation of this 

passage, 

le “péché” y a perdu son sens moral. Le d&uaptéver de la mystique 

hellénistique, c’est la fatalité, la civapyévn, ot la volonté de homme 
n’est pas mis en jeu, mais ou elle est l’enjeu de ces deux forces méta- 

physiques opposées, la yvéctc et l’&yvorm. 46 

He is correct that the vocabulary resembles that found in the Corpus Herme- 

ticum, but Paul for one would not have disagreed much with the content. The 

most we can say about this passage on its own is that we do not know whether 

sin has lost its “sens moral.” 

3.2.4.1 

We now must set these two pericopes in their context in The Gospel of 

Truth, The first passage to approach is the one which lies sandwiched between 

32,31- 33,32 and 35,24-36,13, and which Story calls “The Fortune of the Father’s 

Aroma.” Its introductory words (6 MWT rap) make it clear that the author 

did not draw a solid line after 33,32; similarly, the GTBE NEEl at 35,24 links the 

second and third pericopes solidly. According to 33,33-35,23 people come from 

the Father. Their time on earth has separated them from their source, yet the 

Father responds to those who seek salvation by drawing them to him. The author 

expresses this point effectively with a gentle metaphor. The Father’s children are 
his fragrance (CTA61) who are beloved and come from his grace. This fragrance 
has become heavy and cold in the world, and the warmth of the Father’s breath 
will revive it and draw it upwards once again to be united with the Father. This 
ties in with the presentation of the Father in the adjoining pericopes. The Father 
wills that people recognize their need for salvation and unity with him, and he 
is eager to help them. In their present state they live in “error,” “illness,” and 
“cold” and need redemption. Their sins do not alienate them from the Father; 
rather, they seem to reflect this alienation. 

3.2.4.2 
The rest of this work reinforces the points which emerge in 32,31-36,13, as 

a quick overview will show. 

People live in a world created by Error (NAANH), which is a mere imitation 
of the heavenly realities. All appear to be the same, but in fact there are two 
distinct classes: those who come from the Father and those who are merely hylics 
(the psychics play no discernible role). These hylics Originate in the lower 

46 Ménard, L’Evangile de Vérité, 167. 
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world and will be destroyed (with this world) in the end times. They can never 
hope to understand the Father, nor can they accept his son’s message. The other 
humans have their origin with the Father, and will return to join him, although 
they now dwell in the lower realm. Oblivion (7 BaJE) has come over them, 
causing them to forget their roots. This class of humans has several categories: 
those (like the writer) who have already realized their ascent and dwell “with the 
Father,” those who openly are seeking the Father, and those who recognize the 
Father when they hear the proper message. The Father is eager to be reunited 
with these “children,” so he sends his son, Jesus, to impart saving knowledge to 
those who are receptive. Jesus’ role, then, is to descend into the world of Error, 
to teach and anoint (36,13-35) those who receive his word, and to leave behind 
a “living book” of disciples (19,35 —cf. 2 Cor 3:2-3) to continue the spread of 
his message. 

As the final words of this gospel state, those upon whom “the love of the 
Father is poured out” are expected to spread the message (“speak of the light 
which is perfect”) and appear as children worthy of the Father’s name (43,9-23). 
Ethics surely is not absent from this discussion. 

3.2:5 

Sin probably played a more significant role in the author’s community than 
the two occurrences in The Gospel of Truth suggest. Furthermore, contrary to 

Ménard’s claims, it would seem that sin was closely tied to morality, and meant 

“doing something contrary to the Father’s will.” Such improper actions were 

done often (always?) by the hylics; and sometimes also by the “Father’s children,” 

both those who did not yet know any better and those who ought to have known 

better. The paraenetical sections encourage those with knowledge not to return 

to what they “have vomited to eat it” (33,16). 

Sin, then, was a constant reality and a threat for this community of Chris- 

tians. The author also encouraged his audience to struggle to lead their lives in 

accordance with the Father’s will; that is, to lead sinless lives. Being “perfect” 

meant acting correctly, which included “speaking the truth to those who search 

for it” (32,35-36) and being “concerned with yourself” (33,11). 

3.3 The Tripartite Tractate 

33.1 
Structurally, The Tripartite Tractate resembles the understanding of people 

which emerges from this work: there are two basic divisions, but the whole is 

organized in three parts. The first division (and part), which comprises roughly 

sixty percent of the whole (51,1-104,3), covers “the things which are exalted” 

(NETXACI—51,1-2).47 It offers several distinctive variants on the “classical” 

47 The title given to the first part by the editors of the editio princeps is somewhat decep- 

tive. The second section of this part (75,17-104,3) concerns the Fall of the Logos and the 
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Valentinian description of the Pleroma and the Fall. Notably, the Father has no 

female companion, and it is the divine Logos who replaces Sophia as the agent 

of devolution and creation.*® In the second division the author turns his atten- 

tion to people. One part (104,4-108,12) focuses on the creation account and the 

fall from the Garden of Eden, the other (108,13-140) on the different types of 

people and their responses to the Savior.*9 Sin is mentioned twice in this final 

part (115,15; 117,4). Given the unity of the narrative, it is helpful to begin by sum- 

marizing the author’s argument in 108,13-140. Then we can turn to a detailed 

analysis of the pericopes in question. 

A cautionary note is in order since this work is both easy and frustratingly 
difficult to summarize. The author has a basic message to impart to his audience, 

and has chosen to use a variety of metaphors with which to do it. Elements in 
some of these metaphors at times are contradictory, and many of the metaphors 
themselves are incomprehensible to a twentieth century audience. We do most 
justice to this work, then, by focusing on the underlying message—and not by 
asking, for instance, whether the three human parts were called “races” 
(TENOC — 118,22), “essences” (OY CIA —106,6-15) or “orders” (TAZIC — 108,32). 

soe 
The title De generibus tribus chosen for the final part of this work by the 

editors of the editio princeps is fitting,>° for the 31 pages of text focus on human- 
ity’s three natures, or essences, and their possibilities of salvation through the 
intervention of Christ the Savior. The overlap between the author’s presentation 
and Irenaeus’s summary of the Ptolemaic system is significant. Yet there are 
major differences.5! This section of The Tripartite Tractate outlines the opti- 
mistic depiction of human destiny, within a modified dualistic framework, and 
grounded in certain Christian myths and rituals. 

ensuing cosmogony, not only life in the Pleroma (De supernis). 
48 For brief discussions of Part 1, see the following: J. Zandee (with H.-C. Puech), 

Tractatus Tripartitus, 1, 37-64; Antonio Orbe, “En torno a un tratado gnostico,” Greg 56 
(1975) 558-66; Domenico Devoti, “Una Summa di teologia gnostica: il ‘Tractatus Tri- 
partitus’,” RSLR 13 (1977) 326-39; Ulrich Luz, “Der dreiteilige Traktat von Nag 
Hammadi,” TZ 33 (1977) 385-87; and (notably) Einar Thomassen, “The Structure of the 
Transcendent World in the Tripartite Tractate (NHC I,5),” VC 34 (1980) 358-75. 

“° For brief discussions of Parts 2-3, see J. Zandee, Tractatus Tripartitus, 11, 9-30; 
Devoti, “Una Summa,” 340-53; and Luz, “Der dreiteilige Traktat,” 388-91. 

5° The editors of the editio princeps initially wanted to call the entire work De generibus 
tribus because of the importance of “the three natures” in the work, and its striking 
resemblance to Irenaeus’s description of Valentinianism (Zandee, Tractatus Tripartitus, 
II, 17). 

*! These differences do not emerge clearly if one reads Zandee’s harmonizing preface 
(in Tractatus Tripartitus, 11). He has woven several accounts of Valentinianism (e.g. from 
Irenaeus, Heracleon, and this work) into a consistent whole, thereby obscuring each 
author’s redactional concerns. 
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Jd22 
Optimism reigns even within a cosmological construct where people need 

assistance to remove themselves from the material sphere, In fact, the author 
believes that any being in the world needs outside redemption, including the 
redeemer who descends from above (124,32-125 ,11). Yet most will be saved. The 
“litmus test” is how people react to the Savior. The pneumatics accept him at 
once, the psychics believe in him and adore him, and the hylics reject him 
(118,28-119,10). Only the last group is doomed, and the author pays little atten- 
tion to them, In this discussion, the striking aspect is the positive portrayal of 
the psychic race, It is not inclined to evil (CPAKE EN ANETOAOY — 106,14). 
Similarly, the rancor against the Jews which one finds in many early Christian 
works (e.g. Matt 23; Barnabas) is absent,5? as is the negative depiction of the 
Demiurge. According to The Tripartite Tractate, then, people are not oppressed 
by the forces of evil. They have lived for some time under their control, not 
knowing any better, but now that the Savior has come they can, and will, take 
their rightful place close to the Father. 

This optimism derives in great part from the author’s mitigated dualism 
which borders on monism. In this tractate God (the Father) is in complete con- 
trol.*3 The forces of evil are not pitted against the forces of good. When God 
chooses to act to save his children, he does not even struggle with the lower 
powers. His plan of salvation includes placing people temporarily in ignorance 
so that they might experience the evils of the lower world and then appreciate 

the world of the Pleroma all the more (126,20-127,8). This includes sending his 

Son to save humanity at the appropriate time. There are two worlds, then, but 

only one guiding force in control of both the upper and lower realms.°4 

Similarly, people are divided into three groups, but the fundamental separa- 

tion is between “those on the left” (the hylics) and “those on the right” (the 

others —132,9-10). Furthermore, the hylics, the “bad order” (FTAZIC EOAY — 
108,25), are destined to destruction and function only to help purify the psychics 

and pneumatics (136,32-139,15). The attention is placed on “those on the right,” 

the pyschics (those who are called) and the pneumatics (the elect). The pneu- 

matics, or “hidden order” (>TAZIC ET2HN—108,34-35), “will receive complete 

salvation in every way” (ANAXI MNNOY2MG THPd KATA PHTE NIM —119,17- 
18). Nonetheless, there seem to be different categories of pneumatics, each of 

which has a distinct role to play (116,13-17). Differences also exist within the 

52 In 111,6-29 the psychics are symbolized as the Hebrews, and the author accepts the 

legitimacy of the claims made by the Hebrew prophets of old. 
53 In this work, “God” is not the “Hebrew God” or the inferior Demiurge of “classical” 

Valentinian thought. Throughout the tractate (e.g. 112,24-28; 120,36; 126,13; 128,16; 

133,19-22) God is equated with the Father. 

54 Cf. Luz’s remarks: “Der klassische Dualismus des Gnostizismus wird zu einem Typ 
des Monismus, der im Gedanken der gottlichen oikonomia seinen pragnantesten Ausdruck 

findet. Die Welt ist nicht mehr abgriindig bése, sondern unwissend durchdrungen vom 

guten Gott” (“Der dreiteilige Traktat,” 391). 
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psychics, or “intelligent order” (f{PTAZIC MMNT2HT —108,32). Psychics gain sal- 

vation through their good works (130,23-24). All can be saved, and indeed they 

tend towards what is superior, But within this order some are lower by nature,** 

and often “mix with matter” (131,22 —132,3). Others have a good disposition 

(120,6-8) and are virtually guaranteed salvation (119,32-33) in “the aeon of the 

images [=the Ogdoad?], where Logos has not yet joined with the Pleroma” 

(122,25-27). The author minimizes the distinctions between the pneumatics and 

the psychics. He is concerned with the salvation of “all those on the right” 

(MOYXAGITE NAG NIOYNEM THPOY —132,8-9).*° 
TEKKAHCIA represents NIOYNEM. “We are the Lord’s Church,” exclaims 

the author in 125,5.57 He envisions the moment of salvation when “all the 

members of the body of the church are in a single place and receive the restora- 

tion at one time” (123,17-20). More striking yet is the importance placed on 

baptism: 

There is no other baptism apart from this one alone, which is the 

redemption [NCWTE] into God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, when 

confession is made through faith in those names, which are a single 

name of the gospel, when they have come to believe what has been 

said to them, namely that they (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) exist. 

From this they have salvation, those who have believed that they exist. 

(127,28-128,5) 

There is only one true baptism “which transcends every voice,” although it is 

given a variety of names (128,19-129,34).5® It is the ritual par excellence which 

the author’s community underwent as a seal, or in anticipation, of unity with 

the Father.5? In this ritual, the Christians proclaim their confession of faith in 

55 These “lower psychics” are said to come from the inferior elements of the Logos 

(131,22-132,37). 

56 Luz arrives at a similar conclusion, in the context of his (questionable) argument that 

The Tripartite Tractate represents a Christianizing of Gnosticism: “Die Grenze des Gnosti- 

zismus ist m.E. auch dort erreicht, wo der Verfasser die Schranken zwischen ‘wesenhaften’ 

Pneumatikern und den aus der Umkehr, dem Gebet und der Hoffnung lebenden Psychi- 

kern—gewiss nicht ohne Selbstwiderspriiche—abzubauen beginnt: Der schroffe anthro- 

pologisch-ontologische Dualismus wird wenigstens ansatzweise durchbrochen und in der 

Breite des Entscheidungsspielraums des ‘Psychischen’ aufgehoben” (“Der dreiteilige 

Traktat,” 391). 

57 This worldly church is a reflection of the Church in the Pleroma (cf. 58,29; 94,21; 

97,7). For reference to the Church in this section, see also 121,31.37; 122,7.12.30; 128,18; 

135,26. 

*8 This baptism is called, inter alia, “silence,” “bridal chamber,” “the light which does 

not set and is without flame,” “the eternal life,” and “all that which it is.” 

59 Galatians 3:26-28 comes to mind when reading this passage, but Devoti overstates 

his case when he claims that “il De creatione hominis e il De generibus tribus sono un 

approfondimento della Lettera ai Galati di Paolo, in particolare dei capitoli 3 e 4” (“Una 
Summa,” 340). 
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God, and God in turn allows them to share in his knowledge (128,14-19). 
Remarkable in this part of The Tripartite Tractate is the presence and importance 
of God as the Father, the Church as the body of believers and “gnostics,” and 
baptism as the rite of union. 

Me Be | 
Sin is mentioned for the first time in 115,15. The passage in context is as 

follows (114,30-115,25);6° 

». XE (114,30) Sas anes enn eine, Sars e ANSTO, TH Ve VeMeNe ie) eos feels fe sleds or a GEE eee eat eee 

Néel NE ETEANNCWTHP GWNE ............. He it is who was our Savior 
MMA ABAA 2NN Sy TRU OPURAP RU eke o's oes hic ss cK" in willing compassion, 
GMM NKA2 EIOYWA)E ETE NETAY ...0 0... who is that which 
One MMAG NE XE EPENNTAWOY ............. they were. For it was for 
Pere hee tesd le sree cr kas Made ate afotelele ae SOR Wanna their sake that he became 
@N2 ABAA ETBHTOY 2NN OYTIACOC (35)...... manifest in an involuntary 
NATOY WUE AYaMNeE NCaps 2i Py ....suffering. They became flesh and 
XH 6TE NEEI NE ANH26 GTEMALZTE ............ soul,—that is, eternally — 
So16 Gwe WL stoi See Cee a Se ISR ONG Re en a which (things) hold 
MMAY AYW MN 2NTEKO .............., them and with corruptible things 
CMAYMOY NETA2(GJMNIJE AE 24 .. .they die. As for those who [came 
[NI] PME [NNJATNEY APA 2NN OY (1) ..... into being], [the] invisible one 
[MJNTATNGY APAC AYTCEBAY APAG... 0.2... taught them invisibly about 
[2]N OYMNTATNEY APAC AN XE OY............ himself. Not only did he 
MONON A4X1 APAOY MNIMOY NTELY]..... take upon <himselfy the death 
OY NETEAIMEYE APAOY ATPEATOY (5)...... of those whom he thought 

3.ah 25 tao Byes ahead Space den cu, Saye eli eh are Rae a AN i to save, but 
KAYOY AAA TOY KEMNTG)HM AN]... he also accepted their smallness to 
NENTAYE! A2PHI APAC EAXYNECTO[Y] ....which they had descended when 
KATA NCWMA MN TY°YXH AGXIITC]. 0.000000. they were <born) in body 
6.0. GG NDE ACN) LS NE RES RD SSR SRE Hr ny el and soul. 

AN <G BOX MNGEEI XE AITPOYW MM[AJC ......... (He did so) because he 
MME Ee are Merete eee en irae ete tier orecirc ee oe ec esp 6 6 bes had let himself be 

AYW AITPOYMECT4 NNOYAIAOY N(10) ....... conceived and born as an 
050 -chaduchgints bs ONRORe NL ak cs tacit led RONEN Crue aca TE eC aPC Re ear infant, in 

COMA PYXH XE 2PHI 2N NKEKAYE........... body and soul. Among all 
MNT MME ate Reet wane eTE. Tete ete Arete ele Mae cite Ce he fas eles s the others 

THPOY ENTAYP KOINDDNI APAYOY MN ............. who shared in them 
NENTA2LZAGIE AYW EYXI MNOYOIN....... and those who fell and received 
NGAGE] EIXACI NZHTOY NE ABAA........ the light, he came being exalted, 

XE 2N OYMNTATP NOBE AYD 2NN OY(15) .... because he had let himself 
MNTATT@AM AY@ 2N OYMNT ........... be conceived without sin, stain 
ATXW2M NENTAITPOYW MMW oo... eee and defilement. He was 

60 The text and translation are from Nag Hammadi Codex I, 298-300. 
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AY2XNOG 2M NBIOC E40JOON 2M NBIOC ...... begotten in life, being in life 
ABAA XE NTAY MN NETMMGY 2N ...... because the former and the latter 
N OYTIACOC MNN OYTNOMH GNCMA(20)... 6... eee eee are in passion and 

Ne een de Me ee re ey he aa ca i a a KG changing opinion 

NG ABAA NTG NAOLOC ENTAZKIM ........... from the Logos who moved, 

ENTACTEZLY ATPOYGJMNE NCW....... who established them to be body 
MA 21 PYXH NEE] AEG NTAW MET) EXIX. 0. eee eee and soul. He it is 
ee ais Tick Ok Tar ee ee a mS hae ere «who» has taken 
ApAd MNPEAEl 23 NETANP Gp ........ to himself the one who came from 
eh seyrete Bi Rad HOG MOTE Als: HOE co o.cois phy whasadco, agai ee PR those whom we previously 

ROO Yio N25 )a tas cords votre pee Ao eee tee a ae ae mentioned... . 

Bere 

The argument is straightforward, though not as detailed in places as one 

would like. Immediately before this pericope (113,2-114,30) the author describes 

the Father’s decision to send his son down to the world. The Father is “one... , 

invisible, unknowable, [and] incomprehensible” (114,22-26). He grants that he 

might be seen, known and comprehended, and ordains “the manifestation of 

salvation” (114,17). Through his compassion for humanity he sends his son, “our 

Savior,” who also is eternal and unbegotten (113,36-37). The Hebrew prophets 

predicted certain aspects of the Savior’s coming, though not having access to all 

the details. 

The pericope quoted above concerns the Savior’s incarnation and “immacu- 

late conception.” He allows himself to be conceived and born as an infant, in 

body and soul (KE AYTPOYW MMAI AYW AITPOYMECTS NNOYAIOY 
NCWMA PyxXH—115,9-11). He receives his flesh (T6E4CAP%) from the pneu- 

matic Logos (114,9-10), but shares in people’s somatic and psychic natures. Yet 

he is different: “he appeared exalted” (G4X4C1). This is “because he had let 

himself be conceived without sin, stain and defilement.” He resembles people, 

then, but is not quite like them either. He lives “in a state of not sinning” 

(OYMNTATPNOBE), while they live “in passion and changing opinion” (2NN 

OYNAGOC MNN OYTNWMH ENCNANE). Sin, then, appears to be an intrinsic 

part of humanity’s somatic and psychic existence, which derives from creation. 

Absence of sin is remarkable. 

This does not tell us a great deal about sin, aside from its hold over 

humanity. What also is unclear is the part played by the psychics and pneumatics 
in the Savior’s plan of salvation. The focus, though, is on the pneumatics, those 

who had “descended” and “fasted in body and soul.” “And as for those who 

came into being [the pneumatics as ‘the hidden race’?], the invisible one taught 
them invisibly about themselves” (114,39-115,2). The Savior’s mission was to 

teach the pneumatics and take death off their shoulders (115,4). 
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3.3.4.1 
Sin is mentioned again in 117,4. The passage in context is as follows 

(116,27-117,17):6! 

OEE PA AIG AD aha t- org oe. DECI CES CBD Sb NE The Savior was 
TA MEN NC(THP NEOY2IKODN . occ cece eee ee eee eee an image 
NG NAG OYEE] NOYWT ETE N........ 0.00... of the unitary one, he who 
TAG NE NTHPA KATA NCWMA (30) .......... is the Totality in bodily form. 
ETBE NAGE! AITOYXO NCMATN...... Therefore, he preserved the form of 
TMNTATNWA)E TEE! ETEPE ...............00.. indivisibility, from which 
TMNTATMAGOC GOON ABAA NH oo... eee eee eee eee comes impassibility. 
2HTC NAGI NAG NTAY G2N2IK@(N) ............ They, however, are images 
NG NAG NOYEE! NOYEE! ETA2Z (35)... eee eee of each thing which 
OYWN2 ABAA ETBE NEGEICE ............ became manifest. Therefore, they 
XI Apay MNINDWA)E ABAdA ZITOOTE M ..... 2... assume division from 
NCMAT GayX! MOPPH ANIXW ET ........ the pattern, having taken form 
SSC Oe OB) A ORC Ee DOIHELE OLE TMCS OTe Geet SOEs CER TA A for the planting which 

GOON 2N NCA NNITN [NTNJG NEEIAN........ exists beneath [the heaven]. 
MARSA otto h) tio Maes WS et iets dle», ARTE. Moe. Needine chistes Mearns This also 

[N]ETP KOIW[MNI] ATKAKIA ETGQOON WN (117,1) . 0.2.2... is what shares in 
ites cate ATT. pan era Sy Ss Staal es Me Sle cs ols ORY the evil which exists 

[2]PHi 2N NT[O]NOC ENTAYNW2 Gapo ..... in the places which they have 
[O]JY¥Y GCANOYWMA)E GEANOYWA)E TAP ........... reached. For the will held 
XPW APM NTHPSA 24 NNABEl XEKACE ....... the Totality under sin so that 
2M NOYWU)E ETMMEY EPNANAG (5) ....by that will he might have mercy 
MNTHPS NCENOY2ME GOYEEI OY......... on the Totality and they might 
Eee Gn cae ena ets t GD Miia, mark eel dee Se be saved, while a single one 

GETS neTHA) AT WN2 NKEMMRN........... alone is appointed to give 
oe Guilin te ol ett an ol ee Moh Dalild MEGA Ds life and all the rest 

THP4 G4P XplA MNNOY2ME ETBE.............. need salvation. Therefore, 
NEE! ABAA 2N NGEI MNIPHTE NEN... 6... eee it was from (reasons) 
Meme sures Ee eb Otis esl ie eho 6 ESS ROSAS ewe wd ws of this sort that 

TAP APXECOAI NXE 2MOT ATF NITA (10) .......0.008. it began to receive 

SEES cece tiers ante /Aais bidiardits, Adeeb Api avh silt oe hielatGk ete < SEMAN grace to give the 

GIO ENTAY TAGE OGIG) MMO4 ABAA....... honors which were proclaimed 
2iITOOT4 NIH(COY)C NEG ETCMNMNG)A .by Jesus, which were suitable for 
ABAA 2ITOO <TO Y ATPOY TAGE AGIG) MNKEG)W ....him to proclaim to 
2cTl EAKH ALPHI NGI CNEPMA NAGE ............ the rest, since a seed of the 
HGapn wn NAG IH(COY)C NEXPIICTO)C NEE NTANP (LS) cent promise of 

Be any Shaan alate tet atten oR Manaphbvite Fala Jesus Christ was set up, whom we have 

AIAKONI MOY WN2 BOA MN FUMO@ [YJ eivertr. 2. taren served in (his) revelation 

CECA T ee ctat eat as Bites eR SUI laid alate eine SEtae a's « and union. 

6! The text and translation are from Nag Hammadi Codex I, 302-04. 
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3.3.4.2 

This pericope answers an intriguing question posed by the author in 115,25- 

116,25 (which follows the first passage examined above). We know, he says, that 

both the Savior and “those who came with him [the pneumatics] took body and 

soul” (115,30), and that all came “from the Logos who had returned to himself 

after his movement from the organization” (115,27-29).62 And we know that the 

pneumatics “received their bodily emanation along with the body of the Savior 

through the revelation and the mingling with him” (116,2-5). Why, then, if they 

emerged from the same source and share in the Savior’s pneumatic body, do they 

“share in the passions” (116,20-21) as the psychics do, while the Savior does not? 

Why do the pneumatics resemble the psychics, who were “brought forth from 

passion,” and not the Savior, “who did not share in the passions” (116,26-27)? 

The two-fold response (116,28-117,36) is that the Father planned it that way 

and that in fact the Savior and the pneumatics are not identical. The divine plan 

requires that all humanity share “in the evil [TKAKIA] which exists in the places 

which they have redeemed,” and it entails “a single one” giving life. For this script 

to be fulfilled, the pneumatics had to share in the passions of the world. Further- 

more, the Savior “preserved the form of indivisibility, from which comes im- 

passibility” (116,31-33) since he was “a bodily image of the unitary one” 

(116,28-29); while the pneumatics “assume division” since they are “images of 

each thing which became manifest” (116,34-37). The pneumatics, then, lack the 

indivisibility without which an escape from the passions is impossible. 

Following this pericope is a discussion about the salvation brought to the 

pneumatics (117,17-36) and the psychics (117,37-118,14). To the former is given 

the promise of redemption, or “the return to what they were from the first, from 

which they possess a drop” (117,18-21). Knowledge of “the truth which existed 

before the ignorance came to be” (117,29-30) provides this redemption. To the 

psychics, or “those who have been brought forth in a lowly thought of vanity [by 
the Logos]” (117,37-38) and who live in evil, is given freedom through “the 
abundance of the [Father’s] grace” (118,3-4). The Savior, then, offers redemption 
to both the pneumatics and the psychics. 

How does sin fit into this construct? Part of God’s plan of salvation entails 
holding “the Totality’ (NTHP4) under sin so that “he might have mercy on the 
Totality and they might be saved” (117,3-6). In the context of The Tripartite Trac- 
tate, NTHP4 signifies what is everlasting, including what is already part of the 
Pleroma and what is destined to be so. Accordingly, it can refer both to the aeons 
of the Pleroma (e.g. 107,31; 110,4) and to that part of humanity which will be 
saved (e.g. 124,34: “The Son himself, who has the position of redeemer of the 
Totalities”). Holding the Totality under sin, then, means keeping humanity 

62 Is ENTAYCTAM (a second perfect) to be read as a pluperfect (“had returned”), as 
Attridge and Mueller do in their translation, or as a simple past, as the editors of the 
Tractatus Tripartitus have done? Another way of Stating it is, did the Logos return to the 
Pleroma before playing a part in the creation of the Savior and the pneumatics? Nothing 
in our tractate suggests this, so the latter reading is to be preferred. 
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temporarily under the control of passion, without unity and knowledge. Sin 

reflects this ignorance, division and “sharing in the passions.” 

3h3e5 

The two occurrences of sin in The Tripartite Tractate complement one 

another. The first pericope makes it clear that sin is a fundamental part of the 

human condition, and that it is inextricably linked with passion and change. 

Indeed, an outstanding characteristic of the Savior’s incarnation is his sinless- 

ness. The second pericope explains why this sinful state applies even to the 

pneumatics, and states that sinlessness is only possible if God allows a person 

to have knowledge of the pre-cosmic golden age. Sin is part of ignorance, and 

entails being controlled by passions and evil. Since most of the discussion is 

geared to the pneumatics, it is unclear whether sin meant something else for the 

psychics. Yet the author’s tendency to place these two groups in the same 

category suggests that sin would have applied equally to both. 

3.4 The Gospel of Philip 

3.4.1 
The Gospel of Philip proclaims a simple and consistent message. People live 

in a world where both good and evil are present. After their death they will end 

up either in “the evil Middle,” to suffer for the wrongs they did on earth, or in 

God’s realm, where joy and serenity reign eternally. People’s actions on earth 

determine their fate. Until recently they suffered since the evil powers controlled 

the world from its inception. Christ’s descent to earth from the upper realm pro- 

vided them with the information required to bypass the “Middle” realm and 

attain rest with God. However, such salvation after death demands perfection 

while on earth. Certain salvific rituals or sacraments allow this to occur. These, 

in turn, require outstanding conduct on the part of the “perfected” Christians, 

including a concerted effort to help others attain the same level of perfection. 

The focus of this work, then, is on personal salvation for as many as possible, 

especially through sacraments and personal example. Speculations about the 

Pleroma and Sophia are kept to a minimum, and the division of humanity into 

three natures or races is virtually absent. 

Structurally, The Gospel of Philip does not fall into set categories. The in- 

itial scholarly descriptions of this work insisted that it was “without any definite 

plan of composition.”®3 This stance was soon modified. Wilson, for instance, 

63 This quote is from Eric Segelberg, “The Coptic-Gnostic Gospel according to Philip 

and its Sacramental System,” Numen 7 (1960) 191. Cf. also Jean Doresse’s evaluation of 

The Gospel of Philip: “une simple épitre, mais sans destinataire précisé, un véritable traité 

controversant de facon vague avec des adversaires jamais nommiés. . . . Pas de plan précis” 

(Les livres secrets des gnostiques dEgypte. 1. Introduction aux écrits gnostiques coptes 

découverts a Khénoboskion [Paris: Librairie Plon, 1958], 240); Robert M. Grant, “Philip 

consists of materials which seem to be arranged chaotically, if one can speak of chaotic 
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claimed that The Gospel of Philip was organized so as to spiral inexorably 

towards the supreme mystery of the bridal chamber, while Ménard showed how 

linking words actually allowed for continuity and progression of thought.®* 

Indeed, the means by which the author presents his message resembles, on a 

literary level, the embroidery of God’s name and attributes by Muslim calligra- 

phers. In both artistic media the units of expression, whether consonants and 

words or metaphors and images, blend into one another to produce variety and 

unity at the same time. This makes the structural analysis of the work difficult 

to undertake. But it certainly requires abandoning Schenke’s initial division of 

The Gospel of Philip into 127 sayings (Spriiche) as Ménard suspected already in 

1967 and Isenberg carried out a decade later.6° What this means in practice is 
that the work must be treated as a whole. Yet one pericope cannot be understood 

necessarily by setting it into its immediate context. Accordingly, the full meaning 

of each pericope which discusses sin must be determined by examining the rele- 

vant issues in the entire work. 

3.4.2.1 

Sin is discussed first in 66,7-67,1. The passage is as follows:°° 

H NIGWNE 2M NEEIKOCMOC H 2N TANA............. Either he will be in 
PASSO SOC ao ame nr Aen Sy eN om aoe ee woe this world or in the 

ofa whebond Ae resurrection or in the places 

isc. 3ST: Soleo 2 fusby'ty sai isthe “on eS gskcauas ate ea al antes Rca eee ae in the middle. 
MH FENOITO NCE26 EPOE! NAHTOY NE............. God forbid that I be 
ROM eC oe SE Oe ree On ae ee ee found in them! 
EIKOCMOC OYM NETNANOY4 N2HT4 (10) ..... In this world there is good 
OYM NEGOOY NEINETNANOYOY MNE ............... and evil. Its good 

arrangement” (“Two Gnostic Gospels,” JBL 79 [1960] 2); and Hans-Martin Schenke: 
“unsere Schrift [ist] eine Art Florilegium gnostischer Spriiche und Gedanken” (Koptische- 
gnostische Schriften aus den Papyrus-Codices von Nag-Hammadi [with Johannes 
Leipoldt], TF 20 [Hamburg-Bergstedt: Herbert Reich Evangelischer Verlag, 1960], 33). 

64 Ménard, L’Evangile selon Philippe, 2-6; and Wilson: “a sort of spiral movement, 
gradually approaching the central and deepest mystery [the bridal chamber]” (The Gospel 
of Philip, 10). Wilson repeats this claim in his article on The Gospel of Philip in The Inter- 
preter’s Dictionary of the Bible. Supplementary Volume (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 
1976), 664. 

65 Schenke, Koptisch-gnostische Schriften. Ménard includes Schenke’s numbering in his 
translation and commentary, yet notes in his introduction, “il serait mieux de ne pas trop 
insister sur les divisions de Schenke et d’abandonner comme modéle de comparaison un 
ouvrage de type de l’Evangile selon Thomas” (LEvangile selon Philippe, 6). Isenberg 
dropped Schenke’s divisions altogether in The Nag Hammadi Library. 

66 The text is taken from Ménard, L’Evangile selon Philippe, 76-78 (who more freely 
reconstructs the text than Till does in Das Evangelium nach Philippos, 32-34). The trans- 
lation is from The Nag Hammadi Library, 140. This pericope includes sayings 63-65 in 
Schenke’s numeration. 
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TNANOYOY AN NE AYO NEINEBOOY Beit is not good, and its evil 

NEGOOY AN NE OYN NEGOOY AE MNN .. .not evil. But there is evil after 
C&A NEEIKOCMOC E2MNEGOOY NAME NE, . .this world which is truly evil — 

TETOYMOYTE GPOC XE TMECOTHC NTO (15) ...... what is called “the 
J cbr ts Cis Opts Ol ccuRseues Amoi stacs Sio.h Sia calles Beran rai, ae iene a Middle.” It 

née NMOY 2WC ENGJOON 2M NEEIKOC .......... is death. While we are in 
Snorer eer enen arenes Mere s ohn etavside vis tre mista s sale wiv wide esisls 8 Glew hee s this world 

MOC G)Q)E EPON EXNO NAN NTAWACTX GC .. a de: it is fitting for us to 

2S oP tut beara SE GCI OR RR Sere acquire the resurrection for ourselves 

CIC XEKAAC ENGPAKAAKN AZHY NTCAPZ........... so that when we strip 
Ee neta ie nthe See aiele Cae ei Oe Na ace «fete na off the flesh 
GYNA26 EPON 2N TANANAYCIC NTNTM ......... we may be found in rest 
Taare eis aniaies sitie eicie acava, Sod aceuaveve: sya + he Wig 55 SMS, Sue. sytucteags, siaye and not walk 

MOOQ)E 2N TMECOTHC 242 TAP CEPNAA (20).......... in the Middle. For 
Re areata ister, alisfiage’ &: cin isi eas) kiss ai ys a)0e 8.8179 6, egeheuintn, Mbps -supisigeriene 76 rev many go astray 

NG6ECOE 2N T2IH NANOYC TAP GEIEBOA ............... on the way. For it 

PPR ct cola: «Sau cgsb chase, sssushonakphaus arene WT s\9 EMGlies +2056 ays is good to come forth 

2M NKOCMOC 24 TE2H EMNATGNPOME........ from the world before one 

P NOBE OY'N 206ING MEN OYTE CEOYW)............ has sinned. Some 
PRES PR eh Aca stctte, 2 Mio Sic sand ots We tecs aoe 4 sys» SRM Ae a. oe neither desire (to sin) 

AN OYTE MN GOM MMOOY 2NKOOYE AGE ...nor are able (to sin). Others, 
EY U)ANOY Wd) [M]JMN 2HY GJOOM NAY 2XE (25)...... (even) if they desire 

ee Meise te Tene vehi A eat cde tte etait ht. (to sin), are not better off 

MNOYeEIPpe ET[OYO]Y@Q) rap 4E1pée MMO... .for not having done it, for 
cis Cece Re S, DOM pale ooAEe RIERES OR rt OR Eee ae a eee a, SAE [this] desire makes 

OY NPEdP NOBE [NJ TMOYW) AE TAI.......... them sinners. But (even) 
SMP, ALT. RUE RRA RES CHEKE steht rece ae aslo a ohete if some do not desire (to sin), 

KMOCYNH NA2[@]n EPOOY MNECNAY ....righteousness will be concealed 

eae Eon Ora CE a EO Ter RE EO ges lar from them both—the desire-not 

AYW NOY WA) An [M]N NEIPE AN OYANO............ and the do-not. An 
CTOAIK[OJC [2]N [OYJONTACIA AINAY AZO (30) ........ apostolic man in 

OU ee re heb ce cceee eee s a vision saw some people 

GING GYOTN [2]N OYHE! NKW2T AY ....... shut up in a house of fire and 

WE[Y]MHP 2N [OYHE!] NKW2T EYNHX ...bound with fiery [chains], lying 

[6YHE]i NKW2T [EYXW XOJ]OY MMOOY 2N ...... in flaming [ointment]. 

Re a ER LP Pils faite a) op tely cls o teens siyresehs fananvte uate gaials They possessed 

[K@]2T[... JAYW NEXAY NAY........ 26 ee [...] And he said to them, 

Pcauie 28 MN 6JOM MMOOY ANOY2M ...... (35) “[Why are they not able] 

ica acy tog ate Bats pola PAE Coco TER MRO ORSEALE O POIROT AGE RESON IC OG to be saved?” 

[MMOOY ... KATA] MNOYOYW) AYX!...... [They answered], “They did 

PP asec Ae posers coebd csieremecn. Tercera ere) veiled ise fore not desire it. They received 

[MnMOY NOY]KOAACIC NAGI ETOYMOYTE .........--+- [this place as] a 
punishment, what is called 

Raia! efipi-o\a) oi" 4io)5i8Y se) 8/4) 8) OG Ripe eneaeiie w/e) & eS heres eh aie) "shie ween e 
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GPO4 XE NKAKE ET[ZINCANBOJA XE 4... ] (67,1) .......005. ‘the [outer] 
is hiotte eden aw Tio tee SA ecaaem EN darkness,’ because he is [thrown] out (into it).” 

3.4.22, 
This pericope discusses the Christian’s fate after death. It is set within the 

framework of a tripartite view of the cosmos: a world below, having good and 

evil elements to it; a middle realm (TMECOTHC) where evil and punishment 

reign;®’ and the upper, spiritual realm “of the resurrection.” Being perfect, or 

acquiring the resurrection, while on earth enables the Christian to bypass the 

Middle and proceed directly to the Father and his rest. This is salvation. On the 

other hand, sinning prevents the Christian from acquiring or maintaining the 

resurrection, and is destined to land a person in the Middle to endure everlasting 

punishment. This is damnation. These horrors are graphically described in the 

final part of the pericope (66,29-67,1), an apocalyptic vision of the punishment 

of those who remain in the Middle. This section surely was intended to encour- 

age people to avoid sin at all costs. 

Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount comes to mind in this presentation of sin, 

with echoes of Hebrews as well. The imperfect state of the manuscript in 

66,23-29 renders any understanding of the passage speculative to some degree, 

yet the general sense is not obscured: sin includes desiring to do an evil act or 

actually doing it. As Matthew says, adultery is the act itself or merely looking 

“at a woman lustfully” (5:27). Furthermore, 66,21-23 suggests that just one sinful 

act or thought was enough to land a Christian in the Middle. This is reminiscent 
of the quest for perfection in Hebrews, and the threat: “For if we sin deliberately 
after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for 
sins, but a fearful prospect of judgment, and a fury of fire’ (Heb 10:26-27). 
What needs to be explored is how one can avoid sin and acquire the resurrection 
while on earth. This requires moving beyond the confines of the pericope. 

3.4.2.3 
Several times the author states that people must attain the resurrection 

before their death (e.g. 56,15-20; 73,1-4). The point made in 66,7-23 is reiterated 
in 76,31-77,1: “it is necessary that we by all means become perfect men before we 
leave the world. He who has received everything and has not rid himself of these 
places will not be able to share in that place, but will go to the Middle as imper- 
fect. Only Jesus knows the end of this person.” Yet the author does not dangle 

‘7 For a similar MECOTHC, cf. the Pistis Sophia, chapters 144-46. This contrasts with 
Irenaeus (Ady. haer. I,7,1), where the Valentinian pecdtns is Sophia’s temporary abode, and 
will become the final abode for the Demiurge and some of the psychics. 

$8 The translations of this section diverge considerably. Ménard has conveniently sum- 
marized earlier versions in his L’Evangile selon Philippe, 181. 
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the necessity of perfection before his audience in order to discourage them.®9 
Rather, he stresses how participation in the sacraments allows them to acquire 
that resurrection. Indeed, it comes as no surprise that the author follows up his 
discussion of sin in 66,7-67,1 with an examination of the importance of the 
sacraments (67,2-30), culminating in the well-known sentence: “The Lord did 
everything in a mystery, a baptism and a chrism and a eucharist and a redemp- 
tion and a bridal chamber” (67,27-30). 

Much has been said about the sacraments in The Gospel of Philip.?7° We 
need only examine the author’s main position. There seem to be five distinct rites 
in which the Christian can participate (67,27-30). These are arranged in ascend- 
ing order (69,14-29)—so, for example, “the chrism is superior to the baptism” 
(74,12-13). Yet their distinctiveness is often blurred. Baptism can sometimes 
include redemption (69,25-26), and chrism the eucharist (74,36-75,11). In prac- 
tice, the Christians of that community may have participated in at least the first 
three sacraments (baptism, chrism and eucharist) in the same ceremony. The 
“bridal chamber” (NYMPQDN) is clearly the supreme rite in this work (e.g. 
64,31-70,22), yet it is far from clear what the author intends by this.7! 

The double baptism is the author’s principal concern. He insists that bap- 
tism, reinforced by chrism (the “second baptism,” done with olive oil — 73,17-18), 
actually provides immortality. In these two rites, purification occurs visibly 
through water and invisibly through fire and light (57,22-28). Jesus has purified 
and perfected the water at baptism (77,7-9) and God has “dyed it” (63,25-30), 
yet it is still possible for someone to emerge from the water baptism without hav- 

ing received the Holy Spirit (64,22-31). So “it is fitting to baptize in the two, in 

the light and the water. Now the light is the chrism” (69,11-13). This dual baptism 

provides the resurrection (69,25-26) and perfection: “He who has been anointed 

possesses everything. He possesses the resurrection, the light, the cross, the Holy 

69 Ménard states: “La notion du péché dans l’Evangile selon Philippe est trés pessimiste, 

parce qu’elle décrit l’état d’un psychique complétement livré a la eiwapuévy” (L’Evangile 
selon Philippe, 182). This claim needs correcting. Aside from the fact that the author is 

not dealing with “psychics,” Ménard has downplayed this work’s stress on the possibility 

of salvation, not on damnation or determinism. 

70 E.g. Eric Segelberg, “The Coptic-Gnostic Gospel”; “The Baptismal Rite according to 

the Coptic-Gnostic Texts of Nag Hammadi,” in Studia Patristica V, ed. by F. L. Cross, TU 

80 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1962), 117-28; D. H. Tripp, “The ‘Sacramental System’ of the 

Gospel of Philip,” in Studia Patrisica. Vol. XVII in Three Parts, ed. by E. A. Livingstone, 

I (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1982), 251-60; and Wilson, The Gospel of Philip, 17-23. See 

also note 28 of the following chapter. 

71 The most extensive study of the bridal chamber in The Gospel of Philip is by Jean- 

Marie Sevrin, “Les noces spirituelles dans l’Evangile selon Philippe,” Mus 87 (1974) 

143-93. This is part of his doctoral dissertation submitted to l'Université Catholique de 

Louvain in 1972. One of his concluding sentences reveals some of the problems: “Qu’il y 

ait ou qu’il n’y ait pas de rite spécifique de la chambre nuptiale est impossible a décider” 

(192). 
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Spirit” (74,18-21). In turn, this resurrection requires a spiritual flesh, which the 

eucharist provides (56,26-57,22; cf. also 75,14-24).7? 

This possession of the Holy Spirit provides the Christian with unity and life, 

and escape from death and duality (68,22-69,8). It also allows escape from the 

clutches of the archons, or evil powers (NAY NAMIC MNONHPON — 59,19), who 
do not want people to be saved (54,31-33). No unclean spirit will cleave to you, 

says the author, if you possess the Holy Spirit (66,2-3). All Christians, then, who 

undergo the two baptisms have at least a measure of control over these powers. 

If the control were total, however, the author would have no need to warn his 

audience of the fate which awaits them should they not die sinless. 

This pericope reveals that a person’s normal state is that of a sinner under 

the domination of evil powers, destined for eternal punishment in the Middle. 

With the Son’s descent and the sacraments he leaves behind for Christians, a 

perfect, sinless existence becomes possible, resulting in access to the Father’s 

realm after death. 

3.4.3.1 

Sin is discussed a second time in 77,15-78,12. The passage is as follows:73 

J OUNETCYNT NUM Sea ro oie Soa ee eee ee He who has 
MAY NTTNOCIC NTME OYEAGYOEPOC........... knowledge of the truth 

WTS: ci WIMONG Tebsi has Naiats Bed SMMCid at Sue et Maeatac mt eacen a terete. aiiet ater mts creer is a free man, 

né NEAGEYOEPOC AG MAGP NOBE NE....... but the free man does not sin, 
TPE rap MNNOBE N2M2AX MNNOBE.................. for “he who sins is 
Saraieeaes ot Ris! Seth opts etic ete eee oie ete rnere siete Mine eee eet ee ate eee the slave of sin.” 
NE TMAAY TE TAAHOEIA TTN@CIC AG ............. Truth is the mother, 

Sr cog nok iacken ona ic Mic trace iain tea oar t ears aio Sela. cocta so ee knowledge 
né NTWT NETE CTO NAY AN AP NOBE (20)........ the father. Those who 
oven gaveteieans Inreiginr den romania ener eer think that sinning does not apply to them 
GNKOCMOC MOYTE GPOOY XE GAEGY ..... are called “free” by the world. 
OGPOC NAGI ETCTO NAY AN AP NOBE ........... Knowledge of the truth 
Pacey SII EROIER IO CINE: BRE RMR A Ae Sy oN Mow oe merely makes 
TITNWCIC NTAAHOEIA XICE NZHT GTE....... such people arrogant, which 
NAGI NE CElpEe MMOOY NEAGYOEPOC ........ is what the words “it makes 
apn, syssinie 6-Gesitay and woke ke) japey5 3 eek Sc cee cere atom cat een eee them free” mean. 
YW CTpPOYXIce EnMrsa THP TATANH (25) ......... It even gives them a 
since nade Messe Be tee ncttene ates sense of superiority over the whole world. But “love 

7? Against unnamed opponents, the author argues that people must be raised with flesh, 
while he argues against others that this flesh is of a different nature. 

73 The text is taken from Ménard, L’Evangile selon Philippe, 98-100 (cf. Till, Das 
Evangelium nach Philippos, 54-56). The translation is from The Nag Hammadi Library, 
146-47. This pericope includes sayings 110-11. The English translation of 77,20 reads 
MT (“the father”) instead of NTWT (“the union”). 
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AGE KWT NETALP GACY OEPOC AGE 2l............0 006. builds up.” In fact, 
wnt e eee een aes renee eee eee e eee e ees he who is really free through 

TN TTN@CIC WO N2M2dXA ETBE TATA ........000005, knowledge is a slave 

MRS Eye eta. Oe She aR IOe ee © gc ee hi because of love 
ny ANAEI EMNATOY) 4 G2paAfINTE........0000. for those who have not 

0 SO OKO OR On NCL URAC) OER EE an yet been able to attain to the 

ACYOEPIA NTITNWCIC TTNG[CIC AG]... freedom of knowledge. Knowledge 

CElPE MMOOY NQU)IKANOC G6C[TPOY]....makes them capable of becoming 
Q@WNE NEA[EYO]E[POC T]ATANH [MACXI]......... free. Love [never calls] 

AAAY XE NW[C CNAXI OYJON [OYON NIM] .......... something its own, 

eres SMe La asey oi {and yet] it may actually possess [that very thing]. 

Nnw@c NE MACX[OOC XE NAEI NWEINE]..... It never [says “This is mine”] 

H MAGI NWE!M NE [AAAA CXG MMOC XE NAEl ..... 20. or “That is mine,” 

Ree ary ec theme tees entone eels Emre a SET PAS [but “All these] 

NOYK NG TATANH MNNGYM[ATIKH] (35) ........ are yours.” Spiritual love 

OYHPN TE 21 CTOE! CEPANO[AAYE M .... 0. is wine and fragrance. 
MOC THPOY N6[! NJGTNATO2ZCOY MMOC (78,1) ..... All those who anoint 

MPS ie aninloa ede ae ay Manthe 204% Phe e themselves with it take pleasure in it. 

CEPANOAAYE 2WOY NGI NETAZEPATOY ............00. While those who 
“5 csi haecat ha ado se a ae ee eee re ee are anointed are present, 

MNOYBOA 2WC 6YA2EPATOY NGUNGT .......... those nearby also profit 
Mri ie eh ceria els States Meeeotaranle SoscieeSis sttnoate ts wane (from the fragrance). 

TO2C NETTALZC NCOGN GYQ)AAO ETOY .......... If those anointed with 
aga Bernd Dna oI nce nro cue micrae mera ointment withdraw from them 
WOY NCEBWMK G)APENH ECETO2C AN (5) ....... and leave, then those not 

Es ee er aie ete ci: Bee ee oat en TN eR Lg cles Ree eea lau NE SRO ies anointed, 

MONON 6YA26 EPATOY MNOYBAA GAy ...who merely stand nearby, still 
60) ON 2M NOYCFBWWN NCAMAPITHC ........ remain in their bad odor. 
I oe cate sis wane ns «2% oeae ae da 2 Pio bbs Ada hea ptehe The Samaritan 
NTAGT MARY AN ANGTGJOOGE GIMH .................. gave nothing but 

Hpn 21 N62 KEAAAY AN NE GIMHTIA......... wine and oil to the wounded 
EE ee ee Nd Se RP e ee Su lero says sae man. It is nothing other than 

NCOGN AyY@ aqeEpaneye NMNAHTH (10) ..... the ointment. It healed the 
yO ucuan apes RASk ed cet ie eh PRS Iie eres Rls CHC CRONIN] ORC Or OI wounds, 

TATANH FAP 2WBC NOYMHHG)E NNO ........ for “love covers a multitude 
ee eet cee tin ge Fas hiriee ssn &y rsuniays ain 4 alo od hue Of sins, 0.0” 

3.4.3.2 
_ This encouragement to focus on love rather than freedom is reminiscent of 

Paul’s advice to the Corinthians in 1 Corinthians 8-14. There, the problems con- 

cern idol food and glossolalia, while here the issue is sin. In both cases the 

authors argue that the greater good of the community must take precedence over 

the freedoms gained through Christianity, and that &yénn must be paramount. 

It is correct, the author grants (as though, like Paul, he were answering a 
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question), that the one who has knowledge of the truth is free, and that a free 

person does not sin. Then he makes two qualifications. The first is a minor one: 

the free person might not sin, but that does not mean that sinning does not apply 

to that person. This point implies that the freedom over sin is something which 

must be renewed constantly. The second qualification introduces his main point. 

Freedom from sin often leads to arrogance, and a sense of superiority to, and 

distance from, the world, but those who are really free do not remove themselves 

from the people in the world. On the contrary, their love for their fellow men 

and women requires that they do all they can to impart their newly-won freedom 

to others. “While those who are anointed are present, those nearby also profit 

(from the fragrance)” (78,2-3). So, “freedom from the world” still means con- 

tinued involvement in the world. 

Two terms are striking in this pericope: slave (2M2XX) and love (ATAMH). 
Slave has a negative connotation in 77,18, where the author probably quotes 
John 8:34 (“he who sins is the slave of sin”); but it is used positively in 77,26-29: 
“he who is really free through knowledge is a slave because of love for those who 
have not yet been able to attain to the freedom of knowledge.” We must not allow 
the familiar Pauline flavor of this last sentence to obscure the fact that this is the 
only positive use of “slave” in The Gospel of Philip. The author makes frequent 
use of the term slave, but always in combination with ignorance and in contrast 
to knowledge and freedom.’4 Perhaps he has deliberately altered his use of this 
term here for effect, as Paul sometimes did. 

The author’s use of love in this pericope, though, is consistent with his 
statements elsewhere. Previously he said: 

Faith receives, love gives. No one will be able to receive without faith. 
No one will be able to give without love. Because of this, in order that 
we may indeed receive, we believe, but it is so that we may love and 
give, since if one does not give in love, he has no profit from what he 
has given [61,36-62,5]. 75 

And shortly after the pericope in question, he restates his views metaphorically: 

God’s farming likewise has four elements —faith, hope, love, and 
knowledge. Faith is our earth, that in which we take root. And hope 
is the water through which we are nourished. Love is the wind through 
which we grow. Knowledge then is the light through which we ripen. 
Grace exists in four ways: it is earthborn; it is heavenly; it comes from 
the highest heaven; and it resides in truth [79,24-33]. 

In these passages the author connects love and knowledge. With the reception 
of TNWCIC through NICTIC comes the requirement to give or to love. 

7 For the use of slave, cf. 52,2; 54,31; 62,30; 69,2; 72,17-20; 77,18; 79,14.17; 80,24.30; 
81,12; 83,26; 84,10; 85,24.25. 

75 Love is also mentioned in 54,17, in connection with truth. 
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3.4.3.3 

The paraenetical tone of this pericope is continued nearly to the end of the 

work, as one would expect in a letter rather than a Gospel. Two words of advice 

dominate: care for those who are not “perfect,” and make the perfect “more 

perfect.” Accordingly, the exhortation to love others given in 77,15-78,12 is con- 

tinued in 79,33, where the audience is encouraged to comfort all and cause no 

one any distress. Similarly, they are told in 78,12-79,18 not to imitate the world, 

and in 82,30-84,14 to ensure that the root of evil lying within them is plucked 

out. 

The implications of these exhortations are important. First, all people seem 

to be given a chance to receive salvation. This point is stated unequivocally in 

$2,35-53,23: Christ “redeemed the good people in the world as well as the evil” 

(53,13-14), for all are part of the same unity. “Light and darkness, life and death, 

right and left, are brothers of one another. They are inseparable” (53,14-16). The 

author expresses this point metaphorically in 85,5-10: 

For this reason the [Temple] veil was not rent at the top only, since it 

would have been open only to those above; nor was it rent at the 

bottom only, since it would have been revealed only to those below. 

But it was rent from top to bottom. 

All were given a chance to enter. Second, salvation does not come through faith 

and knowledge alone. It also entails proper actions. “Those who sow in the 

winter reap in the summer. The winter is the world, the summer the other aeon” 

(52,25-26). Sin is a reality for those who are still under the domination of the 

evil spirits in the world, but it can also apply to those who have received the Holy 

Spirit. The Pauline view again seems to be the closest to that found in The 

Gospel of Philip: baptism in Christ gives one the opportunity to overcome the 

power of sin and be perfect, but it provides no guarantee. 

3.4.4 
Sin in The Gospel of Philip, then, is an intention or an act not in keeping 

with the divine realm. Such acts or intentions have drastic consequences. They 

result in horrible punishments after death, in an area called “the Middle,” and 

exclusion from the divine realm. People sin because the evil powers control the 

world and do their utmost to encourage them to act improperly. The descent of 

Christ into the world countered the influence of the evil powers by revealing their 

true nature to people.”6 Through this saving knowledge provided by Christ, and 

the sacraments which he instituted, people can now withstand the evil powers, 

lead sinless lives, and avoid punishment after death. However, sin has not dis- 

appeared for the Christians. They are encouraged through love to interact with 

others who are still without the saving grace effected by baptism and chrism. And 

716 There is no mention of the atoning value of Christ’s descent or death in The Gospel 

of Philip. 
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they are reminded of the dynamic nature of their own salvation which requires 

constant awareness of the presence of sin. Sin as a threat or sin as a reality—in 

either case, the author’s Christian community would not have been indifferent 

to this concept. 

3.5 The Interpretation of Knowledge 

SJeou! 

Klaus Koschorke divides this work into three parts.’” He concentrates on Part 

3 (15,16-21,34), saying nothing about Part 1 (1-8) and little about Part 2 

(9-15,15.)7® This focus reflects his interest in Church order among the gnostics, 

but it also reflects the badly-damaged state of the manuscript. So little remains 

of the first eight pages, for instance, that it really becomes a “part” by default, 

while pages 15-21 are better preserved and allow us to follow the argument. This 

tripartite division of the work, then, is helpful, but it may not reflect the author’s 

intention, All that is evident from the work itself is that the last part of this letter 

addresses the dissatisfaction resulting from the distribution of spiritual gifts in 

his community. 

Sin is mentioned seven times in four passages. Three of these (9,27-38; 

12,25-29; 14,28-38) are in the second part, while the fourth closes the work 

(21,16-34),. The dominance of sin in the last few verses points to its importance 

for the author. Unfortunately, the fragmentary nature of the text renders any 

reconstruction highly speculative. We are left with providing summaries of the 
second and third parts, and offering a few suggestions about the meaning of sin 
in this tractate, 

Bisel | 

The first occurrence of sin is in 9,27-38. The passage is as follows:79 

oo + TEICBO NAG TE TEl0.27) ce ee ee Now this is his teaching: 
Gl XE MNMOYTE NHTN AGIDT 200N 2... ee Do not call out to 
36! Se-8, mpotee, sy eh a fa geySigpanet RIS SEs vel Nie Roe SEE Ne Rta ter, Salen ce a father upon the 
NKAZ OY EE! N[E] NETNEIMT GON ................... earth. Your Father, 
Gib Hen eae» Owneaie ly Mo RET CA gn gle warts aoe pene ae ee who is in heaven, 
NMNHY6 NT@TN NE NOYAGIN M (30).............00. is one. You are the 
sibs a doa inialerdss SperepAajare ues byeth Delete tatoos een Bie ed eee ee light of the world. 
NKOCMOC NACNHY AYO NAGBP........... They are my brothers and my 
KOINDNOC NEFPE MNOYWUE .... fellow companions who do the will of 

7” Koschorke, “Eine neugefundene gnostische Gemeindeordnung,” 33. 
78 Koschorke summarizes Part 2 in a footnote (“Eine neugefundene gnostische 

Gemeindeordnung,” 33-34). 

79 The text is from Turner’s (unpublished) transcription; the translation from The Nag 
Hammadi Library, 430. 
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M(njeiorT ey NrApP NE PHY GKAAN ........ the Father. For what use is it 
+ 2HY MNKOCMOC NKTPACINTER ......... if you gain the world and you 
Miia kien ciie oo beeen eee e eet e eee e eee eee tence cee ees forfeit your soul? 

WVYXH ENGOON NAP 2N NKEKE! (35)... For when we were in the dark we 
NENMOYTE d2A2 XE EIWT ENOE!....... used to call many “father,” since 
NATCAYNE AN[E]}IWT MMHE AYO........... we were ignorant of the true 

Te eS ee he kG aneale ae BU ARR Bare gs Father. And this is the great 

aS si Biatavailen ele conception of all the sins.... 

SB eoky =f 
The basic thrust of this passage is evident: being a Christian requires not 

merely believing in Christ, but doing the will of the Father (NOYWdjé 

MNEIMT — 9,32-33). This may be a continuation of the first eight pages, where 

one of the few detectable themes is the need to believe “that the Christ is alive 

in order that our faith may be holy and pure” (GCOYAAB ECTOY BHY —1,23- 

25). A “holy thing is the faith to see the likeness” (2,16-17), and Jesus is that 

likeness (5,38). Doing the will of the Father entails being in the world yet not 

being of it.°° Hence, the author exhorts his audience to be missionaries (“You 

are the light of the world” —9,30-31), but not to concern themselves with worldly 

matters (“For what use is it if you gain the world and you forfeit your soul?” — 

9,33-35). Their focus is to be on the “Father who is in heaven” (9,29). 

S-2.3 

The ethical nature of this pericope is striking, and even more so when it is 

set in the context of Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount. One of the remarks (in 

9,27-28) is a direct quote from the triple Synoptic tradition (Mk 8:26; Matt 16:26; 

Lk 9:25), but the entire passage fits most naturally into the context of Matthew 

5-7. There also one finds the same dual focus on doing the will of the Father 

(e.g. 7:21) and not being “of the world” (eg. 6:19-24). The need for missionary 

work also emerges, as well as the same verse, “You are the light of the world” 

(5:14); while the phrase which opens the pericope, “Your Father who is in 

heaven,” is a Leitmotiv in the Sermon on the Mount (e.g. 5:16,45; 6:1,9,26,32; 

7:11,21). The author of The Interpretation of Knowledge certainly had the ethical 

demands of Matthew 5-7 in mind when he composed 9,27-38. This short 

pericope is also an ethical statement. Perhaps, after the introductory section of 

this work, it was meant to serve as a corrective for those who placed too much 

emphasis on salvation through faith (and knowledge) alone. 

3.5.2.4 
~The final phrase of this pericope introduces sin: “And this is the great con- 

ception of all the sins... .” There are two main problems with understanding 

80 This polemic against the world runs throughout the work. It is depicted as a bitter 

place (6,17) of unfaith and death (1,36-38), which is run by evil rulers and authorities 

(20,22), and in which Jesus was disgraced (10,22). 
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the author’s intent. The first is that the following eight lines (on page 10) are not 
extant, The second is determining to what the demonstrative pronoun N66 
refers: is it the preceding phrase or the pericope as a whole? Sin could mean 
ignorance “of the heavenly Father,” or a focus on worldly matters and the 
avoidance of the Father’s will. To state the matter as sharply as possible, sin 
could be a state of mind or a moral lapse. It is impossible to be sure what the 
author intended to say, especially given the eight-line gap which follows. How- 
ever, given the strong ethical tone of this pericope and its links with the Sermon 
on the Mount, it is best to link sin tentatively with ethics and with not doing the 
Father’s will. 

3.5.2.5 
The author develops this point. At the beginning of page 9, Jesus is intro- 

duced as “the teacher” (NCA2—9,15) who “spoke with the Church” (QJEX6 MN 
TEKKAHCIA — 9,18). The ethical remarks in 9,27-38 highlight part of his 
teaching (9,27), and this continues on pages 10-11. There Jesus is said to provide 
knowledge of humanity’s true origin (with the Father) and the depths to which 
people have fallen (10,29-30). On earth, people have been led astray (PNAANA) 
while being in “the flesh of condemnation” (goon NCApz NTE 
KATAAIKH —10,26-27). Even Jesus was clothed with this “garment of condem- 
nation” when he descended to earth (11,27). These remarks are a continuation 
of 6,25-38 which describe the “nets of flesh” binding people, imprisoning the 
person within (NPWME ET2I20YN —6,33). This fleshly covering is a temporary 
dwelling given by “the rulers and authorities,” who compel people to serve them 
and to suffer. Accordingly, NPWMeE ET2IZOYN comes from the Father and 
would naturally do the Father’s will, but the fleshly bodies which have been 
placed on this inner person have made it a handmaid of these rulers and 
authorities. In this context, sin is acting in accordance with the will of the rulers 
and would be virtually impossible to prevent. Only knowledge of one’s true 
Origin with the Father would encourage one to act differently, and provide true 
redemption. 

Sasi 
The author then reflects on the redemption of the redeemer himself (page 

12), and in this context the second reference to sin occurs (12,25-29),8! 

[NJAE 2ITOOTS4 Ni [61 Neel] NTALINA...... And through [him] who was ONG TNXIMNK[ME ABJAA NABI... disgraced we receive the 
© AE + Bish a 69 0's gla ahe HW ate ST REe are eek eG eo eee forgiveness of sins. 2ITOOT4 NAGE NN[ENT]A20YN6NOY Ces Oe And through the one who was 
64 [MN] AyY@ NENT[ALZOYC]ATI GNXIN...... disgraced and the one who TRAP NG css oa on Asassl ad eee See ee eee was redeemed we receive grace. 

8! The text is from Turner’s transcription; the translation from The Nag Hammadi Library, 431. 
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Jesus put on the “garment of condemnation” (11,28), appeared “as flesh” 
(12,18) and “was disgraced” (12,30). “But who is it that redeemed the one who 
was disgraced? It is the emanation of the name” (12,29-31; cf. 12,12), an aeon 

projected by COP1A (12,33), that allowed Jesus to shed his fleshly garment. Thus 

redeemed himself, he allowed people in turn to “escape the disgrace of the car- 

cass and be regenerated” (12,36-37). 

In this context the forgiveness of sins and the reception of grace are con- 

nected with, or parallel to, this escape from the disgrace of the carcass and the 

regeneration. Why people’s sins have to be forgiven is unclear, but the link 

between sin and the fleshly bodies is a continuation of 9,27-38. 

3.5.4.1 

Part two concludes with another reference to sin (14,28-38):82 

TAPOYTNNAY GE MNN[A]G NO)HPE ..............04. Moreover, when the 
DR eeeiilc oitchis, Ae cts «Rite Oe oA ate aes ene ls great Son was sent 

SOR Oe after his small brothers, 

SEMEN TA rs MN en tae NINE CPt te a alow Me eae ate he spread 

ABAA MNAIATAPMA MMT Add)... .. abroad the edict of the Father and 
MMA4 64-F A2N NT[H]Pd AYW Ad... se. proclaimed it, opposing the All. 
41 MNXEIPOTPAPON NEC NMATKA........ And he removed the old bond of 
So IRE ae EAS RR ake ee ee A debt, the one of condemnation. 

TAAIKH NEEI NAGE NE NJAITAPMA........005. And this is the edict that 
GENEIGJOON NE NE[N]TAZOYEGITOY........... was: Those who reckoned 
Bel Tiats BE Per te eee eee earns sree eeaethemisetves. chslaved have 

NGAOYAN AZOYG)[W]NE NKATAALI (35)... eee become condemned in 
Be ee erate ON aia eee eee gael carers ee adase eile se'e owls eae Adam. They 

KOC 2N AAAM A20YN[TJOY ABAA MN... have been brought from death, 
MOY A20YX! MNKW[E] ABAA NNOY ........ received forgiveness for their 
NABI AY A20YCWTE MMAY 2ITN ....sins, and been redeemed by [...] 

3.5.4.2 
This passage repeats the point made in 9,27-38 and 12,25-29: the body of 

flesh, the “garment of condemnation,” has enslaved people, but the Savior has 

“forgiven their sins” and redeemed them. They are now free to do the Father’s 

will and follow the inclinations of the inner person. 

What is new in this pericope is the claim that this “old bond of debt” goes 

back to Adam and resulted in death (cf. Rom 5:12), In addition, the “powers and 

authorities” are now called “the All” (NTHP4 —14,14.24.31).83 Jesus, the “Head,” 

82 The text is from Turner’s transcription; the translation from The Nag Hammadi 

Library, 432. in 

83 This negative use of the “All” comes as a surprise since the term in Valentinianism 

usually is positive and refers to the heavenly Pleroma (eg. Val. Exp. 22,19-35 et passim). 
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drew himself “up from the pit” (13,25-26), i.e. the fleshly world (10,30-31), at his 
crucifixion, and ascended to the Father. The “consummation” (TCYNTGEA61d — 
14,10) will occur later, when the “body” will be separated from the All and rise 

to join its “Head.” Redemption and forgiveness of sins, then, anticipate this 

ascent, but the power of the All has not yet been overcome. 

S55 
The final part of this work addresses two issues which disturbed the com- 

munity. The first appears to be the most troublesome (15-19). It concerns the 

envy or jealousy (POONEI/POONOC — 15,29.30.38; 17,28.36; 18,31) felt by 

some Christians because of other members’ “gifts” or charismata (2MAT).®4 The 

author urges them not to envy a brother or sister who has a gift which they do 

not possess (16,20-27), including glossolalia (16,31-38). He reminds them that 

they are all members of one body, with Christ as the head, and that each has 

an important and unique role to play (17,18-22). Be thankful, he says, that you 
are part of this great body. Your jealousy merely shows your ignorance 
(17,27-29). 

Again, these admonitions are ethical in nature. Even the possession of 
knowledge does not preclude the presence of envy or jealousy in some, and the 
reception of a gift can still result in improper conduct. This is reminiscent of 
Paul’s argument in 1 Corinthians 12-14;85 both authors stress unity within one 
body and condemn divisiveness, What is different is that Paul directs his remarks 
principally to the self-styled elite, while this author addresses the bitterness felt 
by the ordinary members of the community. 

The second issue raised is persecution (20-21). He laments: “Why do they 
persecute men of this sort to death” (GTBE EY CEPAIMWKE NCA NIP@ME 
NPMING NGa2pHi ANMOY —20,25-26)? “They are senselessly mad!” he ex- 
claims (20,37), and ends on a note of support mixed with admonition. Referring 
to their special status he says that they ought to expect a more difficult life 
because they are “combatants for the Word” (NG)AELx MNAOTOC —21,28-29), 
not merely average folk (LAIWTHC—21,26). Then he reminds them that this 
special status entails extra responsibilities: “if we sin against [the Logos], we sin 
more than barbarians” (ENG)AN PNABI APAY TN PNABI NZOYO ANEONOC — 
21,29-30). “But if we surmount every sin, we shall receive the crown of victory, 
even as our Head was glorified by the Father” (QJANGWNE NAG NTNE ANABLI] 
NIM TNNAXI MN[Ad]KAAM MX po NEE NTNANGE NTA2X[I] GAY ITM MDT 
—21,31-34), 

84 Koschorke argues that this CONOC applies to two groups: “auf der einen Seite als 
eifersiichtige Missgunst derer, die andern ihre Geistesgaben vorenthalten, so wie als Neid 
der zu kurz Gekommenen auf der anderen Seite” (“Eine neugefundene Gemeinde- 
ordnung,” 34). In fact, the text reveals only hints of the former. 

*> The body-head metaphor, though, is characteristic of Ephesians and Colossians, not 
of the undisputed Pauline letters. 
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This final page of The Interpretation of Knowledge (21) reveals that these 

people can and do sin, and that they are concerned about it. As combatants for 

Christ they are expected to make an extra effort to lead sinless lives so as to 
“Teceive the crown of victory” and be glorified by the Father as Christ was. 

Sinlessness is the means to this end. It does not come naturally. 

3.5.6 

In this work, sinning means not acting in accordance with the Father’s will. 

Since the descent and ascent of Christ, humanity is divided: on one side is the 

Church, the body of Christ; on the other, the outsiders. All are still under the 

domination of the powers and authorities (=the All), who continue to control 

people by means of their fleshly bodies and who encourage them to sin. The 

ascent of Christ has allowed the Father’s children to recognize the nature of their 

“inner person” and the worthlessness of their bodies. Christ has forgiven their 

past sins and given them gifts and knowledge to withstand the force of the 

“powers” and to lead sinless lives. But the possibility of sinning remains real since 

the All is still active. It is fair to say that these Christians would have been more 

concerned with sin than their counterparts, the LAIOTHC, for as combatants 

they had to withstand the All knowing full well the implications should they fail. 

3.6 A Valentinian Exposition 

3.6.1 
This tractate is poorly preserved. One-third to one-half of each of its 

eighteen pages is missing. In addition, there is no way of determining for certain 

whether the five fragments which follow were originally part of the same work. 

As Ménard rightly states: “Vu l’état lacuneux du texte, il est parfois hasardeux 

ou hypothétique d’en faire un commentaire thématique.”*® 

The second fragment contains the reference to sin. We analyze the fragment 

first on its own to determine what can be said about sin. The context then is 

expanded gradually to include the other fragments and finally the work as a 

whole. The first part of the analysis must bear the most weight, since it is possible 

that this fragment was not part of the preceding work. 

3.6.2.1 
The passage in which sin occurs at least twice (depending on the reconstruc- 

tion) is short. Twenty-eight lines survive more or less intact, ten others are quite 

fragmentary, and at least nine are missing altogether. The pericope is as follows 

(40,30-41,38):8” 

N[Eel] NE NNAHPMMA MNKE (30) ........--+- [Tel] est le Plér6me du som- 

PAAMION NTTNWCIC NEEL... 6. eee eee eee eee maire de la gnose qui 

NT[A]2ZOYANZ4 NEN ABAA 2D... eee eee nous [a] été révélé par 

86 Ménard, L’Exposé valentinien, 1. 

87 The text and translation are from Ménard, LExposé valentinien, 56-59. 
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TN [NE]NxAEIC THC NEXPHCTOC......... [no]tre Seigneur Jésus le Christ, 
NIMONOMENHC NGGINGN................005- le Monogéne. Ceux-ci sont 
BEBAION AYW NANAPKAI (35)... cece cece ence e eens sfirs et nécessai- 
ON X6KACE GNAMA26 N2............... res, de sorte que nous marchions 
PHI NZHTOY NEGINAE NE.........0..... cece eee eee en eux. Et ils sont 
NANG)AAPN NBANTICMA . 0.0... cece cece eee eee ceux du premier baptéme 
[9 Henes manquent, de la p41] 4 ov. 5 sures cece: eee ee eee ee 
TURP. LOY Ss, occ ores cece ett ee le [preJmier [... ] 
BATITICMA[NE NKCDG AIS =. 40 eee eee baptéme [est le rejet] 
BAN RNNABID SO. NTs0. ccc tact coe len tare ee des péchés[... ] 
Tach OOC RIG. | cs atest on lee ee qui a dit[... ] 
MIMAITICANI. 1. RNG) coc. occ a ee eee eee mee vous au[...] 
THINASCN Fer 4 (5) oe ee ee eee vos péchés. Le[... ] 
DCL MENTIOC OO oh ae ee se es[t] un modeéle de[... ] 
COl ren LRINEX PHOTOG. the 2a ee ee [ ..0,Jdu Chriet{....,} 
M[N]G)WG) NN[... NEPH] oo. eee eee eee [I’] égal des[.. . en] 
DANSE MIs ROL ies) i et: kere tind aaa ee ee lui[... le] 
P[AAxION] Nrap NIH[C.][..](20)....... s{ommaire], en effet, de Jé[sus]. 
M[MEN] NGAP MNB[ANTIC]................ De [plus], le premier bap[té-] 
[M&A NEE]! NE NKWE [ABAA] .... 22... [me, c’] est celui du [re]jet 
[NNNABI] CEING MM[AN AB] .......... [des péchés. Nous sommes] enportés 
[AA 2N Muay ABAA 2TTOOTG .................... {loin d’] eux par [lui] 
[AZOY]N ANAYNEM [ETE NEEl] (25).. . [dans] ce qui est de droite, [a savoir] 
[NE AZJOYN ATMNTA[TTERO]..................... dans I’Impé{[rissable], 
[ETE NEE]! [N]E MOPAA[NHC] .................. c’est-a-dire le Jourd[ain]. 
[AAA]A NTONO[C] NE [ABAA 2M] ...... 2... [Mais] ce [lieu] est [du] 
[N]K[O]CMOC NTE[EIMING AY] .......... {mon]de. [Ainsi] nous avons [été] 
66 MMAN ABAIA] 2[M MKOC] (30).................... emportés du [mon-] 
MOC A2OFYN AMAIM[N O6]......000.0....00. 00000 de dans l’Eo[n]. L’in-] 
PMHNIA PAP NI@2[ANNHC] ................ terprétation, en effet, de Je[an] 
NE NAIMN GEPM[HNIA N] ..........00000000.. est l’Eon, Vinter[prétation], 
AG MNH ETE NIOPA[ANHC]........ d’autre part, de ce qui est le Jourd[ain] 
NE TKATABACIC ET[... ] (35) ..........0..006.. est la descente qui[... ] 
MOC NE ETE NEE! [NE NNBOK] .................. a savoir [notre] ex[ode] 
BAA 2M NKOCMO[C MOY HN] Cy SP ee ee es du monde [dans] 
AVIAN Ths SPURS OT, Ee Oe nl ae eee PEon. 

3.6.2.2 

Three points stand out in this passage: baptism is decisive, it allows one to 
move from the material world to the heavenly aeon, and it entails a remission 
of sins. The introductory words highlight the first point. The author claims to 
be presenting a précis of a revelation received from NENXAGEIC THC 
NEXPHCTOC (40,31), and the “first baptism” emerges when he focuses on the 
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actions which are “certain and necessary” (BEBAION AYW NANATKAION — 
40,35-36). 

The second point is emphasized. The author mixes horizontal and vertical 

metaphors to describe a dualistic view of reality. “On the right” is John, the im- 

perishable (TMNTATTEKO — 41,26) and the aeon, while “on the left” stand 
people, the world and sins. But the author intends this horizontal line to be 

turned counter-clockwise ninety degrees. In this first baptism, one descends even 

further into the Jordan, only to emerge to be taken away from the world and up 

into the aeon (NTGGEIMING AYG6E MMAN ABAA 2M NKOCMOC A2Z0YN ANAIMN 
—41,29-31). The Jordan, then, is a symbol of both the perishable and the im- 

perishable.** If this first baptism indeed takes one 2M NKOCMOC A20YN 
ANAIG@ON, one wonders what role the second baptism can have. 

The third point connects the first baptism principally with the remission of 

sins (NKW@6E ABAA NNNABI—41,22-23). Descent into the waters of the Jordan 
washes away our sins, and our ascent leads us far from them (CEINE MMAN 

ABAA 2N MMAY —41,23-24). Sins are part of the “left” or the “lower” realm. No 
other details are provided. 

3:26:31 
The distinction drawn between the two levels of reality is accentuated in the 

fragment which follows (42,1-43,19), one which by its vocabulary and message 

is surely to be connected with the first fragment on baptism. The author uses a 

variety of examples to make his point. He claims that the first baptism results 

in a movement “from the carnal to the spiritual, from the physical to the angelic” 

(ABAA 2M NCAPKIKON A2ZOYN ANNNGYMATIKON ABAA 2N PYCIKON 
AZOYN ATMNTALPEAOC — 42,13-16). This is also a movement “from slavery 
into sonship” (ABAA 2N OYMNT2M2dd AZOYN AYMNTO)HPE — 42,19-21), and 
“from the bitterness of the world to the sweetness of God” (ABAA 2M NCIC)E 
MNKOCMOC A20YN AN2A\06 MNNOYTE — 42,11-13). God in this passage is 

part of the upper world, and is not equated with the inferior Demiurge.*® 

Through this baptism or bath (C6lAYNE —42,31), Christ has saved us. We are 

now “in him” (42,36). This Pauline language is striking, and with Paul it is 

tempting to conclude that with such a baptism Christ has removed the power 

of sin. 

88 The author makes a play on words based on John’s name. John, he states, stands for 

the aeon (in the baptism narratives): "Iwdévwwy¢= Alwv. Ménard also suggests (LExposé 

valentinien, 87) a second play on words in the same phrase: "lopSavn¢="T"=descent. Both 

ofthese word plays, however, are not possible in Coptic; moreover, they require a knowl- 

edge of both Greek and Hebrew. Does this suggest a Greek-speaking Jewish Christian Sitz 

for this passage (and work?)? 

89 God elsewhere in.A Valentinian Exposition is always identified with a member of the 

Pleroma (22,30; 24,34; 28,36; 38,11.14.21.33.37). The author’s view of the Demiurge is not 

clear (37,33; [38,25;] 39,16). 
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3.6.3.2 
Three other fragments remain to be examined. The last two concern the 

eucharist (43,20-38; 44,14-37). They are doxologies in which the author cele- 

brates the eucharist (P E€YXAPICTE1—43,21) by “giving thanks” (ajwn 
2MAT —43,20) to the Father and praising his Son Jesus Christ.%° It is striking 

that another sacrament is introduced immediately after baptism, and that both 

accord with other accounts of Valentinian sacramental life.9! Another note- 

worthy feature of these verses is the statement that the author’s community 

prided itself in accomplishing God’s will (OYWd)é — 43,31), claiming that the 

members were “complete in every spiritual gift and every purity” (GY 2XCHK ABAA 

2N XAPIC NIM 21 TOYBO NIM —43,34-36). As Paul would say: baptism removed 
their sins and gave them a new life in Christ, granting them the possibility to lead 
perfect lives. This did not remove the need to carry out God’s will (and perhaps 
to struggle against sin), Rather, it gave the members the power to effect God’s 
will perfectly, 

The first fragment (40,1-29) concerns anointing (Td)2C — 40,13). It also is 
a doxology. The author glorifies the Father for sending his Son, Jesus Christ, to 
anoint them that they may “trample upon the snakes and the heads of the 
scorpions and all the power of the Devil” (EKACE ENAG)GNGAM 
NKATANATE! NTANGNN2049 aywW ATane NNOYOO2E MN Texm THPC 
MNAIABOAOC — 40,14-17). This may be a reference to the Valentinian sacra- 
ment of “second baptism,” as Ménard claims, but it is more likely that the frag- 
ment refers to their sacrament of anointing.9? The “anointing” was performed 
either before the first baptism or simultaneously with it, given that this baptism 
removed sins and transported people from the bitterness of the world to the 
Sweetness and gentleness of the divine realm—a realm with no Devil. 

3.6.3.3 
The text which precedes these fragments (22,4-39,39) is rich in detail con- 

cerning Valentinian speculation about the Pleroma, Sophia’s fall, and her 
“Tepentance” (PMETANOE! — 34,23). The description is strikingly similar to that 
found in the Fathers; yet, as Pagels and Ménard have both noted, it is not 

°° Note that this author distinguishes between the sacrament of eucharist, for which he 
has a Greek loan word, and the act of giving praise, for which he uses a Coptic expression. 

°' Cf. the phrase in The Gospel of Philip: “The Lord did everything in a mystery, a 
baptism and a chrism and a eucharist and a redemption and a bridal chamber” (67,28-30). 

2 So also Pagels and Turner (The Nag Hammadi Library, 435). Ménard’s position is 
expressed in L’Exposé valentinien, 84. Against Ménard, note that (1) there is no reference 
to baptism in this fragment; (2) it precedes the discussion about first baptism, and does 
not follow it as one would expect if it were dealing with a second or higher baptism; (3) the 
word used for second baptism in the Fathers is usually droAdtpwotc, not yptopya as it is here; 
and (4) “baptism and a chrism and a eucharist” are the first three sacraments mentioned 
in The Gospel of Philip (67,28-29). 
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without some important differences.°3 A Valentinian Exposition as a whole is 

less useful in supplementing the information about sin in the second fragment. 

But the last three pages discuss worldly matters and are directly relevant to our 

inquiry, especially in the depiction of the Devil. 

Three aspects about the world and humanity’s place in it stand out in this 

work, The first concerns its creation. Sophia’s fall results in a strain on the 

Pleroma, but her redemption leads to renewed unity. Her fall also leads eventu- 

ally to the creation of the world (though the details are lacking). The world is 

created by God, who sometimes is called the Demiurge in this section (37-38), 

and who elsewhere is always part of the Pleroma (and usually equated with 

Nous). This is a far cry from Irenaeus’s depiction of the Ptolemaic Demiurge. 

The second aspect concerns the creation and constitution of humankind. 

People are created by the Demiurge (37,33 —or God in 38,21) “according to his 

image... and the likeness of those who exist from the first” (KATA T42IKON 

MEN KATA NING NAG NNETGOON XINN Gapn—37,34-36). In “classical” 
Valentinianism, the Demiurge creates two humans, the sarkic (or hylic) and the 

psychic, and a pneumatic marrow is placed into the psychic one. This almost cer- 

tainly is not the situation here.?* For the comparison to work in this passage, the 

two “humans” would have to be psychic and pneumatic, which is never the case. 

In addition, there is no mention of a psychic “person” or “nature” anywhere in 

this tractate. Furthermore, the Demiurge in this work is divine, not merely partly 

so. To be sure, somebody deposited “seeds” (CNEPMA) into this person 

(37,36-38), but who it was and what results this had are not explained. People 

do not appear at first as lowly creatures. 

The third aspect about the world is determinative. The Devil, one of the 

divine beings (OY 661 NENNANNOY TE — 38,13-14), falls from the Pleroma and 
rebels against God. Some angels join the rebellion. The Devil transfers his “root” 

or essence into “the bodies and carcasses of flesh,” and these “cover the Man of 

God” (38,20-21). This results in Adam begetting sons who, in turn, fight with one 

another: “And Cain killed Abel his brother, for the [Devil?] breathed into them” 

(38,24-27).95 From this ensues “the apostasy of angels and of humanity” 

93 Pagels in the introduction to this work in The Nag Hammadi Library, 435. Ménard 

emphasizes the continuity between this work and the other Valentinian ones, while also 

suggesting that A Valentinian Exposition could contain an earlier view of Valentinianism 

in which the triple human nature is downplayed (L’Exposé valentinien, 81). 

94 Contra Ménard, who claims: “d’abord il fagonne ’homme a son image (xat’ eixdva), 

c’est V-homme hylique, puis Phomme 4 la ressemblance (xa6’ dyotwaw) des étres célestes, 

homme psychique en formation” (L’Exposé valentinien, 79). This is consistent with 

Ménard’s tendency to fit this work into the Valentinian mold. 

95 The key passage is missing. Ménard (following Turner in The Nag Hammadi Library) 

reconstructs the text as follows: 

24... 2AKAIN N[AG AdMO]Y[O 
25 [YT NJABEA NEICAN X[E AAHMIO] 

26 [yprolc rap NiGe A20y[N Apay] 
It makes little sense in context to have Cain killing his brother “because the Demiurge 
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(38,28-30), and the struggle between “those on the right with those on the left, 
and those in heaven with those on earth, the spirits with the carnal [NNNEYyMsA 
MN NCAPKIKON], and the Devil against God” (38,30-33). The world becomes 
the domain of the Devil, and humanity has been covered with the Devil’s “flesh.” 

3.6.4 
In this context, then, a person is made up of two basic parts. Sin means act- 

ing in accordance with the fleshly “covering,” and this is contrary to one’s divine 
nature. Since the devil is in combat with God and has taken control of the world, 
it becomes virtually impossible not to sin. Again, we are back essentially to a 
Pauline view of reality. The author of this tractate encourages his audience to 
be anointed in order to receive the power to trample on the Devil. And he 
encourages them to undergo their first baptism to be taken out of the carnal 
realm and into the spiritual aeon. Christ redeems their sins and frees them from 
the bondage of the Devil’s fiesh. The author talks of the need to move “upwards” 
and “to the right,” away from “the left” and “the (lower) world.” Yet he also is 
exhorting his audience to move “inwards” by gaining power over the outer fleshly 
layer. A focus on the inner self allows one to conform perfectly to God’s will, 
and already to join in the sinless existence of the Pleroma. 

3.7 The Second Apocalypse of James 

Sur 
The final three pages of this work (61-63) describe the martyrdom of James. 

This is a story that was often told among early Christians, and with many 
variants, as a wide range of sources reveals.96 This particular version opens with 
the narrator recounting that James’s oral presentation has not convinced 
NAAOC ... MN NMHH)E (61,2-3). Undaunted, he re-enters the temple and 
continues to speak. From the content of the preceding narrative, one assumes 

breathed his spirit into them.” Their troubles derive from the “body and flesh” of the devil 
which they have inherited, as the author states five lines above this. In context, then, “devil” 
makes more sense than “Demiurge.” x[6 ANAIABOAO]JC has one letter less than xe 
AAHMIOYPrO]c, but the state of the right margin of this manuscript easily allows this. 

°6 E.g. Josephus, Antiquities, XX,200 (who sets the martyrdom of James in the year 
62); and the accounts of Clement and Hegesippus recorded by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. 11,23). The parallels between Hegesippus’s account and that found in The Second Apocalypse of 
James are explored by Boéhlig, Mysterion und Wahrheit, 114-15; and Brown, “Jewish and Gnostic Elements,” 227-31. Brown concludes: “In the version of the story preserved by Hegesippus, the interest in James the martyr has become centered on seeing his death as emulating the pattern of Jesus’ death. In the rendition found in our apocalypse, we find that someone wished to emphasize that James was martyred according to the Jewish 
regulations for stoning” (231). 

James’s prayer in Hegesippus’s account is short (“I beseech thee, O Lord, God and Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do”). It contains no reference to sin. 
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that the Messiahship of Jesus is at issue, but the only specific accusation is that 
James “has erred” (62,7).9’ At this point the priests decide to kill him. 

The narrator’s role as an insider, who in this situation can only hope to save 
himself by remaining silent, probably points to a redactional seam. It serves to 
connect the final part of the work with the opening words in 44,16 which identify 
the narrator as “Mareim, one of the priests.” It also helps to give credence to the 
account he is about to narrate. 

No trial is convened, nor is there even a debate. “You have erred” 
(NENTAICWPM), they declare, then they cast him down from the elevated part 
of the temple on which he is standing (61,25-26). Since this does not kill him, 

they try it again by stoning. The one large stone does not work, so they “made 

him dig a hole. They made him stand in it. After having covered him up to his 
abdomen, they stoned him in this manner” (62,8-12).9* James does not go swiftly 

into the light. 

3.7.2.1 
This final stoning means the end for James, but he has time for an extended 

and dramatic prayer (62,16-63,29) before he “falls silent” (63,30). The narrator 

adds a personal touch to the story by saying that this particular prayer was 

different than usual (62,15). 

The two references to sin occur here. The prayer, in its entirety, is as 

follows:99 

.. MANOYTE AYW NAIWT (62,16) ...........05. My God and my Father, 
MIENTAINAZMET GBOA 2N .... eee eee eee who saved me from 
feet GOTO YT iii sas sicn scan nens dead Sy mee this dead hope, 
NENTAITAN2ZOEl 2NN OY........... 000 eee who made me alive through a 
MYCTHPION NT6 NETE 2NA4 (20) ..........006. mystery of what he wills, 
NEKTPGYWCK NAI NGI... 2... ee do not let these days of this world 
NElIZOOY NTE NEIKOCMOC ........... 00. c eee eee be prolonged for me, 
MICAH HM EGINIGKS ube thls hansen tix !naes but the day of your 
OOS ca feo MOOR Ty siretees By ae soa cae [light . . . ] remains 
POLED mG 02 tS OS Least he Riiahiite Gil'o oF Saal, Ce dec culp aids in] Be) 
REE TCR! Steck Sy, een waiter ay aies wednaes Uides Sasa tein Peel 
Rees te eM ae Reva eis Wadia fer did gee os om & eH OTE [ove] 
[OY]X.Al BOAT GBOA NCABOA Mnel....... salvation. Deliver me from this 

97 Mareim’s report which opens the work describes how “a multitude [OYMHH)6] are 
disturbed . . . and angry [at him] . . . . For [he would] often say these words, and others 

also... . while the multitude of people [MAd)At NNAXOC] were seated” (45,9-20). This 

paints a picture of a preacher who repeatedly presents his disturbing message in the temple. 

98 Brown (“Jewish and Gnostic Elements,” 229-31) shows how this double process of 

stoning is consistent with the Mishnah’s regulations. 

99 Both the text and the translation are taken from Hedrick’s edition in The Nag 

Hammadi Codices V,2-5 and VI,144-49. 
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M[A NGJOEIAG MNPTPEIG~MxN ....... [place of] sojourn! Do not let your 
WAT Ar Pe Rr ae knoe ae ot ear te, grace be left behind 

N2HT NGL NEKZMOT AAAA Maas ode do in me, but may 
PEIGYWNE EIOYAAB NGINEK ....... 00... ee your grace become pure! 

2MOT NA2ZMET EBOA NNOY (63,5) ...... 000 c eee eee eee Save me from an 
MOY G49200Y ANIT GBOA 2N... 0.0... eee eee evil death! Bring me from 
N OYM2x0Y EION2 XE GONZN ....... a tomb alive, because your grace— 
2HT. NBLAGKZMOTNEPWG. os, vaste). ee ee love—is alive in me 
GP 2WB NOY2WB NTE OYMMAH.......... to accomplish a work of fullness! 
PIMA NALZMET GBOA 2NN OY (10) ....... 0. ce eee eee eee ees Save me from 
CAp% NNOBE XE AITWT NN... eee sinful flesh, because I trusted in 
2HTK 2N TAGOM THPC XE NTOK....... you with all my strength! Because 
NE NWN2 NTE NWN2 NA2MET ......... you are the life of the life, save me 
EBOA 2ITOOTS NNOYXAKE Noo. from a humiliating 
PEYEBBIO NEKTAAT ETOOTS (15) ...enemy! Do not give me into the hand 
NNOYPEAT2AN NPEWWWT 20.0... . cee eee eee of a judge who is severe 
GBOA 2M NNOBE KG) NAI GBOA ... 0... e ee eee with sin! Forgive me 
NNH GETEPO! THPOY NTE NE ............ 00. eee ee all my debts of the 
2O0OY XE FON2 ANOK 2paATN ....... days (of my life)! Because I am alive 
2HTK GON2 N2HT NGIMNGEK (20) .......... in you, your grace is alive in me. 
2MOT AIPAPNICOG NOYON .............0.000. I have renounced everyone, 
NIM NTOK AG AIOYON2K EBOA.............00. but you I have confessed. 
NA2ZMET GBOA 2NN OYOATPIC 0.0... eee eee Save me from evil 
EC200Y NOY AE NOYO[EIG)] .......... affliction! But now is the [time] 
né AYW TOYNOY TE MIN[NA] (25).............00. and the hour. O Holy 
ETOYAAB MATNNOOY 2A[POl]................ cee eee ee [Spirit] send [me] 
NOYOYX[Ai... JNOYOEIN[...] ........ salvation [...] the light [...] 
NOYOEIN [0 JEPL MOO ke [oo os SRE Be the light [...] 
2N OYGOM {ee Jef OF IKO MPs ie ee in a power[...] 

35-22 
This prayer functions well in the narrative, regardless of what its original 

Sitz may have been}°° James is about to die, so naturally he reflects on the world 
he is leaving behind and the one which awaits him. As one would expect under 
these circumstances, the importance of the world is downplayed. James reminds 
himself of the world’s transitory and inferior nature. He speaks of his “sojourn” 
(GOGEIAG — 63,2) in “these days of the world” (62,22), and of the “sinful flesh” 

‘00 Funk, for instance, argues that the last section of this work (61-63) was not written 
by the same person who composed the first part (Die zweite Apokalypse, 193-98), and that 
the prayer probably had its own liturgical Sitz im Leben in some gnostic “Sterbesakrament 
bzw. eine Totenmesse” (219-20). Earlier, BOhlig argued for a Jewish-Christian Sitz “Unser 
Text weist starke Vertrautheit mit jiidischer Gesetzlichkeit und Frémmigkeit aus” (Myste- 
rion und Wahrheit, 118). We are concerned only with the final stage of this apocalypse. 
Whatever its original setting, the prayer was accepted by the (final) redactor. 
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(CAP NNOB6 — 63,11) which he has been forced to wear. 
His thoughts, though, are riveted on his afterlife. Understandably, he prays 

to be taken up to “the day” of God’s “light” (62,23-24). His final words, although 
not completely extant, give a good indication of this wish: “O Holy Spirit, send 
me salvation ... the light... in a power” (63,25-29). He hopes that salvation 
will be granted to him since God’s grace (2MOT) is alive in him. Yet, righteous 
as he may be, he is also terrified of undergoing punishments after he dies. Please 
save me from such a fate, he pleads in this prayer. “Save me from a humiliating 
enemy! Do not give me into the hand of a judge who is severe with sin! Forgive 
me all my debts of the days (of my life)!” (63,15-19). Remember, Father, that it 
is “you I have confessed. [So] Save me from evil affliction” (63,22-24), 

Salvation and grace are the key concepts in this prayer. The Coptic version 
brings this out forcefully due to the verbal similarity between the words 2MOT 
and NA2MET (NOY2M). All the occurrences of “grace” (63,3.4.8.21) and “save” 
(62,17; 63,5.10.13.231°') in the work are found in this prayer, and the four uses 
of 2MOT form and effective counterpoint to the recurring formula NA2M6T 
GEBOA. !02 

This is not the prayer of a man who is confident and assured of resting soon 

with the Father. Placed in the mouth of “the righteous one,”!3 it becomes even 

more striking. James’s worry about his sins also is remarkable. Although he con- 

siders himself to be “saved from this dead hope” (62,17-18) and filled with God’s 

grace (63,2.4.7), he is still afraid of meeting “a judge who is severe with sin” 

(63,16-17)!°* He may be righteous (AIKAIOC), but he surely is not sinless!9 

Furthermore, his plea to God to have all of his “debts” forgiven (KG) NAl GBOA 

10! Funk has emended the text in 63,16 to add another NA2MET before EBOA 2M 

NNOBE. As it stands, the meaning of NPE4d)WWT EBOA 2M NNOBE is unclear. Hedrick’s 
note expresses the problem well: “It can be understood in at least three ways. If one takes 

GWT by itself and links EBOA 2M with MNOBE, it could be translated, ‘one who 

torments through sin.’ If one links GBOA with GWOT and 2M with NNOBE, it could be 

translated, ‘one severe through sin’ (Bohlig [Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen]). If one 

takes EBOA 2M with G)WOT it could be translated, ‘one who cuts off from sin’ (Kasser 
[“Bibliothéque gnostique VI: Les deux apocalypses de Jacques,” RTP 18 (1968) 163-86]). 

Funk emends the text by inserting NA2MET before EBOA 2M NNOBE. I take EBOA with 

QWwrT” (Nag Hammadi Codices V,2-5 and VI, 146-47). 

102 Bohlig (Mysterion und Wahrheit, 116-17) structures the prayer in two parts, with the 

four instances of “save me” forming the framework of the second part. 

103 James is called AIKAIOC six times in the work: 44,13.17; 49,9; 59,22; 60,12; 61,14. 

104 Funk’s reconstruction of the text (see note 101 above) does not alter the meaning of 

the passage. He writes NEKTAAT ETOOT4 NNOY PET} 2aN NPEIGWOWT <NA2MeET> 
EBOA 2M NNOBE (“Du mégest mich nicht geben in die Hand eines strengen Richters! 
«Rette mich» aus der Siinde!”). The judge’s “severity” in either case is based on the 

man’s sins. 
105 Jesus is said to have lived “without blasphemy” (XWpic OYA—47,24-25), and to 

have died by means of blasphemy. Since OYA is a hapax legomenon, it is difficult to deter- 

mine how close to “sin” the author considered “blasphemy” to be. 
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NNH GETEPOI THPOY NTE NE2ZOOY —63,17-19) almost certainly refers to the 
forgiveness of sins!°¢ It is clear, then, that James has committed sins throughout 

his life, and that this will lead to punishment unless they are forgiven before 

he dies. 

a7 
The closing pages of The Second Apocalypse of James stand well on their 

own, but they must also be understood in the light of the first part of this work. 

The full-blown Valentinian system described by Irenaeus could be read into this 

part of the work without doing much injustice to the text, but it does not emerge 

on its own!°7 Restricting ourselves to the work itself, the most notable feature 

is the dichotomy drawn between the creator God and the heavenly Father. This 

reveals that James’s worry about which realm he will enter after death is consis- 

tent with the author’s redactional tendency throughout the work. 

The creator of the world, with whom the author associates “violence,” “cap- 

tivity,” and “judgment,” is inferior to the true and merciful God, “the Father who 

has compassion.”!°8 The inferior God exercises dominion over the cosmos only 

for the time allotted by the true God. During this period he “imprisons” the 

Father’s children as well as his own (cf. 55,15-19), encouraging them to act 

improperly and allowing his “judges” to deal harshly with them when they die 

(53-54; 57,20-23; 58,2-6; 60,5-7). Jesus brings to people the knowledge of this 

state of affairs, and of their true home with the Father. After his death, he reveals 

this TN@WCIC to James who, in turn, becomes “rich in knowledge” (47,7-8), “an 

illuminator and a redeemer” to those who belong to the Father (55,15-19). 

Before this saving knowledge was provided, men and women acted improp- 

erly. But their evil actions were not their fault: “For (it is) not you who did them, 

but it is [your] Lord (who did them)” (59,6-10). Now that TN@CIC has been 

revealed, those who can must “hear and understand” (51,15). And they must act 

accordingly, which includes teaching others: “it is fitting that others know 

'06 In Aramaic, one word was used for both “debt” and “sin”: ND\M. The variant read- 
ings of the Lord’s Prayer in the NT (Matt 6:12/Lk 11:4) bear witness to the impossibility 
of keeping that dual meaning in Greek. The same holds true for Coptic. 

'07 Bohlig cautiously placed this work in the Valentinian camp in his introductory 
comments to the editio princeps: “Die zweite Jakobusapokalypse hat ebenfalls gnostische 
Ziige; doch fragt sich, ob hier nicht ein alter Text, der schwer einer bestimmten Schule 
zuzuweisen ist, den aber auch die Valentinianer gut verwendet konnten, iiberarbeitet 
wurde” (Koptisch-gnostische Apokalypsen, 28). Schenke and several others have simply 
called the work gnostic without connecting it with any group described by the Fathers. See 
Schenke’s review of Béhlig’s Apokalypsen in OLZ 61 (1966) 27; K. Rudolph, “Gnosis und 
Gnostizismus. Ein Forschungsbericht,” TRu 34 (1969) 160; Brown, “Jewish and Gnostic 
Elements,” 231; Funk, Die zweite Apokalypse, 4; and Hedrick, Nag Hammadi Codices 
V,2-5 and VI, 108. 

'08 Funk (Die zweite Apokalypse, 199-209) presents a detailed examination of this ques- 
tion of two fathers in The Second Apocalypse of James. 
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through you” (51,11-13). Stringent ethical demands are implied rather than 
stated, yet the author insists that they “walk” (MOOQ)6€) in the way of their true 
Lord: “[Renounce] this . . . way, which is (so) variable [and] walk in accordance 
with him who desires [that] you become free” (59,1-4; cf. also 52,18; 55,10). 

30.352 

The statements made by James about sin in 63,10-20 are consistent with the 
Weltanschauung depicted in the earlier chapters. The creator God is still active, 
encouraging people to act in a “fleshly” manner, and (as part of the vicious cycle) 
setting up judges to punish them for it when they die. James knows that he has 
not always acted properly, either before he received Jesus’ revelation or after- 
wards. Walking in the way of the lower Lord is not difficult, but it leads to harsh 
judgment, while walking in the way of the true Lord is extremely difficult, though 
it holds the promise of salvation. FNWCIC provides the means of attaining that 
salvation, but it makes life on earth more difficult. In this context, James asks 
the Father to forgive his sins (debts) and allow him to pass by the judges who 
punish sinners mercilessly. 

4. SUMMARY 

4.1 

The differences between these six works from the Nag Hammadi library is 

one of the striking features to emerge in this chapter. This points to the diversity 

within Valentinianism}°® not to mention Christianity itself. For instance, the 

Logos replaces Sophia in The Tripartite Tractate, while in A Valentinian Exposi- 

tion the true God creates men and women who, before the fall of the Devil, were 

not lowly creatures. 

Most striking of all in this regard is the division of humanity. Valentinian- 

ism according to Irenaeus distinguishes between pneumatics, psychics and 

sarkics. Yet only The Tripartite Tractate clearly reflects this “classical” division. 

Indeed, in both The Gospel of Philip and A Valentinian Exposition all people 

seem to be treated the same. Actually, a bipartite rather than a tripartite division 

does more justice to these works on the whole. The distinction between “the 

children of the Father” and the “others” is clearly drawn in The Gospel of Truth, 

The Second Apocalypse of James, and The Interpretation of Knowledge, and the 

struggle between “those on the left” and “those on the right” is a feature of A 
Valentinian Exposition. Even in The Tripartite Tractate the psychics and the 

pneumatics are treated virtually as one group and set off from the hylics. 

- The diversity in these works is welcome since it probably reflects the wide 

range of options possible within Valentinianism. We have access to only a few 

109 This point holds even if some of these works are not in fact Valentinian since they 

all show marked differences from one another and from the patristic accounts (which 

themselves are not uniform). 
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primary sources for the study of early Christianity. In this case these six works 

may well represent the views of a large number of Christians in the second 

century. 

4,2 
Differences also emerge when one examines sin, but what is striking is the 

degree of overlap and the important role sin plays for each author. This overlap 

is not always extensive. The punishment awaiting the sinner after death is 

graphically described in The Gospel of Philip (where it is said to occur in the 

“Middle”) and The Second Apocalypse of James (at the hands of the creator 

God), but it is not important in the other works. The connection between 

baptism and sin is more broadly based. In three works (A Valentinian Exposi- 

tion, The Tripartite Tractate and The Gospel of Philip) baptism is the ritual par 

excellence which allows the Christian to overcome the power of sin, lead a sinless 

life and expect salvation after death. Without baptism sin cannot be checked. 

On two issues the six works speak with one voice. The first is the cause of 

sin. People sin because they are encouraged to do so by an outside power hostile 

to God. This is taken to be the “devil” (A Valentinian Exposition; perhaps also 

The Interpretation of Knowledge—cf. 20,18), the “creator God” (The Second 

Apocalypse of James), or simply the “evil powers” (The Gospel of Philip). Other 

times the authors prefer to personify “error” (The Gospel of Truth) or “evil, “pas- 

sion,” and “ignorance” (The Tripartite Tractate). This outside instigator is far 

more powerful than people. This sounds a note of pessimism. Yet underlying this 

view is the understanding that people “deep down” do not want to sin, and that 

if the outside force can be countered a sinless existence is possible. 

The second, and more important, issue to emerge in this chapter is the 

recognition that these Christians —all of them —are intent on “doing the Father’s 

will.” They definitely are not gnostics for whom actions have no significance and 

sin is of no concern whatsoever. Sin for them is an action not in keeping with 

the heavenly Father’s will. They are worried about their salvation (cf. especially 

the moving prayer in The Second Apocalypse of James) and struggle to remain 

sinless in the hope that this will make the difference when they die. If anything, 

these Christians would have been more concerned than others about acting cor- 

rectly and avoiding lapses. The frequent allusions to the ethical directives in the 

Sermon on the Mount are remarkable. Three works in particular show significant 

awareness of these chapters in Matthew: The Gospel of Truth, The Gospel of 
Philip, and The Interpretation of Knowledge. This buries the traditional claim 
that gnostics were not interested in ethics. In these works we encounter Chris- 
tians who took sacraments quite seriously, who took to heart Matthew’s Sermon 
on the Mount, and who were deeply concerned about not committing sins. 
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Conclusion 

1. THE PROBLEM 

1.1 

We began this work by sketching the scholarly consensus on the role of sin 
in Valentinianism. This consensus has four main links. (1) Gnostics are redeemed 
by nature, not by actions, for the possession of gnosis brings freedom from 

worldly constraints. (2) Acting properly or improperly, then, has no salvific 

importance! This affects their understanding of sin. One expects gnostics either 

to redefine sin, perhaps equating it with ignorance; or, more likely, to exclude the 

concept altogether—especially since in Christianity and Judaism it is tied so 

closely to ethics and salvation. (3) Valentinianism falls on this gnostic trajectory. 

Accordingly, the Judaeo-Christian understanding of sin, broadly defined, should 

play no significant role in this system. (4) This logical deduction is supported by 

the Fathers, since almost no mention is made of sin in their evidence for Valen- 

tinianism. Consequently, scholarly reconstructions of Valentinianism tend to 

refer only briefly to ethics and to include no discussion of sin. 

ib pe 
In chapter 1 we noted three problems with this position. First, in religious 

systems ideals do not always conform to practice. Manicheism is a useful ex- 

ample in this regard, for it is decidedly gnostic in nature yet allows sin to play 

a vital role. A similar mix occurred centuries later with the Cathars. So sin could 

have been an integral part of Valentinianism. Second, Valentinianism falls not 

only on a gnostic but also on a Christian trajectory. Since Christians in the 

second century showed a great deal of concern for sin, it would be remarkable 

if Valentinians were completely different. So sin ought to have played some role 

in Valentinianism. Third, extensive new evidence warrants a reappraisal of this 

issue, especially since sin is mentioned several times in the Valentinian works 

from the Nag Hammadi library. So sin appears indeed to have been a factor in 

Valentinianism. The scholarly consensus on this issue, then, does not do justice 

to the evidence, both old and new. 

! As Foerster states, “The ethics of the gnostics appear to be determined by the fact that 

they regarded themselves as ‘saved by nature.’ This leads to an indifference to ethical con- 

duct” (Gnosis, 18). 
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2. THE RESULTS 

2.1 

The next step in our investigation was to determine the Valentinian under- 

standing of sin by examining all of the sources individually and scrutinizing the 

relevant pericopes. Studying the patristic evidence in chapter 2, we focused on 

six passages (Adv. haer. 1,21; Exc. ex. Theod. 51-52; Ref. VI, 41; Heracleon, 

Fragments 10, 40 41); and in chapter 3 we dealt with six Valentinian works from 

Nag Hammadi: The Gospel of Truth, The Tripartite Tractate, The Gospel of 

Philip, The Interpretation of Knowledge, A Valentinian Exposition, and The 

Second Apocalypse of James. Detailed exegeses of the appropriate passages 

confirmed our suspicion that sin played a more important role in Valentinianism 

than has previously been thought. This result is unquestionable, and is confirmed 

both by the patristic and the Nag Hammadi sources. 

The precise meaning of sin in Valentinianism is more difficult to ascertain. 

No uniform picture has emerged. This is not surprising given the diversity within 

Christianity in its first two centuries. Even within the NT one finds no uniform 

view of sin. Nonetheless, a basic Valentinian position on sin does exist, and it 

is supported by a wide range of sources. 

Ze 

Sin in Valentinianism refers to a human act or thought not in harmony with 
the supreme God or Father. This view of sin is implied in the patristic sources 
and it is stated forcefully in the works from Nag Hammadi, where Christians are 
exhorted constantly to “do the Father’s will.” Moreover, as we have seen, the 
ethical directives of the Sermon on the Mount are often noted explicitly. This 
suggests that Valentinians were extremely concerned about acting and thinking 
correctly. Ethical indifference definitely is not a feature of Valentinianism.2 

Sin concerns all people, but in different ways. Some are dominated by their 
hylic or sarkic nature and have no knowledge of the supreme God. They cannot 
refrain from sinning, and ignorance of the Father is no excuse. On the other hand, 
those who have acquired knowledge of their pneumatic nature recognize the 
Father’s will and are naturally inclined to act in accordance with it. However, 
practice does not always live up to expectations, as the Nag Hammadi works 
reveal. For instance, James, in The Second Apocalypse of James, is a righteous 
individual who still admits to having sinned, and when faced with death is terri- 
fied by the consequences of his sinful acts. Similarly, The Tripartite Tractate 
explains how the Savior and the elect share a pneumatic nature, but insists that 
only the Savior can be sinless. Between these extremes lie the psychics, who are 

? Cf. Rudolph: “the thesis . . . by the Church Fathers to the effect that the gnostic must 
be ‘saved by nature’ is to be taken cum grano salis. A life governed by gnostic principles 
is required of every true gnostic; this is not a matter of indifference to his salvation” 
(Gnosis, 261). 
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directed by their hylic nature yet at the same time are attracted to the pneu- 
matika. These people tend to sin repeatedly, but there exists for them the possi- 
bility of change. The human condition, then, includes sinning, either constantly, 
repeatedly or infrequently. 

Why do people sin? The Valentinians offer two reasons. Ignorance of the 
Father is the basic one, for without knowledge of who the Father is and what 
he wants it is impossible to act properly. However, even this gnosis is no 
guarantee of a sinless existence—or at least of one that is easily attainable — 
because people are faced with a powerful force which encourages them to act 
improperly. This outside power, whatever name it is given (e.g. the devil, error, 
evil), has settled in people’s hylic part. In this way it poses a constant, internal 
threat.* People sin, then, because they are strongly urged to do so by an evil 
power residing within them, and ignorance of the Father for some makes the 
situation hopeless.5 

Serious repercussions accrue from a sinless existence, for sinning in this age 
leads to exclusion from the age to come. The Valentinians stress the ultimate 
destruction of the hylics, and emphasize the need for the psychics to lead perfect 
lives if they are to share in some way the final “marriage feast.” Even the 
pneumatics, who ought to be saved by nature alone, are expected to reflect this 
nature in their actions. This position is essentially Pauline. Paul often argues that 
salvation is not based on works, but insists at the same time that the Christian 
who is truly “in Christ” will live in accordance to God’s law. Neither Paul nor 
the Valentinians, though, reveal how one can be “in Christ” or “pneumatic” while 
continuing to act improperly. Some Christians, then, may have argued that 

gnosis allowed them to do as they pleased (and there are hints of this already in 

1 Corinthians), but the Valentinians were not among them. They insisted that the 

Father would reward only those who followed his will. 

The crucial question for Valentinians is how one stops sinning. They 

claimed that outside help is required. The Son’s descent brings gnosis to those 

able to receive it, thereby revealing the Father’s will. Without this knowledge a 

sinless existence is not possible. Equally important, though, are the salvific rites 

3 Connecting sin with ignorance and righteousness with knowledge is also part of the 

Greek philosophical tradition. Cf. Plato’s remarks in the Timaeus (86 D): ot8ete éxav 

xaxdc. 

4 This view of an outside power is consistent with second century Christianity in 

general. Notable in virtually all the literature is the opposition drawn between the absolute 
power of God and the great power of Satan and evil. See J. J. Machielsen, “Le probléme 

du mal selon les péres apostoliques,” ET 62 (1981) 195-222. 

5 Cf. Pétrement’s challenging remarks about Gnosticism as a whole: “La premiére idée 

sur laquelle semble se fonder le gnosticisme, ce n’est pas, comme on le croit souvent, que 

homme est divin par nature, mais au contraire, que ’homme est naturellement pécheur, 

naturellement esclave des grandes lois qui dominent le monde, esclave des ‘forces’” (Le 

Dieu séparé, 287). 
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instituted by the Son, notably the baptism(s). As we read in Excerpta ex Theo- 

doto 78,2, it is not only knowledge which makes us free, but also the “bath.” 

Baptism in the spirit gives people the power to counter the evil force present in 

their hylic nature. The importance of this rite resulted in a proliferation of several 

types and degrees of baptisms and anointings among the Valentinians. Sinning, 

then, cannot be stopped without knowledge of how the Father expects us to act, 

and without the force to overcome evil obtained in baptism. 

3. THE IMPLICATIONS 

3.1 
This understanding of sin has important repercussions on how we recon- 

struct Valentinianism. A comprehensive revision of the traditional picture is 

clearly in order, but it lies outside the purview of this study. We conclude instead 

by exploring three areas which now seem most in need of rethinking: the role of 

the psychics, the presence of sacraments, and the Christian nature of Valen- 

tinianism. 

3.2.1 
The traditional view of the psychics, which remains normative in modern 

scholarship, derives mainly from Irenaeus, and is supported by Clement of Alex- 

andria.® Judith Kovacs reiterates the main points in the opening remarks of her 

thesis on Clement and the Valentinians: “The Valentinians claimed that most 
Christians were imperfect psychics, who worshipped the inferior god of the law, 

while they themselves were the perfect and spiritual children of the true Father.”’ 

According to this perspective, the “Valentinians” are an elite, highly restricted 

group of pneumatics® who are saved by their pneumatic seed which has been 

awakened by the Savior, and who can act exactly as they please. On the other 

side of the equation are the hylics, who form the bulk of humanity and whose 

actions also play no role in their salvation. The crucial difference is that the hylics 

are doomed to destruction regardless of what they do. The destinies of both the 

pneumatics and the hylics, then, are predetermined. The psychics fall in the 

middle in a triple division of humanity, They are the “Catholic Church” or the 

“Christians” who have no pneumatic element in them and can never expect 

§ Notably Irenaeus, Adversus haereses 1,6,1-4; and Clement, Stromata I1,10-15. 

7 Judith L. Kovacs, “Clement of Alexandria and the Valentinian Gnostics” (Ph.D. diss., 

Columbia, 1978), 1. Kovacs’s argument is that Clement attempted to counter these 

(alleged) Valentinian charges, both openly, when he attacked them by name (ie. in 14 

passages in the Stromata), and implicitly in several other places. She also claims that 

Clement’s position remained consistent, in spite of being influenced significantly by 

Valentinianism. 

* Cf. Clement, Excerpta ex Theodoto 56,2: roddoi piv of ddixot, 08 zodhol 88 of bvyixot’ 
omdviot 5é of mvevuatixot. 
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to live in the Pleroma. Without guidance, they are doomed with the hylics. But 
they are taught by the pneumatics that if they lead blameless lives they can expect 
to survive the final holocaust and dwell in the only region which will survive out- 
side the Pleroma. In effect, the psychics replace the blacks in this form of 

apartheid, and they owe their future well-being to the guidance of their white 

masters. Not surprisingly, Irenaeus rejects this second-class standing, and 

launches an all-out attack against the Valentinian understanding of the psychics. 

3.2:2 

Theoretically, this depiction of the psychics is not without its problems, 

despite its solid backing by the earliest patristic sources. From a philosophical 

perspective, the psychics seem out of place in a dualistic system which posits the 

descent and reintegration of the pneuma followed by a final destruction of 

matter. What happens ultimately to the psychics who remain outside the 

Pleroma? Does the continued existence of an Ogdoad not contribute to instabil- 

ity? Would it not make more sense to assume that the psychics end up either in 

the Pleroma or as part of the final destruction? From a NT perspective one can 

argue that some humans will be excluded from salvation either through choice 

or through God’s predetermined plan, but there is no textual support for the con- 

tinued existence of a middle group—comparable in some ways to the “god- 

fearers” —which keeps this intermediate status ad infinitum. If Valentinianism 

emerges out of second century Christianity, how does one explain this particular 

role of the psychics? From a sociological perspective the problems are even 

greater. How could the Valentinians expect to attract many adherents by arguing 

that only a tiny fraction of humanity qualified as pneumatics, and all the rest 

were doomed (by nature) to exclusion from the Pleroma? And why would 

Irenaeus be so worried about the defection of so many members of his own 

church to such a group? Would Christians have swarmed to join a dissident 

group which could transfer their status from “whites” to “blacks” in the age 

to come? 
Several factors, then, point to the need to alter the accepted view of the 

psychics within Valentinianism in order to include the possibility of equal salva- 

tion for both psychics and pneumatics. The problem is how to interpret the 

patristic sources which strongly suggest otherwise. Scholars who have con- 

fronted this issue have approached it in two ways. One shows more sensitivity 

to redaction-critical concerns, the other to the separation and stratification of 

sources. 

3.2.3 
Elaine Pagels is the prime example of the former, and “Conflicting Versions 

of Valentinian Eschatology”? offers the most extensive discussion of her position. 

9 Elaine Pagels, “Conflicting Versions of Valentinian Eschatology: Irenaeus’ Treatise vs. 

the Excerpts from Theodotus,” HTR 67 (1974) 35-53. 
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She argues in this article that Irenaeus (Adv. haer. 1,7.1) and Clement (Exc. ex 

Theod.) present two different views of the role of the psychics in the end times. 

Irenaeus emphasizes the divisions between the psychics and the pneumatics, and 

claims that only the latter will enter the Pleroma. Clement emphasizes the unity 

of these groups. He distinguishes between the duxixol and the nvevyatixol on the 

one hand and the duyixé and nvevpatixa on the other, believing that in the end 

the duxixol, stripped of their duxixd, will join the nvevpatixot in the Pleroma. 

Moreover, claiming that both Irenaeus and Clement tap into the same source for 

these views, Pagels argues that Clement has followed his source faithfully while 

Irenaeus has revised it considerably for polemical reasons. As she says:!° 

Irenaeus’ representation of Valentinian eschatology has so condi- 

tioned its subsequent interpretation that to challenge his interpretive 

structure requires nothing less than to reconceive our understanding 

of Valentinian soteriology.... Contrary to Irenaeus’ version of 

Valentinian eschatology, the distinctions between psychics and pneu- 

matics are not eternally sustained. They have proven to be merely 

provisional —for the duration of the oikonomia. After this, all are 

restored into eternal equality and harmony; the Father has become 

“allin all” .... Existentially, then, throughout the oikonomia, there 

seems to be, as Irenaeus says, “two Gods” and three types of human 

beings. Ontologically—as the consummation will disclose —there is 

only one God, and two alternate human destinies —reprobation and 

redemption. 

Pagels’s hypothesis is appealing; the problem is that it does not enjoy suffi- 

cient textual support, as several scholars have noted!! J. F. McCue’s points strike 

at the heart of the matter:!2 

1) Much of Pagels’s argument is based on parts of Exc. Thdot. that 

are not, by anyone’s account, based upon the same source as the Haer. 

passage in question; and 2). . . even these texts, as well as those that 

'0 Pagels, “Conflicting Versions,” 36, 50-51, 53. She also takes up this issue in The 

Johannine Gospel in Gnostic Exegesis: Heracleon’s Commentary on John, SBLMS 17 

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1973), 94-97, where she adds elements from Heracleon to 

support Theodotus and to counter Irenaeus. 

'! See William R. Schoedel’s review of The Johannine Gospel in JBL 93 (1974) 316; 

Ekkehard Mihlenberg, “Wieviel Erldsungen kennt der Gnostiker Herakleon?” ZNW 66 

(1975) 170-93; Robert Grant’s review of The Johannine Gospel and The Gnostic Paul in 

RSR 3 (1977) 32; Kovacs, “Clement of Alexandria and the Valentinian Gnostics,” 35-36; 

and James F. McCue, “Conflicting Versions of Valentinianism? Irenaeus and the Excerpta 
ex Theodoto,” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, 1, 404-16. 

'2 McCue, “Conflicting Versions,” 405. 
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are based on the common source, give basically the same account of 

matters as does Haer. 1.7.1. 

The distinction between the pneumatikoi/psychikoi and pneumatika/psychika 

does not emerge from this Clementine text (or any other)!3 and the Excerpta 

clearly end with the psychics rejoicing in the Ogdoad over the marriage shared 
by the pneumatics in the Pleroma. Clement indeed presents the psychics posi- 

tively, as we saw in the second chapter, but both he and Irenaeus posit a lower 

level of salvation for them. 

3.2.4 

Quispel takes a different approach!‘ He interprets the role of the psychics 

by separating the Valentinian sources into Western and Eastern camps and by 

isolating an Urlehre deriving from Valentinus himself. Quispel claims that 

Valentinus “envisaged only the world dissolved and the nvedua reintegrated,”!> 

allowing salvation only for the pneumatics. Subsequently the “Western school” 

of the movement (represented by Ptolemy and Heracleon) allowed some psychics 

to be saved —but only partly so, and as a concession to other Christians, thereby 

introducing an element of instability. S. Pétrement modifies Quispel’s position 

somewhat by making Valentinus himself responsible for the shift. She claims 

that Valentinus’s original doctrine did not include psychics at all; only after his 

departure from the Roman church did he equate the psychics with the “Chris- 

tians” he had left behind!® In either case, the partial salvation of the psychics 

is not considered part of Valentinus’s original preaching. 

The main problem with this approach is that it relies too heavily on specula- 

tion. Our sources do not allow us to separate documents—or even evidence — 

into Western and Eastern camps, or to decide what was part of Valentinus’s own 

teaching (let alone to separate his teaching into early and later parts!)!7 When 

Quispel insists that “Valentinus himself recognized no such intermediate state of 

salvation [since he] was a consistent thinker,”!® he is not only disparaging other 

Valentinian thinkers, but conveniently places on Valentinus a solution to the 

psychic problem for which he provides no textual support. Moreover, he is 

assuming that it is a solution which did not appeal to Valentinus’s followers. 

13 Cf. especially Schoedel’s review of The Johannine Gospel, 316; Miihlenberg, “Wieviel 

Erlésungen,” 192; and McCue, “Conflicting Versions,” 413. 

14 Gilles Quispel, “Valentinian Gnosis and the Apocryphon of John,” in The Redis- 

covery of Gnosticism, 1, 124-25. 

'5 Quispel, “Valentinian Gnosis,” 130. 
16 Pétrement, Le Dieu séparé, 273-74. 

'7 Quispel states that “an urgent task for Valentinian studies is the examination of 

differences between the Oriental and the Western schools” (“Valentinian Gnosis,” 129), but 

this is a daunting task given the lack of evidence from the sources. 

18 Quispel, “Valentinian Gnosis,” 130. 
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Sepa 

Our study of sin in Valentinianism has shed additional light on the psychics. 

The evidence from both groups of sources has pointed to the need to reassess 

the traditional view of these psychics. Surprisingly, the information provided by 

the Nag Hammadi sources in this regard has differed significantly from that pro- 

vided by the Fathers. 

The patristic sources emphasize the tripartite division of humanity}° 

enforcing the differences between the psychics and pneumatics. At the same time, 

the focus on sin has revealed the important role played by the psychics in this 

system. In the Excerpta ex Theodoto, for instance, more attention is placed on 

the psychics than on the pneumatics, and their salvation is one of the author’s 

major concerns. Moreover, the patristic sources reveal few negative feelings 

towards the psychics; on the contrary, every effort is made to help them avoid 

destruction. This suggests (contra Pétrement) that the psychics as a group were 

not created as a way of dealing either polemically or patronizingly with the rest 

of the Christians. It also suggests that the Fathers have erred in making Valentin- 

ianism a movement of pneumatics alone, and perhaps also in emphasizing the 

distance between the psychics and pneumatics, Polemical and apologetic reasons 

probably are responsible for their revisionist presentation. The Fathers surely 

would have been insulted at being told that they were not on the pneumatic level 

(cf. Irenaeus’s many sarcastic comments throughout his work). 

The Nag Hammadi sources paint a different picture. The tripartite division 

of humanity does not stand out, and the psychics are placed side by side with 

the pneumatics “on the right side.”2° Actually, a bipartite division is the distin- 

guishing feature of these works, and in some of them (e.g. The Gospel of Philip, 

A Valentinian Exposition) the left (or material) side is omitted altogether. What 

applies to the pneumatics tends to apply to the psychics as well, including a con- 

cern for proper actions and the avoidance of sin. This provides support for 

Pagels’s hypothesis that the Valentinians envisaged the union of the pneumatics 

and the purified psychics in the Pleroma. What is difficult for her to prove using 

patristic sources becomes easier using those from the Nag Hammadi collection. 

The portrayal of the psychics in the Nag Hammadi sources also suggests 
that the Valentinian understanding of people is essentially Pauline. The clearest 

expression of Paul’s thought on this issue occurs in 1 Corinthians 2:6-3:3: 

[6] sopiav 5 AwAoduev ev tots tehelors, copiav Sé od tod aldvoc toUtoOV oddEe 

'9 Cf. Sagnard’s argument that this tripartite division “est constitutive de la gnose 
valentinienne” (La gnose, 478). 

20 A clear division between hylics, psychics and pneumatics occurs only in The Tri- 
partite Tractate. Yet even in this work the psychics are portrayed positively and are said not 
to be “inclined to evil” (106,13). In addition, the main division in this work is between 
“those on the left” (the hylics) and “those on the right” (the others — 132,9-10). The focus 
is on the latter. As well, the Savior is concerned with the salvation of “all those on the 
right” (132,8-9). 
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TOY apxXdvtwv tod aldvog toUtov tHv xatapyouuevenw’ KAA AaAoduev Veod 
sopiav év puotypia tiv d&noxexpvupevny, Hv mpodpicev 6 Beds mpd tdv 

aicvery elg SdEav hudv’ . . . [12] huetc 52 od 16 nved ya tod xdapov eAKBopev 
GAAG 16 Tved Lax TO Ex tod Veod, va eciSGpev t& Und tod Veod yaprabévra Huty’ 
[13] & xat AaArodyev odx év Sidaxtots dvOpwnivng soplag Adyoig &AX’ ev 

SiSaxtois nvevatos, Mvevuatixots mvevLatixe svyxpivovtes. [14] duyxixds 5é 

&vVOpwrog od Séxetat ta ToD mvevatos Tod Beod* pwpla yap abt eotw xa 
08 Stvatat yv@var, Str mvevuatixws dvaxpivetar’ [15] 6 88 nvevuatixds 

avaxpiver [ta] m&vta, adtds b€ Ux’ oddevdc dvaxpivetat. [16] tic yao eyvw 

voov xuptov, b¢ cuuBiBdoer adtdv; tuets 5é vodv Xpistod fyouev. [3:1] xdyo, 
KSEAGol, odx Advv7jOnv AaAFjoot Suv cd¢ mvevuatixots AAA’ ws sapxivors, a6 
vyriow év Xprot®. [2] yeAu dudic exdtica, od Bpddua, odmw yap edtvacbe. 

GAN? o88€ Ett vv Sdvacbe, [3] Ett yuo sapxixot gote. Brov yap év butv Choc 
xat Epic, obxt sapxtxot gote xal xata KVOowmov nepimatette; 

Yet among the mature we do impart wisdom, although it is not a 

wisdom of this age or of the rulers of this age, who are doomed to pass 

away. But we impart a secret and hidden wisdom of God, which God 

decreed before the ages for our glorification. ... Now we have re- 

ceived not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit which is from God, 

that we might understand the gifts bestowed on us by God. And we 

impart this in words not taught by human wisdom but taught by the 

Spirit, interpreting spiritual truths to those who possess the Spirit. 

The unspiritual man does not receive the gifts of the Spirit of God, 

for they are folly to him, and he is not able to understand them 

because they are spiritually discerned. The spiritual man judges all 

things, but is himself to be judged by no one. “For who has known 

the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him?” But we have the mind 

of Christ. But I, brethren, could not address you as spiritual men, but 

as men of the flesh, as babes in Christ. I fed you with milk, not solid 

food; for you were not ready for it; and even yet you are not ready, 

for you are still of the flesh. For while there is jealousy and strife 

among you, are you not of the flesh, and behaving like ordinary men? 

Those to whom these remarks are directed (Paul’s opponents and others in the 

Corinthian community) could easily have reacted to this message the same way 

Irenaeus did to the Ptolemaic preaching, for Paul clearly states that he functions 

on the pneumatic level —that he has “the mind of Christ” —and only commu- 

nicates fully with other nvevuotixot or teAc(or. Furthermore, he admits to being 

beyond human reproach, and reprimands the duxxoi for being drawn down by 

the capxixoi. Paul goes so far as to state that the duxtxds “does not receive the 

gifts of the Spirit of God... and... is not able to understand them” (2:14). Yet 

these quxixot include the Corinthians who are dear to him. In the same letter he 

says that God’s Spirit dwells in them (3:16) and that they can expect to share 

equally in the coming salvation (15:42-58). 
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Paul considers the Christians in Corinth to be second-class Christians in terms 
of their ability to discern the spiritual truths, yet he also believes that they are 

far superior to the non-Christians who have no chance for salvation. He groups 

the duxixof and mvevyatixof, and takes it for granted that both would be saved. 
Moreover, Paul suggests that the guxyixot could progress to the pneumatic level, 

and believes that the non-Christian can become a duxixéc if and when God allows 

it.2! The Valentinian understanding of the psychics was probably simply Pauline 

—sometimes stressing the unity of all Christians which is such a Leitmotiv in 

Paul’s letters, other times accentuating the differences between the duxixot and 
mvevuatixot as Paul himself occasionally does. 

3,3 

Parler de la sacramentaire gnostique semble un paradoxe. Gnose et 

sacrement devraient s’exclure. Comment en effet concilier la médiation 

de rites matériels et contingents avec la nécessité d’un salut qui 

s’accomplit dans une connaissance simple et immédiate, illumination 

par l’ineffable d’ow il est issu, de l’esprit égaré en ce monde? Les 

sacrements sont incongrus dans le gnosticisme pour cette raison qu’au 

dire d’Irénée avancaient certains valentiniens: “On ne doit pas 

accomplir le mystére de la Puissance inexprimable et invisible au 

moyen de créatures visibles et corruptibles, ni le mystére des réalités 
irreprésentables et incorporelles au moyen de choses sensibles et 

corporelles, La ‘rédemption’ parfaite, c’est la connaissance méme de 

la Grandeur inexprimable” [Adv. haer. 1.21.4].22 

J.-M. Sevrin’s remarks are based on two important facts: in theory, sacraments 
ought to play no role in Valentinianism, and the Fathers often underline this 
point, For these reasons, studies of Valentinianism usually downplay or deny the 
importance of sacraments.?3 

The patristic sources themselves, though, allow for another interpretation 
of Valentinian praxis. Most notable in this regard are the references to Valentinian 

7! Romans 9-11 highlights the deterministic pole of Paul’s thought. He argues in this 
pericope that God deliberately hardened the hearts of the Jews in order to allow the Gen- 
tiles an opportunity for salvation. 

22 This is the opening paragraph of Jean-Marie Sevrin’s Le dossier baptismal séthien. 
Etudes sur la sacramentaire gnostique, BCNHSE 2 (Québec: Les Presses de l’Université 
Laval, 1986), 1. Sevrin’s fine study explores the importance of baptism in Sethianism. 

3 Jonas (The Gnostic Religion, 175) argues that Valentinianism establishes “the 
elaborate position of gnosis in the soteriological scheme: from being a qualifying condi- 
tion for salvation, still requiring the co-operation of sacraments and of divine grace, from 
being a means among means, it becomes the adequate form of salvation itself.” So also 
Foerster (Gnosis, 17): “For the gnostics a sacrament was strictly superfluous.” Notable 
recent exceptions to this position are Rudolph, Gnosis, 204-47; and Green, “Ritual in 
Valentinian Gnosticism,” 109-24. 
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rituals found sprinkled in a variety of contexts. These rituals are not always 

considered sacramental in nature—i.e. providing access to, or manifesting, salva- 

tion?4—and they are sometimes applied only to the psychics, but the frequency 

with which they occur in patristic discussions of Valentinianism and the variants 

which appear in each Father strongly allude to their importance and widespread 

use, Marcus, for instance, is accused of deception and knavery by both Irenaeus 

and Hippolytus (Adv, haer. 1.21,1-5; Ref. 6,41), but one must not overlook the 

eucharistic setting of these Marcosian practices. We have also seen how baptism 

stands out in virtually every patristic account of Valentinianism examined in this 

study. In effect, then, the Fathers have argued against their own position that 

“visible and corruptible” rites have nothing to do with “the mystery of incor- 

poreal realities.” 

The student of Valentinianism must also be aware of certain limitations 

inherent in the patristic sources’ presentation of sacraments. W. Bousset appre- 

ciated this at the turn of the century.?5 

Freilich ist das Material, das sich uns hier bietet, nun nicht so reich- 

haltig, wie man es nach dem Charakter der Gnosis erwarten sollte. 

Das liegt aber nur an der Art unserer Quellen. Die Kirchenvatern sind 

an der religiésen Praxis der gnostischen Sekten, die wohl auch vielfach 

mit Erfolg geheimgehalten wurde, gleichgiiltig voriibergegangen. Sie 

interessierte im wesentlichen nur das bunte Rankenwerk der gnosti- 

schen religidsen Gedanken und Vorstellungen; auf den Kern der Dinge 

drangen sie nicht. Daher sind Notizen iiber die sakramentale Praxis 

und Fréommigkeit der Gnostiker uns nur gelegentlich erhalten. 

Before the Nag Hammadi documents were published, then, the sources 

presented a sketchy and sometimes contradictory picture of Valentinian sacra- 

mentality. The little that was said about the subject on the one hand suggested 

that rituals and sacraments were unimportant to Valentinians, but on the other 

hand strongly hinted that sacraments were a vital part of that movement. 

The Nag Hammadi works have reinforced the presence and importance of 

sacraments in the Valentinian communities. The list most commonly used occurs 

in The Gospel of Philip: “The Lord did everything in a mystery: baptism, chrism, 

eucharist, redemption and bridal chamber” (67,27-30). These appear to be listed 

in ascending order in this work. It is far from certain, though, whether all of 

these were separate sacraments,?° and whether they applied to most Valentinian 

24 For this definition, see Sevrin, Le dossier baptismal, 2. 

25 Wilhelm Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, FRLANT 10 (Gottingen: Vanden- 

hoeck & Ruprecht, 1907), 278 (which is part of his chapter on sacraments; 276-319). Cf. 

also Sevrin’s remarks, Le dossier baptismal, 2-3. 

26 Sevrin questions the sacramental nature of the “bridal chamber,” and argues that the 

author of The Gospel of Philip may not have been thinking of a separate sacrament when 

he used this expression. See also his study “Les noces spirituelles.” 
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communities, As Rudolph observes, the Nag Hammadi sources “have revealed 

nothing dramatically new ... , apart from insights into the piety and cultic prac- 

tice of the gnostic communities and what they thought of themselves.”27 

The Gospel of Philip provides the most information about Valentinian 

sacramentalism,?® but other works are not silent on this issue.29 The three 

sacraments which often recur are baptism, chrism and eucharist. The first two 

especially are frequently linked.3° Recently, in Sevrin’s words, “Vidée d’un 

complexe initiatique limité au baptéme, a l’onction et a l’eucharistie gagne du 

terrain.”3! The fundamental importance of baptism in this “initiation complex” 

is indisputable. In this regard, the Nag Hammadi works have reinforced the 

patristic evidence. 

Much has been written about second century Christian baptism,?3 and the 

27 Rudolph, Gnosis, 208. 

28 Much has been written about sacraments in The Gospel of Philip (see notes 70-71 

of the previous chapter). Cf. especially three unpublished doctoral dissertations: H.-G. 

Gaffron, “Studien zum koptischen Philippusevangelium unter besonderer Beriicksichti- 

gung der Sakramente” (Bonn, 1969); J.-M. Sevrin, “Pratique et doctrine des sacrements 
dans l’Evangile selon Philippe” (Louvain, 1972); and E. T. Rewolinski, “The Use of Sacra- 

mental Language in the Gospel of Philip (CG II,3)” (Harvard, 1978). 

?°E.g. A Valentinian Exposition includes sections on eucharist and baptism; The Tri- 
partite Tractate discusses baptism (e.g. 127,30-34); and The Gospel of Truth mentions 
chrism (36,13-20). 

30 In this context Rudolph’s remarks do justice to the Valentinian works from Nag 
Hammadi: “Anointing with oil has a greater representation than baptism in Gnosis and 
in some texts is even regarded as more significant. In general, however, it is taken closely 
with the baptismal ceremony—the anointing taking place either before or after the 
baptism ... . Often the anointing is taken as a ‘sealing,’ the ointment as a ‘seal,’ i.e. it is 
a protective act and a declaration of property .... Inthe foreground however is the con- 
cept of redemption, the gift of immortality which is transmitted by anointing” (Gnosis, 
228-29). The Pauline communities also may have combined chrism with water baptism. 
Cf. 2 Corinthians 1:21-22 and Ephesians 1:13-14; 4:30 which connect the “sealing with the 
Spirit” and baptism. 

3! Sevrin, Le dossier baptismal, 4 (referring to Rewolinski’s thesis for support). 
>? A pericope from The Testimony of Truth (55-56) may incorporate an anti-Valentinian 

polemic. The text is too fragmentary to be certain. What is particularly intriguing is the 
possibility that the polemic is directed at Valentinian baptismal practices. The Valentinians 
seem to be accused of practicing a water baptism, which (in the eyes of the critic) is really 
“a baptism of death” (cf. also 30,30-31,33; 69,7-24). See Pearson, Nag Hammadi Codices 
IX and X, 107-16; and “Anti-Heretical Warnings in Codex IX from Nag Hammadi,” in 
Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts in Honor of Pahor Labib, ed. by M. Krause (Leiden: 
Brill, 1975), 145-54. 

33 Franz Dolger’s works are still useful. Cf. especially Der Exorzismus im altchristlichen 
Taufritual. Eine religionsgeschichtliche Studie, SGKA 3 (Paderborn: Verlag von Ferdinand 
Schéningh, 1909), 70-193; Sphragis. Eine altchristliche Taufbezeichnung in ihren 
Beziehungen zur profanen und religidsen Kultur des Altertums, SGKA 5 (Paderborn: 
Verlag von Ferdinand Schéningh, 1911). He showed in Der Exorzismus how baptism for 
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Valentinian practices —as far as they can be discerned —are decidedly Christian. 

Fortunately, a detailed first-hand account of baptism has survived in The 

Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus (chapters 15-21).34 Although the Christian 

sources (both Valentinian and non-Valentinian) reveal some fluidity in the 

baptismal practices,35 the process described in The Apostolic Tradition is con- 

sistent with that found elsewhere, and can serve as a rough tool for gauging what 

occurred in Valentinian communities. The initiation process described in this 

work is long and complicated. It begins with the candidate’s decision to become 

a Christian and usually ends three years later with an elaborate baptism cere- 

mony, immediately followed by a eucharist and the convert’s proclamation that 

he or she will go forth in the world to do good works. The baptism itself is 

preceded by a two-day fast and an all-night vigil, then by a priestly anointing 

(with one type of oil) which is part of the exorcism process. The candidate is then 

immersed fully in water three times, each time followed by a question-and- 

answer exchange. Afterwards the person emerges from the water and is anointed 

“with the oil of thanksgiving” (24) by the priest, then again by the bishop in the 

church. This is followed by a eucharist where each Christian tastes from one of 

three cups. Baptism and chrism clearly are intertwined in this particular ritual, 

and the eucharist concludes the ceremony. Multiple chrisms are intended to 

ensure that the evil powers are completely removed. The final acknowledgment 

that the Christian can finally go out and act properly reveals how sinful acts were 

linked to control by evil powers, and how baptism cleansed the candidate of sins 

and removed him or her from this control by the evil powers. 

Valentinians incorporated sacraments into their communities. This is un- 

deniable, especially since the Nag Hammadi evidence has come to light. The one 

sacrament most frequently mentioned, and perhaps the most significant, was 

baptism, which included chrism(s) and probably also the Christian’s first eucha- 

rist. In this regard, the Valentinian practices are consistent with those found 

among other Christians in the second century, and the variations detected in the 

sources and highlighted by the Fathers are no more significant than those found, 

for instance, between Justin’s First Apology and Hippolytus’s Apostolic 

Tradition. 

3.4 

Nobody disputes the presence of a strong Christian component in Valen- 

tinianism, regardless of what view one holds on the origins of Gnosticism.?© The 

many Christians entailed rebirth (raAtyyevecia), sealing (cepayic), enlightenment (gatrojx) 

and the exorcisms of evil spirits. Cf. also Sagnard, Extraits de Théodote, Appendice F (“Le 

baptéme au deuxiéme siécle et son interprétation valentinien”), 229-39. 

34 Bernard Botte, Hippolyte de Rome. La tradition apostolique, SC 11bis (Paris: Les 

Editions du Cerf, 1968). 
35 Cf. Sagnard, Extraits de Théodote, 229-39. 

36 Notwithstanding the Refu/atio’s argument that Valentinian ideas are fundamentally 

Platonic and Pythagorean, not Christian. This is part of Hippolytus’s redactional 
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role played by the psychics and the importance of sacraments, as we have just 

seen, reinforces this Christian nature. Unquestionable also is the formative role 

played by the NT writings, especially the letters of Paul and the Gospel of John. 

Indeed, the Valentinian use of the NT was both coherent and sophisticated, as 

several of Pagels’s studies have illuminated.’ Sagnard’s remarks on this matter 

are apropos:3® 

En somme, c’est de l’Eglise vivante, qu’ils sortent, de l’Eglise telle 
qu’elle a pu se présenter entre 120 et 150... . Cependant, plus qu’a 

Justin ou au Pasteur, plus qu’a la vie contemporaine de l’Eglise, c’est 

aux Ecrits de la Bible, et surtout au Nouveau Testament, que les Valen- 

tiniens recourent sans cesse.... Cet emploi constant de |’Ecriture 

Sainte est un des caractéres les plus saillants de la gnose valentinienne. 

Quant méme nous ne saurions absolumment rien de la vie de ses pro- 

moteurs, un fait s’impose avec évidence: ils étaient au sein du 

christianisme, 

On the other hand, the non-Christian and gnostic elements of the move- 

ment also are often underscored. These are sometimes considered to be an 
advantage, sometimes a disadvantage. The Church Fathers were the first to stress 
the deformative nature of these “pagan intrusions.” Irenaeus especially claims 
that Valentinus “adapted the principles of the so-called gnostic heresy [i.e. that 
described in I.29-31] to his own teachings” (Adv. haer. I,11,1). Christian scholars 
still often view Valentinianism as a debased form of Christianity, Sagnard’s 
remarks again are fitting, especially in this paragraph which follows his words 
quoted above:39 

Cherchons a4 pénétrer davantage le choix de ces textes: nous allons 
découvrir, non sans étonnement, que ce sont d’ordinaire des textes de 
valeur authentiquement mystique et tres profonde, qui jouaient a 
plein dans la vie de l’Eglise, car le contact avec le Christ était encore 
trés présent: mais cette mystique a été déformée, distendue, et finale- 
ment vidée de sa substance, sous l’apport d’éléments paiens essayant 
d’entrer avec elle dans un impossible syncrétisme. 

For others, especially the members of the religionsgeschichtliche Schule, this 
“pagan”-Christian syncretism allowed a breath of fresh (i.e. non-Jewish) air to 

tendency: aligning the Valentinians with the Greek philosophical traditions allows him to 
refute their claims. 

37 Cf. especially The Johannine Gospel (1973); The Gnostic Paul (1975); “‘The Mystery 
of the Resurrection’: A Gnostic Reading of 1 Corinthians 15,” JBL 93 (1974) 276-88; “A 
Valentinian Claim to Esoteric Exegesis of Romans as Basis for Anthropological Theory,” 
VC 26 (1972) 241-58; and “Conflicting Versions of Valentinian Eschatology: Irenaeus’ 
Treatise vs. the Excerpts from Theodotus,” HTR 67 (1974) 35-53. 

38 Sagnard, La gnose, 603-04. 

39 Sagnard, La gnose, 604-05. 
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be brought into Christianity by a pre-Christian and predominantly Iranian 

gnostic stream. R. Reitzenstein and W. Bousset laid the foundation for this view- 

point at the turn of the century, and it is a view which has had a profound effect 

on NT scholarship through its advocacy by R. Bultmann.*® Jonas and Rudolph 

subsequently emphasized the coherence of this “syncretism.”*! 

Our study has shown that the Valentinian understanding of sin is funda- 

mentally Christian in nature, and that it emerges naturally out of Pauline specu- 

lations about sin. Moreover, we have seen how Valentinian ethics in general 

reflect the gospel injunctions in the NT, notably those in Matthew’s Sermon on 

the Mount. This position is at odds with that often expressed by scholars. 

Ménard’s analysis of a passage in The Gospel of Truth (34,35-35,29) is a good 

example of the common view:*? 

C’est une des rares fois ou il est fait mention de péché dans notre 

opuscule, Submergé dans un contexte de mystique hellénistique, le 

“péché” y a perdu son sens moral. Le cuaptévety de la mystique 

hellénistique, c’est la fatalité, la eluxpyévn, od la volonté de ’homme 

n’est pas mise en jeu, mais ou elle est l’enjeu de ces deux forces méta- 

physiques opposées, la yvéotc et l’&yvorx. C’est le sens de “péché” qu’on 

rencontre dans le Corpus Hermeticum et les religions 4 mystéres: le 

destin y a remplacé la responsabilité. 

Ménard is working within an Irenaean framework which considers Valentinian- 

ism to be a form of Christianity that has been distorted and essentially trans- 

formed by external, “pagan” influences. The Valentinian understanding of sin 

which emerges from our study strongly suggests that in fact this was not the case. 

One need not go to the Corpus Hermeticum to understand the Valentinians; the 

NT is the most useful Sitz 

Paul believed that the death of Christ removed the power of sin from people, 

allowing them to lead sinless lives; at least in theory, for in practice, Christians 

continued to act improperly, as Paul’s letters reveal. Sin remained a vital concern 

4° Richard Reitzenstein argued that Gnosticism was not necessarily a Christian phe- 

nomenon —in Poimandres. Studien zur griechisch-dgyptischen und frithchristlichen Lite- 

ratur (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1904). Later, he became convinced that the roots of Gnosticism 

lay in Iran, due to Bousset’s study, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis. Bousset separated 

Gnosticism into its component parts, and found pre-Christian analogies to each one. This 

led to his claim that Gnosticism was a syncretistic combination of pre-Christian elements 

which crystallized around an Iranian Savior myth. Carsten Colpe submits this “school” to 

a critical review in Die religionsgeschichtliche Schule. Darstellung und Kritik ihres Bildes 

vom gnostischen Erlosermythus, FRLANT 60 (Géttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 

1961). Colpe argues that the evidence does not support the existence of a pre-Christian 

gnostic redeemer myth. He prefers instead (194-208) to see this myth evolving out of 

primitive Christian texts rather than having had an influence on them. 

41 Jonas, The Gnostic Religion; Rudolph, Gnosis. 

42 Ménard, L’Evangile de vérité, 167. 
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for the Pauline communities. The Valentinians claimed that gnosis from the 

Father removed the power of sin, making the “gnostics” theoretically free from 

sin. In practice, however, they too continued to be concerned with sin. Salvation 

through unmerited grace, and even the overthrow of evil, does not lead to 

“gnostic licentiousness” and ethical indifference for Paul. Neither is this the case 

for the Valentinians, although for both the possibility of abuse was built into 

the system. 

Actually, one of the few fragments remaining from Valentinus’s writings has 

a decidedly Pauline flavor. Valentinus’s argument in Fragment 2 (Strom. 2, 
114,3-6) is that the evil spirits attached to a person’s heart do not allow it to be 
pure, and lead to improper desires (and, by implication, to improper actions). 
Providentially, and through no merit of that person, the Father chooses to sanc- 
tify a heart. Such a person is blessed because he or she shall see God. Clement 
objects to this, arguing that a soul never has evil spirits appended to it, and also 
that it can only be saved through obedience to the law. Clement continues: a 
Christian must first overcome these fleshly passions if there is to be a chance to 
withstand the evil spirits. In this argument Valentinus’s emphasis on the human 
need for external and unmerited help is far more Pauline than Clement’s plea to 
Christians to follow the law and struggle to overcome their fleshly passions on 
their own.43 

3.5 

Valentinianism is a form of second century Christianity,44 and from a 
historical perspective it is no less or no more “authentic” than other contempo- 
rary expressions of Christianity. 

This fundamentally Christian nature of Valentinianism presents a challenge 
to the historian of early Christianity. If, for instance, the Nag Hammadi works 

“> H. Langerbeck emphasizes the Platonic aspects of Gnosticism, but also argues that 
in matters of faith, gnosis, and evil Valentinus was on a Pauline trajectory; that there was 
no “Auseinandersetzung zwischen Gnosis und Pistis” —“Die Anthropologie der alexan- 
drischen Gnosis: Interpretationen zu den Fragmenten des Basilides und Valentinus und 
ihrer Schulen bei Clemens von Alexandrien und Origenes,” in his Aufsdatze zur Gnosis: Aus 
dem Nachlass, AbbAkGottingen 69 (Géttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967), 44. Cf. 
also his statement: “Fiir diese Auf gabe ware natiirlich die Feststellung, dass die Gnosis eine 
systematische Entfaltung der paulinischen Theologie ist, von Wichtigkeit” (81). 

“4 Pétrement argues (in Le Dieu séparé) that all of Gnosticism, including Valentin- 
ianism, emerges out of Christianity. One of her summary statements presents her case well: 
“Nous avons tenté de faire voir qu’on peut se représenter la formation progressive du 
gnosticisme en considérant le développement d’une branche du christianisme, la branche 
paulinienne et johannique. Il nous a semblé que le gnosticisme se dessine peu A peu, a 
travers une série d’étapes, a partir des tendances gnosticisantes qu’on discerne dans le 
Nouveau Testament, jusqu’au moment ot apparait nettement, au début du Ie siécle, le 
gnosticisme proprement dit; et qu’on peut ensuite se représenter |’évolution de celui-ci, 
sans rupture, jusqu’au moment oi il a produit parfois des spéculations qui semblent trés différentes du christianisme que nous connaissons” (657). 
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were read in a Pachomian monastery, how does one explain their acceptance by 

these fourth century Egyptian monks? More pressing, though, is the need to 

explain Irenaeus’s vehement rejection of these “false brethren.” If Valentinus was 

essentially “au sein du christianisme” (using Sagnard’s words), and if we need not 

go to any outside religious source to understand it, what does this say about 

Irenaeus and the other heresiologists? Did they seriously misinterpret the Valen- 

tinians? Or were they merely “church politicians” afraid of losing their grip on 

their churches? Other factors surely must be involved. And what does this say 

about our understanding of Valentinianism? Which aspects of this movement 

were considered the most threatening, not only to their contemporaries but also 

to later writers who themselves never encountered a living “Valentinian?” In this 

regard, our examination of sin in Valentinianism, though narrowly focused, has 

raised wide-ranging questions about the nature of second century Christianity, 

which continues to reveal its diversity and creativity. 
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